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The Japanese traditional medicine of Kampo in pediatrics has developed originally and
continues up to the present day. The Western medicine is not enough for the treatment of
many common diseases of children. I introduce the history, present situation and originality
of such Japanese pediatrics Kampo medicine. In addition, I have you introduce the
traditional medical current situation of the pediatrics from Korea. In addition, I introduce
the usefulness of the Kampo medicine for the treatment for children with COVID-19 which
swept over the world.

The History and the Present State of Pediatric Kampo Medicine

Hideaki Yamaguchi
K Children’s Clinic, Department of Pediatrics, Tosei General Hospital (Japan)
Chairman of The Japan Pediatric Society for Oriental Medicine

Keywords: pediatric Kampo medicine, history, present state
The first description of Kampo applied for pediatrics appears in the oldest existing Japanese
medical classic, Ishinpo (984 CE). After publication of Kareishoniho (1566 CE), many
books specializing in pediatrics and childcare were published in Japan. According to the
most representative pediatric Kampo classic, Yoyokasoku (1885CE), pediatric Kampo was
used mainly for a treatment in severe cases such as infectious diseases. With the 1907
Medicine Reformation introduced at the beginning of the Meiji Era, traditional Kampo
medicine was excluded from orthodox medicine and was integrated into the Western
medical system. Pediatric Kampo had been almost abandoned in a sense, until the National
Health Insurance System for Kampo medicines was implemented in 1976. Recently, many
pediatricians have become interested in pediatric Kampo medicine, and prescribe it to
patients. At present, most severe diseases are treated by modern Western medicines, while
functional diseases including psychological problems are treated by pediatric Kampo
medicines. In addition, for the first time in the history of pediatric Kampo medicine, almost
all the children are now able to receive Kampo treatment. Two academic societies, The Japan
Society for Oriental Medicine and The Japan Pediatric Society for Oriental Medicine, are
taking a leading role in research activities.

History of Pediatrics of Korean Medicine, Current Situation
Gyu Tae Chang
Department of Pediatrics, College of Korean Medicine,
Kyung Hee University (Korea)
Department of Pediatrics of Korean Medicine
Kyung Hee University Korean Medicine Hospital at Gangdong (Korea)

Keywords: pediatric, Korean medicine, Hanbangsoagwahak,
The first specialized book on Korean pediatrics was 'Geupyubang', written by Jung-jun Jo,
and this book explains the advantages of Korean medicine with a unique theory called
'Oriental Six Theory'. Since then, 'Soaeuibang’, written by Gyu-heon Choi, is the completion
of a book on Korean pediatrics written in the donguibogam method. Since then, it has been
called 'Donguisoagwahak' in academia, and legally, 'Oriental medicine' was changed to
'Korean medicine', and now it is called ‘Hanbansoagwahak’. Korean medicine doctors must
graduate from a six-year university to pass an Korean medicine license exam to be certified.
The Korean medicine specialist system was implemented in 1999, producing specialists in
8 subjects, including Korean pediatric specialists. Specialists must complete one year of
internship and three years of residency and pass the exam. In the case of the society, the
Association of Korean Oriental Pediatrics was established in 1978 and has continued until
now (200 members). The goal of Korean Pediatrics is not different from the goal of
pediatrics, but it has a characteristic aspect of Korean medical diagnosis and treatment. In
particular, many efforts have been made to make it easier for children to apply Korean
medicine to children. In recent years, academic activities have been focused on diagnosis,
treatment, and prevention of growth and development disorders.

How do we Primary Care Pediatricians Use Kampo Medicine
in Japan?
Ranko Mori
Mori Children’s Clinic (Japan)
Chairman of The Japan Meeting of Pediatric Kampo Medicine
Vice Chairman of The Japan Pediatric Society for Oriental Medicine
Keywords: pediatric Kampo medicine, primary care
Many Japanese primary care pediatricians use Kampo medicine in their daily practice.
Kampo medicine is a complementary medicine, and Western medical treatment takes
precedence. Kampo treatment improves the quality of life of patients and their parents. It is
useful following situations.
1. Symptomatic treatment of common diseases
minor upper respiratory tract symptoms (sneezing, congestion, coughing, wheezing, etc.)
frequent vomiting in acute gastroenteritis
2. Improvement of constitutional frailty in childhood
gastrointestinal weakness
frequent respiratory tract infections and/or wheezing
frequent skin problems, atopic dermatitis
weather-related illness
3. Psychological problems, including psychosomatic and developmental disorders.
support treatment of autism spectrum disorder (ASD), Attention deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (AD/HD)
sleep problem
Orthostatic dysregulation (OD)
psychosocial problems
In addition, it is important to provide medication guidance to children who have difficulty
taking their medications.

COVID-19 and Kampo Medicine in Pediatrics
Haruo Kuroki
Medical Corporation Shigyonokai, Sotobo Children’s Clinic
Clinical Professor of Chiba University School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: COVID-19, maoto, telemedicine
COVID-19 has been spreading even now. The indication of anti-viral drug is limited. The
main point of the infectious disease treatment is early intervention. For this reason, the best
method for the early treatment of COVID-19 is to use the medicine which we can use widely.
Kampo medicine is most suitable for the treatment from such a point to a mild case of
COVID-19. And we can support home stay patient with telemedicine. The combination of
kakkonto and shosaikotokakikyosekko is effective for the delta strain, and maoto is effective
for the omicron strain in early phase in patients with upper respiratory symptoms. In the
cases with gastroenteritis, goreisan is desirable. Based on the experience in own facilities, I
will bring up a problem.
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Kampo Treatment for Neurological Diseases
Coordinator and Chair
Shin-ichi Muramatsu
Division of Oriental Medicine, Center for Community Medicine,
Jichi Medical University (Japan)

Although novel modalities including various antibodies are at the forefront of clinical
practice, most neurological diseases are still intractable. In this symposium, we will present
representative examples in which Kampo medicine is effective in treating conditions for
which western drugs are ineffective or cannot be used due to adverse effects. Dr. Tamada
expanded the application of keishikaryukotsuboreito (KSTRB) to the effective treatment for
parasomnia and adult nocturnal enuresis. As a prodromal symptom of neurodegeneration,
the number of elderly people with rapid eye movement sleep-related behavioral disorders is
increasing. KSTRB can be used for the disorders. Dr. Raimura shows keishibukuryogan is
effective for patients who have both menstruation-associated migraine and scintillating
scotoma. He will also show a video that blood stasis of the conjunctiva was improved after
treatment. Dr. Harada demonstrates that goreisan was most effective in a homogenous type
of chronic subdural hematoma for preventing recurrence after operation. It is well known
that goreisan has the ability to regulate water balance. Finally, Dr. Kwon introduces the
effective treatment of cerebrovascular diseases with traditional herb medicine in Korea.

Keishikaryukotsuboreito for the Treatment of Parasomnia and
Adult Enuresis
Mayumi Tamada1,2, Shin-ichi Muramatsu2
1

2

Azabu Muse Clinic (Japan)
Division of Oriental Medicine, Center for Community Medicine, Jichi Medical
University (Japan)

Keywords: keishikaryukotsuboreito, REM sleep behavior disorders, nocturnal enuresis
In Jin Gui Yao Lue, an ancient text of Chinese medicine, keishikaryukotsuboreito (KSTRB)
was initially described as effective in treating decreased sexual desire, sexual malaise, rectus
abdominis muscle hypertonia, genital coldness, diarrhea, anemia, dizziness, alopecia, and
very weak pulse. KSTRB had been used for nocturnal emissions in men and sexually
aroused dreams in women in traditional Japanese medicine. In this way, abnormal sexual
night behaviors had been treated with KSTRB for many years. We expanded the application
of KSTRB to more general symptoms of parasomnia, which is defined as undesirable
behaviors or experiences during sleep. Six elderly patients including four patients with
Parkinson’s disease had parasomnias in non-REM or REM sleep. After they started to take
KSTRB, symptoms such as dream-enacting behavior and nightmare disappeared within a
few days. In one patient, the frequency and magnitude of spike-wave complexes induced by
3-Hz photic stimulation were reduced on electroencephalography, suggesting inhibitory
effects of KSTRB on brain irritability. We also successfully treated a woman of nocturnal
enuresis that persisted into adulthood by KSTRB. Adult cases of nocturnal enuresis are
refractory and rarely heal spontaneously. We suggest that KSTRB is a safe treatment option
for parasomnia and nocturnal enuresis.

The Effect of Goreisan for Chronic Subdural Hematoma
Yoshinao Harada1,2
1

Department of Personalized Kampo Medicine,
Graduate School of Medicine, Juntendo University (Japan)
2
Department of Neurosurgery, Faculty of Medicine, Juntendo University (Japan)

Keywords: goreisan, chronic subdural hematoma
Chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) has a reported postoperative recurrence rate of 3–20%
and the optimal therapeutic strategy remains controversial. Several pharmacological
treatments have been used to treat patients with CSDH (e.g., tranexamic acid, atorvastatin,
and dexamethasone). Goreisan (GRS) was reported effective for the reducing hematoma
volume of CSDH for the first time in 1995. Since then, several studies, including prevention
of postoperative recurrence, have been reported from Japan. Recently, GRS became one of
the most frequently used Kampo medicine with Japanese neurosurgeons for the reducing
hematoma volume and the prevention of postoperative CSDH recurrence. I will introduce
the clinical research of CSDH on GRS. We found that homogeneous type CSDH was the
most responsive to GRS for preventing recurrence.

Efficacy of Keishibukuryogan on Scintillating Scotoma and
Menstruation-associated Migraine
Masaki Raimura
Raimura Clinic (Japan)

Keywords: scintillating scotoma, migraine, keishibukuryogan
Recently, new drugs such as triptans, ditans, anti-CGRP antibodies, and anti-CGRP receptor
antibodies have been approved, and the treatment of migraine has made remarkable progress.
But the preventive medicine for scintillating scotoma and menstruation-associated migraine
is not effective enough. It is known that keishibukuryogan (KBG) can adjust the menstrual
cycle and improve dysmenorrhea. Decreased blood flow in the visual cortex of the occipital
lobe is known to cause scintillating scotoma. Some reports demonstrate that antiplatelet
drugs are effective treatments for scintillating scotoma, and other reports show that KBG
has an antiplatelet effect. Therefore, we administered KBG to patients who have both
menstruation-associated migraine and scintillating scotoma and evaluated the effect by
using HIT-6 (Headache Impact Test). The patient background is 6 women aged 26 to 40
years. The HIT-6 improved from an average of 67.5 points before the treatment (which has
negative effects on daily life) to 51.1 points after the treatment (which has a fewer negative
effect on daily life). The number of scintillating scotomas decreased from an average of 4
to 0.83 in 6 months. Finally, we will show the effect of KBG on blood stasis using video
images of vessels on the conjunctiva of the treated patients.

Traditional Herbal Medicine Treatment for Stroke in Korea
Seungwon Kwon
Department of Cardiology and Neurology, College of Korean Medicine,
Kyung Hee University (Korea)

Keywords: traditional herbal medicine, cerebrovascular diseases, stroke.
Stroke causes various disabilities and reduces the quality of life. Recently, various
techniques have been developed and used to treat stroke, but, despite the advancement,
many patients still experience various disabilities. In East Asian countries, herbal medicines
have been used for stroke, and related research results are continuously accumulating. As a
result, Korean Medicine Clinical Practice Guideline for Stroke was published in 2021. This
lecture will introduce the evidence of herbal medicines related to acute stroke treatment and
various sequelae of stroke (for example, post-stroke depression, cognitive impairment,
urinary and defecation problems, etc.). Furthermore, in most clinical settings, both
conventional medicines, and herbal medicines have been used together. To reflect on this
situation, this lecture will introduce the evidence related to the safety of herbal medicines
combined with anticoagulants. In Korea, herbal medicines have also been used to prevent
stroke. Chunghyuldan which has the effect of improving vascular endothelial cell function
has been mainly used. This lecture will introduce the evidence of Chunghyuldan. Finally,
our group conducted a study to derive the predictive logistic equations to develop a
standardized diagnostic pattern identification equation for stroke patients. This equation
could be helpful for standardizing routine traditional medical care for stroke.
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Common pathological conditions are suggested to develop various renal diseases such as
diabetic nephropathy, chronic nephritis, and nephrosclerosis. Among these renal diseases, it
is also necessary to keep in mind systemic complications such as the cardiovascular system.
Therefore, they are collectively called chronic kidney disease (CKD). The severity
classification of CKD consists of two components: the GFR classification on the vertical
axis, and the amount of urinary protein or urinary albumin on the horizontal axis. It has also
been pointed out that the amount of urinary protein and the presence of hypertension have a
significant effect on the prognosis of CKD progression.
Kampo treatment is useful in many situations during the long disease course of CKD. In
Kampo Medicine, the pathophysiology of Oketsu (blood stasis) in CKD development is
considered the background. At this symposium, an overview of Kampo treatment in dialysisdependent and non-dialysis dependent CKD, live-imaging of anti-oketsu Effects of Kampo
prescriptions, and the effects of Kampo medicines on hypertension will be introduced. We
hope that this session on CKD and hypertension will be beneficial for the audience and CKD
treatment.

Clinical Aspects for Non-dialysis Dependent
Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)
Takahiko Ono1, 2, Daisuke Suzuki2
1

2

Department of Nephrology, Amagasaki Eijinkai Clinic (Japan)
Department of Traditional Kampo Medicine, Shimada General Medical Center (Japan)

Keywords: shichimotsukokato, saireito, hachimijiogan.
We will outline traditional Kampo medicines for non-dialysis dependent CKD. In rat
glomerulonephritis, saireito reduced urinary protein, and proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PCNA)- and ED-1-positive cells (macrophages). It is reported that saireito involves
suppression of upregulation of proinflammatory cytokines, IL-1β and IL-6. Saireito is useful
for non-dialysis dependent CKD, which is mainly accompanied with proteinuria. Saireito is
often used in combination with angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs); and there is room
to consider tripartite combinations with mineral corticoid receptor antagonists (MRAs).
Nephrosclerosis is usually caused by hypertension, and shichimotsukokato or hachimijiogan
should be considered. In an irreversible rat-glomerulonephritis model, shichimotsukokato
suppressed elevation of systolic blood pressure and glomerular hypertrophy. Hachimijiogan
is also used for diabetic nephropathy leading to advanced non-dialysis dependent CKD. In
order to judge the therapeutic effect, we need to apply traditional Kampo medicines on CKD,
keeping in mind not only serum creatinine but also control of hypertension and minimization
of urinary protein, those closely affect prognosis. When hypokalemia develops, it is
necessary to consider discontinuing the licorice-rich preparation, or additional using MRAs.

Live imaging of Anti-oketsu Effects of Kampo Prescriptions Used
for Chronic Kidney Diseases
Aki Hirayama1, Tsutomu Tomita2, Takashi Nishida2, Yumiko Nagano1
1

Center for Integrative Medicine, Tsukuba University of Technology (Japan)
2
Timelapse Vision Inc. (Japan)

Keywords: live imaging, oketsu (blood stasis), microcirculation
Oketsu (blood stasis) is a characteristic condition of Kampo and includes multiple aspects
of hemodynamic disorders in arteries, arterioles and capillaries. Abnormalities of glomerular
microcirculation in chronic kidney diseases (CKD) are also included in this concept, thus,
Kampo prescriptions with anti-oketsu effects are theoretically effective in CKD treatment.
We are clarifying the modern pharmacological background of traditional Kampo therapeutic
theories by live imaging of the anti-oketsu effects of various Kampo prescriptions.
In the microcirculation, differences in the pharmacological effects of various anti-oketsu
Kampo prescriptions are defined by differences in the target vessels: tokakujyokito has a
vasodilative solid effect on the arteries with a short onset; keishibukuryogan induce
vasodilation on arterioles with slower onset; tokishakuyakusan enhances blood flow
velocity in the capillaries, with a slow onset of effect but long-lasting action. These results
are generally consistent with the clinical selection of Kampo prescriptions and can provide
a pharmacological background to the traditional therapeutic strategies of Kampo, based on
sho. Nitric oxide (NO) also defines the characteristics of each prescription.
keishibukuryogan and kamishoyosan enhance vascular endothelial NO production, while
goshajinkigan inhibits this. In addition, we have found that the anti-oketsu Kampo
prescriptions improve glomerular circulation by dilations of afferent and efferent arterioles.

Kampo Medicine for Dialysis Patients
Kentaro Wada
Division of Nephrology and Dialysis, Department of Internal Medicine,
Nippon Kokan Fukuyama Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: dialysis, frailty, complications
There are more than 340,000 patients under maintenance dialysis in Japan, and more than
40,000 patients have been newly introduced to dialysis therapy due to end-stage renal
disease every year. The average age of dialysis patients and the proportion of patients with
long-term dialysis therapy have increased. Approximately 70% of dialysis patients have
frailty, which has been reported to be associated with prognosis and risk of new
hospitalization. Dialysis-related complications have been studied, however, the mechanisms
and fundamental treatments still remain unknown. The possibility remains that some of them
might be solved by Kampo medicine. For example, Kampo medicine called Hojin
formulations (hachimijiogan and goshajinkigan) and Ginseng Root and Astragalus Root
formulations (hochuekkito, juzentaihoto, and ninjinyoeito) has an effect of improving health
condition of dialysis patients with frailty. Moreover, Kampo medicine can be used safely for
various complaints and symptoms of patients under dialysis. Although the evidence is
insufficient, Kampo medicine is useful in the field of dialysis therapy. In this symposium,
the presenter will show not only my previous clinical research and case reports, but also the
prospects for Kampo treatment for patients under dialysis.

Antihypertensive Constituents in San’oshashinto
Jianbo Wu 1, Hisashi Matsuda2,3
1

Research and Development Department, Oryza Oil & Fat Chemical Co., Ltd. (Japan)
2
Pharmaceutical Research and Technology Institute, Kindai University (Japan)
3
Kyoto Pharmaceutical University (Japan)

Keywords: san’oshashinto, vasorelaxation, antihypertension
San’oshashinto, also called SanHuangXieXinTang in China, which is composed of Rhei
Rhizoma, Scutellariae Radix, and Coptidis Rhizoma, exhibits vasorelaxant effects in vitro
and lowers blood pressure of patients. Based on this discovery, in this study, mixtures of
these three materials and combinations of them were extracted with methanol, and the
extracts were fractionated into different parts. Effects of all extracts and fractions on highconcentration of K+- or noradrenaline-induced contractions of isolated rat aorta were
examined. All pharmacological and HPLC data were analyzed by principal component
analysis and principal component regression analysis, and the results indicated that baicalin,
berberine, palmatine, baicalein, and wogonoside contributed significant vasodilations.
Furthermore, the methanolic extract of san’oshashinto or a baicalin-berberine combination
(p.o.) significantly reduced increase in the rate of systolic blood pressure of SHRs. These
findings suggested that san’oshashinto has significant vasorelaxant effects in vitro and
antihypertensive effects in vivo, and baicalin and berberine, which are the principal
constituents of Scutellariae Radix and Coptidis Rhizoma, were the main antihypertensive
constituents in san’oshashinto. With regard to the action mechanism, the baicalin-berberine
combination produced vasorelaxant effects by activating the NO/cGMP pathway,
meanwhile the BKCa channel and DAG/PKC/CPI-17 pathway might be also involved.
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Siebold (1796-1866), a German physician who came to Japan under false pretenses of being
Dutch to join the East India Company, was also interested in Japanese acupuncture. He
received nine acupuncture needles from Sotetsu Ishizaka (1770-1842) during his exchange
with each other during his visit to Edo (now Tokyo).
Like Siebold, Dr. Ulrich Eberhard, a German physician with an interest in Japan, learned
the art of acupuncture from Hakushi Toyoda, a famous acupuncturist, while studying in
Japan. He and his wife now practice acupuncture and moxibustion and Kampo medicine in
the city of Madrid, along with educational activities to promote Oriental medicine in
Germany, Spain, and other countries. He has been asked to give a lecture on his experience
in Japan and the situation of acupuncture and moxibustion in Europe.
Dr. Carl Hermann Hempen (Technical University of Munich) was invited to give a lecture
at the 2016 Japan Society of Oriental Medicine Congress in Kagawa. His son, Dr. Moritz
Hempen, gave us a lecture on acupuncture for cardiovascular diseases at the 2017
Traditional Acupuncture Conference. He will also teach us about the realities of his practice
in Munich and his educational activities at the university.
After the two lectures from Europe, Dr. Toshihiro Togo, who is fluent in both Chinese and
English and is active in international affairs such as ISO, will give a history of Japanese
acupuncture and moxibustion and its relation to the rest of the world.
The last speaker is Dr. Junji Mizutani, who went to Canada from Japan and is not only active
as an acupuncture and moxibustion therapist but has also been expanding the circle of
acupuncture and moxibustion enthusiasts in North America and compiling the Journal of

Oriental Medicine in North America for many years.
In the final discussion, we would like to discuss how "Temperature and Touch," the title of
the two Nobel laureates' lectures in 2021, might be related to acupuncture and moxibustion,
including their predictions for the future.

Japan Has Shaped My Professional Life
Eberhard, Ulrich
Clinica Medicos Para Ti, Private Clinic for Family Medicine Madrid (Spain)
Keywords: Otsuka Yasuo, Okabe Sodo, Toyota Hakushi
When I arrived at Narita Airport in December 1981, I had nothing to show except some cash
(German marks) and an invitation letter from Dr. Yasuo Otsuka. But I was very curious
about my upcoming adventure to learn Japanese Traditional Medicine. During the daily
treatments in the acupuncture room of the Kitasato Institute I was able to experience OkabeSensei, but due to a lack of language skills it was hardly possible to grasp his art of meridian
treatment. So I first went to Beijing for 6 months for training in Chinese acupuncture with
an English interpreter. Through the mediation of Dr. Otsuka, I was able to receive a
postdoctoral scholarship from JSPS (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science) and could
now return to Japan for another 3 years to learn Kampo medicine at the Kitasato Institute
with Dr. Otsuka and Japanese acupuncture with my revered teacher Toyota-Sensei. After my
return home, I started to establish a logistic of Kampo herbal import together with a German
pharmacist in order to be able to practise Kampo, acupuncture and moxibustion in my own
practice for Japanese Medicine in Munich. Through an invitation from Prof. Unschuld, I
was subsequently enabled to teach Far Eastern medicine as a lecturer at the University of
Munich. I would like to report on these and other experiences in my lecture and give an
insight into the possibilities of using Japanese Traditional Medicine in Germany and Spain.

Traditional Medicine in Germany – its Role for Patients,
Students, and Society
Moritz Hempen, MD, MSc
Department for Sport and Health Sciences, Technical University of Munich (Germany)
Keywords: acupuncture, herbal therapy, traditional medicine and cardiology, traditional
medicine Germany, traditional medicine and autoimmune diseases
Representing western physicians who appreciate traditional medicine (TM) we conduct
Europe’s first academic master’s degree for Traditional Chinese Medicine at the Technical
University of Munich (TUM), Germany since 2013. Due to the pandemic, we looked into
modern teaching techniques that resulted in developing digital videos and a hybrid teaching
model, leaving students the choice of attending seminars in person or online.
Working with patients every day, we combine the strength of western diagnosing methods
with TM therapeutically, particularly acupuncture and herbal therapy. Because of our
holistic approach the scope of treatable conditions is broad, in particular, patients who suffer
from chronic diseases often seek help through TM. Therefore, autoimmune conditions, such
as Grave’s disease that results in a thyroid hyperfunction, respond well to TM.
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are most responsible for a shortened life expectancy
globally and therefore drastically increase the burden for society, both economically and
from a health perspective. TM has successfully shown its contribution in treating aspects of
CVD such as hypertension or congestive heart failure.
Promoting TM’s accessibility for more patients is our strong belief and our motivation. We
continue our work in treating patients, teaching students, and gathering proof for its
beneficial effects.

The Basis of the History of Acupuncture and Moxibustion
in Japan
Toshihiro Togo1,2
1

2

Juntendo University (Japan)
Acupuncture Salon ‘Elegia Platero’ (Japan)

Keywords: medical history, transmitting of medical knowledge, acupuncture
In this presentation, I will mention some important points when discussing the history of
acupuncture and moxibustion in Japan.
First, medical knowledge was introduced to Japan from the 5th to 6th centuries via the
Korean Peninsula as one of the foreign cultures, along with academics such as astronomy
and art of divination. From ancient times to the Middle Ages, enormous Chinese
manuscripts were brought to Japan which included not only Chinese medical books but
Buddhist scriptures in which the knowledge of Indian medicine was introduced, which
means that the Japanese at that time could evaluate Chinese medical knowledge from plural
perspectives.
The second point is the difference in religion between Japan and China. Medicine was
introduced to Japan from the Northern and Southern Dynasties to the Sui Tang period,
during which both Buddhism and Taoism were flourishing in China. Many of Chinese
authors of medical books in this period were conversant with Taoism. Though many of their
books were brought to Japan, Taoism did not occupy the mainstream in Japan. Instead,
Buddhism captured the hearts of aristocrats. From the latter half of the Heian period,
physicians spread from court doctors to monks, who while actively acquired medical
knowledge from books published in Song to Ming Dynasty, formed their medicinal
approach by fusing that knowledge with the Buddhist view of the body.
The third point is the exclusion of highly abstracted theories and the emphasis on "tactile
sensation". As is often pointed out, "Ishipo （医心方）" compiled in the 10th century Japan
does not include the Yin-Yang Five Phases theory and visceral organ system. It is presumed
the author, Yasuyori Tamba, did not emphasize the basic theory of Chinese medicine. But
such an attitude can be generally observed in Japanese physicians with a few exceptions like
Manase Dosan. Regarding acupuncture, "tactile sensation" was emphasized in both
diagnosis and needling technique, and many diagnostic and acupuncture methods were
developed which were inherited being kept secret in each school.

Promotion of Moxibustion Outside of Japan
Junji Mizutani
The College of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturist of British
Columbia (Canada)
Keywords: moxibustion, promotion, world
I was told that foreigners would never understand moxibustion, when I first learned
moxibustion, in the early 1980s. When I began moxibustion treatments in Toronto, Canada
in 1983, I found out that non-Japanese accepted moxibustion with fewer preconceptions.
From 1994, I began writing a series of articles on moxibustion in the North American
Journal of Oriental Medicine, and this began the spread of moxibustion outside of Japan
centered in North America. The North American Journal of Oriental Medicine has readers
in 26 countries, so it's safe to say that moxibustion therapy is known and accepted in 26
countries. Today, moxibustion is a therapy that is receiving attention all over the world, as
an ancient method applicable in the modern world.
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Study on Processing Methods for Angelicae acutilobae
Radix Developed in Japan
Yohei Sasaki, Yoshitomi Kudo, Hirokazu Ando
Kanazawa University (Japan)
Keywords: Angelica acutiloba Kitag., cultivation, processing condition
Angelicae acutilobae Radix (AaR) is derived from the root of Angelica acutiloba Kitag.,
which is an endemic species that has been produced by the method developed in Japan. The
methods like rack drying and washing the roots by hot water while kneading them are
innovatory as they potentially exert the medicinal properties suitable for both the climate of
Japan and the constitution of the Japanese body. However, the evidence between the
processing condition and the medicinal effects of AaR have not yet been clarified which
leads to an obstacle to define the efficiency or the mechanization of the production process.
We have performed the processing condition to elucidate a large individual difference and
the localization of (Z)-ligstilide observed in the root of Angelica acutiloba. As a result, the
following two points were clarified regarding the content of (Z)-ligstilide: 1. there is no
correlation between individual weight and the chemical content. 2. the chemical content in
the thick root part and thin root part differs vastly. Hence, it is expected that the results of
our research can be used as a `Production index` for implementing enhancement to the
efficient production of AaR.
References: J. Nat. Med., 75, 1-10 & 565-576 (2021).

Strategy to Expand Domestic Production of Peony Root Based on
Comprehensive Study on Diversity of Paeonia lactiflora
Katsuko Komatsu1, Shu Zhu2
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2

Institute of Natural Medicine, University of Toyama (Japan)
School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Wakayama Medical University (Japan)

Keywords: peony root, quality evaluation, sustainability
Kampo medicines play an important role in ameliorating many diseases as well as
preventing serious ones through their application to pre-symptomatic conditions. For
sustainable utilization of Kampo medicines, it is necessary to provide strategies for domestic
cultivation of various crude drug resources, besides horticultural research in collaboration
with foreign countries. We conducted field investigations on the natural resources of peony
root (PR) including white peony root (WPR) and red peony root (RPR) in China and analysis
on genetic, chemical, and pharmacological diversity of plants and crude drugs to achieve
standardization of PR and propose a suitable cultivar of Paeonia lactiflora for expanding
cultivation in Japan. A collaborative project between academia and local government has
taken further steps to transform these results into action, including establishing cultivation
methods, developing post-harvest processing methods, and constructing comprehensive
cycle systems.
Here, I would like to introduce genetic and chemical discrimination between WPR and RPR
in nDNA ITS sequences and the contents of bioactive constituents, the selection of cultivars
with RPR-like medicinal properties such as anti-allergic activity, and the optimization of
processing methods to maintain the quality.

Breeding Varieties and Development of Cultivation Techniques for
Medicinal Peony (Paeonia lactiflora Pall.)

Shigeki Hayashi
Research Center for Medicinal Plant Resources, National Institutes of
Biomedical Innovation, Health and Nutrition (Japan)
Keywords: Paeonia lactiflora Pall., paeoniflorin, cultivation
To promote and increase the production of crude drugs in Japan, we developed medicinal
peony varieties― ‘Kitasaisho’, ‘Benishizuka’, and ‘Yumesaika’ ―using selection breeding
based on the content of medicinal ingredient and root productivity. ‘Benishizuka’, which is
registered as a variety (MAFF, Japan, Registration No.24367), contains more than 4% of
paeoniflorin in the dry roots and can save the labor for flower picking because of extremely
low flowering rate. To develop a new medicinal peony-producing area in Ibara City,
Okayama Prefecture, a group of producers has introduced this variety into the fields in hilly
and semi-mountainous areas. We conducted research and development of appropriate
cultivation techniques for this area and obtained the following results. 1) The field with good
soil drainage and fertility had the highest root productivity among the experimental fields.
We proposed that the area with similar soil conditions to this field should be suitable for
cultivation. 2) The medicinal plants harvester jointly developed by us and the NARO
(Japanese Patent No.6880524) enables continuous harvesting the subterranean part of peony,
even used with small tractors. 3) The peony roots can be washed and peeled using the
commercially available taro washer.

Conversion from Customary Seed Propagation to Commercial
Vegetative Propagation in Medicinal Herbage
Eiichi Kodaira, Rina Arai, Hiroshi Ishikawa, Yoshinori Kobayashi
School of Pharmacy, Kitasato University (Japan)
Keywords: auxin, economically cloning, Scutellaria baicalensis
The demand for crude drugs, specifically, for Kampo products, has increased in Japan. Of
the 60 major crude drugs available, 33 have original herbage sources (Yamamoto et al., 2021,
Shoyakugaku Zasshi). Seed propagation among these plants can result in discrepancies in
crude drug quality due to genetic contamination and can lead to stagnation of domestic
cultivation that is essential for crude drug production. Efficient cloning techniques have not
yet been established for most herbage. In this study, we examined the effect of auxin on
Scutellaria baicalensis rooting to develop an economically viable cloning method. Prior to
cutting in May 2021, treatment with 5, 10 ppm of 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) and 5,
10, 20 ,30 ppm of indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) were done for 24 h, which resulted in more
than 90% of rooting in all the treatment. Additionally, the rooting zones revealed that the
most vigorous growth was observed for 10 ppm IBA treatment. However, cutting with 10
ppm IBA in September resulted in less than 60% rooting and insufficient growth. Evidently,
spring was preferable to autumn for efficient production. Therefore, economically viable
cloning methods can improve knowledge on the manner of propagation of herbage and
stabilization of crude drug quality.

Study on Directional Cultivation of Dual-purpose Scutellaria
baicalensis as Medicine and Tea
Shengli Wei
Beijing University of Chinese Medicine (China)
Keywords: Scutellaria baicalensis, drinkable medicinal plant resources, the directional
cultivation of traditional Chinese medicine
The root of Scutellaria baicalensis is an important traditional Chinese medicine with the
functions of heat-clearing and damp-drying. The tender stem tip of Scutellaria baicalensis
can be processed into a health tea, which is widely used in Beijing and Inner Mongolia and
other places in China. The study explored a method to simultaneously improve the quality
and yield of Scutellaria baicalensis and tender stem tips. It avoids overexuberant stems and
leaves via twice cutting seedling in spring and summer to improve the yield and quality of
Scutellaria baicalensis. At the same time, cutting old stems and leaves for many times can
promote the germination of more new buds, so as to further improve the yield of raw
materials of Scutellaria baicalensis. This study is important to improve the economic
efficiency of Scutellaria baicalensis cultivation and also to promote the comprehensive
utilization of Scutellaria baicalensis resources.
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History, Current Status and Future Prospect of Kampo Medicines
Takashi Morota, Noriaki Kawano, Kayo Yoshimatsu
Research Center for Medicinal Plant Resources,
National Institutes of Biomedical Innovation, Health and Nutrition (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicines, current status, quality standardization
Kampo medicine originates from the ancient Chinese medicine that was introduced to Japan
around the 6th century, and it made its own development from the 14th century to the 19th
century. Therefore, Kampo medicines are similar to the traditional Chinese medicines, but
the formulations are sometimes quite different each other. In the Meiji era, Western medicine
became widespread and Kampo medicine declined, but around 1980, Kampo extract
preparations became available for national insurance medical treatment system, and the
amount of usage increased year by year. Total sales in 2019 of Kampo and herbal products
reached 200 billion yen. Currently, 148 kinds of Kampo formulations and about 240 kinds
of crude drugs are listed in the Japan health insurance drug price list.
Although the efficacy and safety of Kampo medicines are ensured by long-term clinical
experience, there is still a lack of clinical evidence so far. Many clinical and non-clinical
studies have been conducted to solve this issue. As a result, many Kampo medicines are
currently introduced in various fields of clinical guidelines.
In this presentation, we will introduce the brief history and current status of Kampo
medicines. In addition, we will report quality standardization to assure the efficacy and
safety of Kampo products.

The Status of Education for Kampo Medicine
in Japanese Medical Universities
Ichiro Arai
Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Nihon Pharmaceutical University (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicine, education, medical universities
Background: The education of Kampo medicine (KM) at the university is important for postgraduate medical practice. We investigated KM in the national model core curriculum for
education (CC) and the syllabus in Japanese medical universities.
Method: In the published CC and syllabus (in the 2018 academic year), we analyzed whether
they include KM.
Results: In CC for medical education, from the first 2001 edition, KM was required to
educate. The requirements had been changed to more concrete by revisions. In CC for dental
education, the 2016 revised edition contained KM. In CC for pharmaceutical education,
from the 2002 first edition, it required education of KM including traditional theory and
decoction which are not required in the other CCs. Also, the practical training of KM in
pharmacy was required. In CC for nursing education, KM education is required from the
first 2017 edition. In the survey of the syllabus in medical universities, 85% of them included
KM. The situation was similar in dental universities. In pharmaceutical schools, all include
KM. In nursing schools, it was fewer than half.
Conclusion: These CCs will be revised simultaneously in 2025. It is expected that the KM
education at the university will be further enhanced.

Approaches to Quality-oriented Basic Research and Standard
Elaboration of TCMs
De-an Guo, Wanying Wu, Changliang Yao, Juan Da
Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica (China)

Keywords: Traditional Chinese medicine, phytochemical analysis, quality standards.
It is of a tremendous challenge for analysis and quality elaboration for traditional Chinese
medicine due to its extremely complexity. TCM is an extremely complex system, which
contains hundreds or even thousands of chemical components in a single herb, not to
mention the compound formulas composed of a handful of even tens of herbs. This generates
gigantic hurdle to clarify its chemical composition, which is the fundamental basis for the
research of quality control, mechanism, pharmacology, etc. In the past several decades, our
research team has devoted to the herbal analysis by using combination of newly developed
techniques on the basis of UPLC, 2DLC, HRMS, and other techniques to facilitate the
comprehensive analysis of chemical components in herbal complex systems. Several typical
herbs were exemplified by using this approach Panax suites, herbs from Uncaria,
Glycyrrhiza, Alisma as well as compound formulas, based on which a holistic quality
control model for TCMs was constructed. This approach cemented for elaboration of quality
standards. Following this approach, quality standards of various herbs were elaborated and
adopted by such main-stream pharmacopoeias as USP, EP, ChP etc. On top of this research
approach, a TCM quality database was also in the process of establishment.

Mode-of-action Analysis of Natural Medicines and Prediction of
New Indications for Various Diseases
Makoto Kadowaki 1, Yoshihiro Yamanishi 2
1

Research Center for Pre-disease Science,
University of Toyama (Japan)
2
Department of Bioscience and Bioinformatics
Kyushu Institute of Technology (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicine, repositioning, computational method.
Natural medicines (i.e., herbal medicines, traditional formulas) are useful for treatment of
multifactorial and chronic diseases. Here, we present a Kampo datebase (KampoDB), a
novel platform for the analysis of natural medicines, which provides various useful scientific
resources on Japanese traditional formulas Kampo medicines, constituent herbal drugs,
constituent compounds, and target proteins of these constituent compounds. Potential target
proteins of these constituent compounds were predicted by docking simulations and
machine learning methods based on large-scale omics data (e.g., genome, proteome,
metabolome, interactome). The current version of KampoDB contains 42 Kampo medicines,
54 crude drugs, 1230 constituent compounds, 460 known target proteins, and 1369 potential
target proteins, and has functional annotations for biological pathways and molecular
functions.
KampoDB is the first platform for the analysis of natural medicines for mode-of-action
analysis and repositioning of natural medicines in the world. KampoDB is useful for modeof-action analysis of natural medicines and prediction of new indications for a wide range
of diseases. We proposed novel computational methods to infer the mode-of-action of
Kampo medicines and established a useful web service that makes it easier for medical
doctors to use Kampo medicines in clinical practice. The methods are expected to be useful
for analyzing the complex systems of natural medicines.
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Japan now faces some challenges such as a rapidly aging population, escalating healthcare
expenditure and slowing of economic growth. These situations require physicians who can
provide comprehensive medical care. Therefore general internal medicine (GIM) has
become an important component of a well-functioning health system. GIM doctors in Japan
offer their medical services in both family medicine, involving clinics, and hospital
medicine, which mainly involves general hospitals and university hospitals. Kampo has
been integrated into the Japanese national health care system since 1967. Every Japanese
doctor can prescribe Kampo formulas in their daily clinical practice. In particular, in the
field of GIM, Kampo therapies play an important role because GIM physicians need to
provide various types of care such as for patients presenting with multiple aging-related
problems, medically unexplained symptoms and mental health problems. In addition,
evidence to show the effectiveness of Kampo therapies for outpatients and inpatients has
been reported. In this symposium, we aim to introduce the role of Kampo therapies in the
various fields of GIM, such as outpatient care and inpatient care, in addtion to showing some
researh from the Department of GIM of a university hospital. We also introduce the role of
integrative medicine in family medicine in the US.

General Internal Medicine in Japan and Kampo Application
in Outpatient Care
Ryo Yoshinaga, Naoyuki Harada, Hiroki Inoue, Hiromi Yano, Eiichi Tahara
Department of Japanese Oriental (Kampo) Medicine，
Oriental Medical Center, Iizuka Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo therapy, general internal medicine, family medicine
In Japan, the first department of general internal medicine (GIM) was established in 1976.
Since then, the number of GIM departments has increased and the role of GIM has become
important due to Japan’s aging population. GIM received official recognition from the Japan
Medical Specialists Board as the 19th area in the new medical speciality training system in
2018. As for Kampo, Kampo formulas were integrated into the Japanese national health care
system in 1967. Research shows that about 90% of doctors prescribe Kampo formulas on a
daily basis. In the outpatient care of GIM departments, the physicians have to offer their
medical services to various types of patients. In particular, there are many patients who have
chronic and degenerative diseases, functional and psychosomatic disorders and elderly
multimorbidity. Application of kampo therapies can have a good effect in these conditions.
I have experienced GIM outpatient care in rural areas, a community hospital, and a
university hosipital as a Kampo specialist. I think Kampo therapies have a good affinity to
outpatient care. In this presentation, I introduce GIM in Japan and how Kampo therapies are
utilized in outpatient care settings.

Application of Kampo Medicine for Inpatient Care
Kiyoshi Minamizawa, Nobukazu Horie
Department of Oriental (Kampo) Medicine,
Kameda Medical Center, Kamogawa, Chiba (Japan)

Keywords: conditioning, in patients, in wards, resilience
Unlike other Asian countries where traditional herbal medicine is used, doctors in Japan are
also allowed to prescribe Kampo medicine as well as modern medicine. This helps a lot to
good use Kampo medicines in inpatients care. As Japan has entered highly aging society,
inpatients, who are basically badly sick, are getting weaker and tend to have more problems.
Kampo is often a good solution for multiple medically unexplained symptoms and problems.
But the value of Kampo medicine is moreover. Doctors are facing more chances to deal with
patients who don’t have enough resilience. Even the best modern therapy can’t stand without
patients self-healing ability, resilience. Kampo does not directly affect the sickness itself but
approaches the patients with changing their condition to their best status and help them
recover by themselves. As we don’t have good methods to do that in modern medicine,
conditioning patients with Kampo in combination with good modern therapy and help
patients’ resilience would be the new standard of medicine.

Infectious Diseases and Kampo Medicine in GIM
Shigeki Nabeshima
General Medicine, Fukuoka University Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: general internal medicine, Kampo medicine, maoto, COVID-19
In Japan, physicians in general internal medicine (GIM) often play a role of the management
of infectious diseases, such as COVID-19. In Fukuoka University Hospital, GIM physicians
participate in the COVID-19 team and treats patients with mild or moderate COVID-19. We
follow the antibody titers to SARS-CoV-2 among health care workers in our hospital. We
found that the SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccine induces much amount of antibody response but
the antibody titer declines within 6 months. We also focus on the study of infectious diseases
and Kampo medicine. Maoto has the anti-viral effect on influenza and RS viruses, however,
the mechanisms are different. In influenza, maoto traps the viruses within endosomes, and
in RS virus infection, the binding of the Ephedrae Herba and Cinnamomi Cortex
components to the virus surface G protein inhibits its infectivity. We also found that maoto
also has the effect on the post-exposure prophyalxis for COVID-19 in hospital with cluster.
Taken together, Kampo meidicine is found to be effective against certain viral diseases,
called Taiyobyo in Shokanron.

The Role of Integrative Medicine Care in Family Medicine
in the US
Sagar Kamprath, MD, ABFM, ABOIM
Assistant Professor of Family Medicine
University of Texas Medical Branch (USA)

Keywords: family medicine, integrative medicine, the United States
Often times patients seek medical care in order to address the root cause and heal the disease
process from the source. As Western doctors, we have grown adept at diagnosing conditions
and treating the resulting symptoms. More often than not, therapy errs towards symptom
suppression. Unfortunately, patients may remain on medication for the rest of their lives
with gradually increasing doses. I provide medical care having a view point of integrative
medicine along with primary care given training in family medicine and integrative
medicine. Integrative medicine aims to treat the patient as a whole and aims to work with
conventional medicine to give body the tools it needs to recover and eventually need less
medication. We incorporate nutrition and lifestyle along with prescription medicine to
provide a successful plan for sustainable health. In this presentation I will introduce the role
of integrative medicine care in family medicine in the US and include case examples in
which integrative and behavioral care is beneficial for patients.
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In the history of Kampo Medicine, the characteristics of medicine in the Edo period that had
a strong influence on modern Kampo Medicine are described, and the purpose is to capture
the international exchange of Kampo medicine. Section 1 describes the medicine of Dosan
MANASE in the Azuchi-Momoyama period, who established a foundation for the Gosei
school in the Edo period. Sections 2 and 3 we will show how the back-to-the ancient thought
and the evidential scholarship influenced by China developed into the Japanese style among
the Koho and Koshogaku school.
Section 4 describes that acupuncture and moxibustion were introduced to early modern
Europe from the standpoint of medical exchange.

Medicine of Dosan MANASE: The Founder of Gosei School
Tatsuhiko Suzuki1,2,3
1

Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Teikyo Heisei University (Japan)
Department of Japanese Oriental (Kampo) Medicine, Graduate School of Medicine,
Chiba University (Japan)
3
Department of Medical History, Kitasato University Oriental Medicine Research Center
(Japan)
2

Keywords: Sanki Tashiro, Satsusho-benchi, Buddhism medicine
Dosan Manase (1507-1594) was a representative physician of the Azuchi-Momoyama
period in Japan. He was born in Kyoto and grew up as a monk of Shokoku-Ji Temple. Early
in his career, he went to study at Ashikaga school, the largest and most famous academy in
Bando. When he was enrolled at school, he became a disciple of Sanki Tashiro who was a
court physician of Koga-Kubo. Under Sanki, Dosan learned the latest medical literature and
acquired his clinical skills, especially “Satsusho-benchi” as the system to examine the
patient's condition and determine the treatment accordingly without using fixed
prescriptions. Because of not referring to the existing prescriptions, this medical practice
system of “Satsusho-benchi” needs organized theory of medicinal efficacy. Dosan had
inherited “Satsusho-benchi” and medical theory from Sanki. These Sanki’s practice was
different characteristic from Chinese medicine in being accompanied by Buddhist thought.
After Sanki’s death, Dosan returned to Kyoto to work as a physician and learned more
Chinese and Japanese medical literature. Dosan referred to his own medicine as Li
Dongyuan and Zhu Danxi medical school. He wrote a lot of medical books such as “Keitekishu” and directed many pupils in his private school called “Keiteki-an”. But either of them
was not included an element of Buddhism medicine. In the Edo period, the Manase’s school
became the mainstream of the Gosei school.

Knowledge Transfer and Innovations in Primordialist Thought：
New Reflections on the Kohoha School in the Edo Period
XIANG Jingjing
Ritsumeikan Asia-Japan Research Organization, Ritsumeikan University (Japan)

Keywords: Kohoha School, Japanese indigenization, primordialist innovations
In the middle of the Edo Period, the Kohoha School rose to prominence under the influence
of transferred medical knowledge from the Ming and Qing Dynasties and criticized the
medicine of the Goseiha school which flourished in the Early Edo Period. The Kohoha
School advocated the revival of the primordial medical sources, including the Shang Han
Lun (Treatise on Exogenous Febrile Disease), and criticized the “warming and tonifying
method” as well as the theory of "yin-yang and five elements" of the Goseiha school.
However, close investigation of the Kohoha works by the four eminent physicians, Konzan
GOTO, Shuan KAGAWA, Toyo YAMAWAKI, and Todo YOSHIMASU, reveals that the
so-called “retrogression” or “going-back-to-the-Origins” actually included both practical
inheritance and innovations of the Japanese medicine based on Chinese tradition.
Furthermore, the thoughts of physicians of the later Kohoha School and their debate with
the Goseiha School gradually turned into a criticism of the Chinese medicine of the Song,
Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynasties. We may argue that these developments resulted in the
indigenization of Chinese medicine in Japan during the later Edo Period, despite the
commonly held idea that the Kohoha School promoted returning to ancient medical thought.

The Emergence and Development of the School of Evidential
Studies of Medicine in the 18th-19th Century Japan:
with Special Reference to the Taki Family
Cheng Gaoya
Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies, Kyoto University (Japan)

Keywords: school of evidential studies of medicine, Taki family, evidential scholarship
Evidential scholarship is a philological approach to study of classic references based on
evidential analysis and critiques. It culminated in mid-Qing China and was imported into
Japan via books. This scholarship emerged in the field of medicine during the late Edo
period marked by the formation of the School of Evidential Studies of Medicine, the scholars
of which applied the methods from Qing’s evidential scholarship to the study of medical
classics and made accomplishments that were later introduced back to and highly regarded
in China.
In this presentation, the presenter will focus on the Taki family whose members were
considered representatives of the school. Consisting of leading figures of Kampo, the Taki
family had managed the Igakukan—Bakufu’s oﬀicial medical school, also deemed the
center of development for the evidential scholarship of medicine and the school—for
generations. The presenter will discuss the book collections and writings by the Taki family,
with a focus on Kochūkyō by Taki Motoyasu and Henjakusōkōdenikō co-authored and edited
by Taki Motoyasu, Mototane and Motokata, to reveal the historical influence of Qing’s
evidential scholarship on the School of Evidential Studies of Medicine, in this way shedding
light on the emergence and development of the latter.

Mapping the Jingluo: Reflections on the Reception of the
Acupuncture Channels Theory in Early Modern Europe and
Japan
Mathias Vigouroux
Department of Literature, Nishogakusha University (Japan)

Keywords: acupuncture, channels theory, early modern period
It has been a commonplace of historiography that acupuncture and moxibustion knowledge
was transmitted in Europe via Japan through the accounts of the physicians employed by
the Dutch East Indian Company in the late seventeenth-century. Willem Ten Rhyne’s and
Engelbert Kaempfer’s dissertations are particularly well known as the first detailed
European descriptions of those two therapies. This paper examines the reception in early
modern Europe and Japan of the channels theory considered today as one of cornerstones of
acupuncture therapy. Focusing on two illustrations, one reproduced in Willem Ten Rhjine's
Dissertation de Arthritide, and one in Ishizaka Sōtetsu's Ei e chūkei zu, this paper aims at
restoring the medical dynamic of that period, revealing some of the hybridizations that took
place during the transmission process of these illustrations, particularly the visual
innovations arising from combining different learning traditions—the scholarly interest on
the channels theory and the sixteenth-century acupuncture schools emphasis on the abdomen
in Rhine's illustration; the Chinese concept of nutritive and protective qi and the Western
blood system in Sōtetsu's illustration. I argue that they are examples of failure of crosscultural transmission, as in both cases the illustrations ultimately failed to transmit to their
audience the new knowledge they meant to convey.
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In the medical environment, which favors modern Western medicine, treatment with
Oriental medicine is not common in emergency and critical care medicine.
Nevertheless, treatments for acute infection, poisoning, or resuscitation are described in
Shanghan Lun (Zhang Zhongjing version), and these descriptions were regarded as
“emergency manuals” in their times. We should apply such manuals as a gift of wisdom
from our ancestors and use them as suitable for modern society. Herein, we would like to
discuss that Oriental treatments such as traditional Japanese medicine, Kampo, and
traditional Chinses medicine, TCM, including acupuncture are effective in emergency and
critical care. The quality of acute treatment strategies may improve by utilizing every
available medical resource and practice such as Western and Oriental medicines.

Two Cases of Community-Acquired Pneumonia with Good
Clinical Course Treated with Shosaikoto or Saireito
Yasuhito Irie, Hajime Nakae
Advanced Emergency and Critical Care Center, Akita University Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicines, pneumonia, shosaikoto
Introduction: It has been suggested that shosaikoto is useful in combination therapy with
antibiotics for bacterial pneumonia, but it is not mentioned in guidelines and is not
incorporated into general practice, probably because of concerns about interstitial
pneumonia caused by shosaikoto, despite its efficacy. We compared the clinical course of
two patients with community-acquired pneumonia treated with shosaikoto and saireito, a
fixed-dose combination of shosaikoto and goreisan, with that of two patients not treated
with Kampo medicines.
Cases: All patients with pneumonia received antibiotics, were not on ventilators, and were
able to leave the hospital on their own. In contrast to the two patients in the non-Kampo
group who received oxygen and were hospitalized for a slightly prolonged period, the two
patients in the Kampo group were weaned from oxygen at an early stage and showed marked
improvement in their imaging findings.
Conclusion: It is suggested that shosaikoto or saireito can be used safely and effectively for
respiratory failure in patients with pneumonia if the indication is met.

Treatment of Heart Failure
Kenichiro Tokunaga
Department of Rheumatology, Japanese Red Cross Kumamoto Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: congestive heart failure, edema, Kampo medicine
Background: In the treatment of heart failure, diuretics improve symptoms by relieving the
preload. However some adverse events of diuretics such as electrolyte abnormalities and
kidney injury are problem.
Case 1: 91 y.o. female came to our clinic complaining of exacerbation of l dyspnea of
exertion for 2 months. We diagnosed congestive heart failure and administered intravenous
isosorbide dinitrate and furosemide 20 mg. However, her serum creatinine level was
elevated. Therefore, we added shinbutou and goreisan. Then her symptom was resolved and
renal function did not decrease.
Case 2: 64 y.o. male presented our clinic complaining dyspnea and palpitation of exertion.
his symptom exacerbated if his blood pressure elevated, on the other hand he was in
presyncope if his blood pressure decreased. We added mokubouitou, then his symptom was
resolved without adverse reaction.
Discussion: In treatment of congestive heart failure and edema accompanying chronic renal
failure, it is possible to treat with Kampo medicine without impairing renal function.
goreisan normalizes imbalance of body fluid. Shinbutou improve circulation of body fluid
in spleen-kidney yang deficiency. mokubouitou tonify yang of heart, spleen and stomach,
then send heat and body fluid of lung to kidney activating qi.
Conclusion: Kampo medicine is useful for adjusting treatment of excessive volume of water
balance.

Supportive Care in Acute Management
Masayuki Kashima
Department of General Internal Medicine Japanese Red Cross Kumamoto Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: acute management, gastrointestinal dysfunction, frailty
Background: Western medicine does not have adequate strategies for gastrointestinal
dysfunction and frailty, which are problems in acute disease management. Kampo medicine
has developed various treatments for gastrointestinal dysfunction and frailty, problems that
are difficult to treat with Western medicine.
Case1: 82-year-old male. He was hospitalized for paralytic ileus. He was treated with
laxatives, gastrointestinal peristalsis stimulants, and daikenchutou for 2 weeks, but did not
improve. After 3 days of treatment with bukuryoingohangekobokuto, he showed marked
improvement.
Case2: 64-year-old male. He had short bowel syndrome after intestinal resection due to
Crohn's disease. He was hospitalized for post-renal renal failure. He usually had diarrhea 56 times/day, it worsened to watery 10-20 times/day after admission. After treatment with
shinbuto and hochuekkito, his diarrhea improved to 2-3 times/day with soft stools.
Case3: Patient 65-87 years old admitted with complications of frailty. ninjin’yoeito was
administered from the time of discharge, and SF36, grip strength, and PNI (prognostic
nutritional index) were improved after 3 months.
Conclusion: In a supportive therapy for acute management, Kampo medicine is useful
because it has the potential to improve conditions that are difficult to treat with Western
medicine.

Emergency Pain Treatment in TCM
Liu xuezheng, Liu zhenwei
First Teaching Hospital of Tianjin University of Traditional Chinese Medicine (China)

Keywords: pain, acupuncture, herbal-medicine
Acupuncture is promoted as a Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) treatment for pain, and
there is absolutely no question that it does in fact provide quick effective benefit for people
who try it. Herbal medicine also can be oral and external used in pain relieving. In this article,
the authors summarized the forms and mechanism and methods of acupuncture in curing
acute pain, not only for lumbago pain, headache (both tension and migraine), carpal tunnel
syndrome, etc, but also for emergency pain control, such as stenocardia, biliary colic, acute
gouty arthritis, etc. Other popular TCM therapies are moxibustion and cupping, which are
considered complementary forms of Acupuncture. Herbal medicine of TCM is also widely
used in curing pain. Some physicians don’t use herbs merely to numb pain. Instead they
relay on herbal remedies to take the edge off pain and accompany other relaxation therapies
like massage and herbal bath. In this article, Herbal therapy for curing emergency chest pain
and lumbago pain will be introduced as examples, include patterns and formulas.
Acupuncture pressure, TuiNa and so are also popular treatment in TCM to cure acute pain,
there is a brief introduction of these therapies in this article.
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The departments of otorhinolaryngology and head and neck surgery deal with the sensory
organs but treat many symptoms and diseases that cannot always be handled by Western
medical diagnosis alone. Dizziness, hearing loss, and tinnitus are among the most common
ailments that cannot always be treated with Western medicine. Furthermore, abnormalities
in the senses of smell and taste are often difficult to treat because the cause cannot be clearly
grasped by Western medicine. Globus pharyngeus is a similar disorder. In other words, there
are many opportunities to use Kampo formulas in the fields of otorhinolaryngology and head
and neck surgery.
In this presentation, I will give an overview of Kampo therapies in the field of
otorhinolaryngology. Next, Dr. Miwa will provide an explanation of the sense of smell from
basic to clinical aspects as well as the use of Kampo therapies in the treatment of loss of
sense of smell. Then, Dr. Uchizono will provide an explanation of dizziness, and Dr. Inukai
will discuss tinnitus and hearing loss, including acupuncture therapies.

Kampo Therapy in Otorhinolaryngology and Head
and Neck surgery
Toru Kaneko
Kaneko Otorhinolaryngology Clinic (Japan）
Keywords: Kampo Medicine (therapy), otorhinolaryngology, otolaryngology
The fields of otorhinolaryngology and head and neck surgery treat diseases of organs in
the head and neck region, which are deeply related to the five human senses (sight,
hearing, smell, taste, and touch). However, there are many delicate symptoms that cannot
be resolved by Western medicine. In particular, it is difficult to treat dizziness, tinnitus,
and hearing loss by Western medicine. In Kampo medicine, these symptoms are often
associated with fluid toxicity, fluid retention, kidney deficiency, liver depression, qi
depression, qi stagnation, and other conditions, and many Kampo formulas are used to
effectively treat each of these conditions. In addition, low-tone sensorineural hearing loss
has been found to be very common among the general population in recent years. This
condition is often improved by treating stress and fluid toxicity.
Recently in Japan, allergic rhinitis has become a disease affecting the entire population.
Kampo therapies that take advantage of the fast-acting and non-drowsy characteristics of
Kampo formulas containing ephedra herbs such as shoseiryuto, kakkontokasenkyushin'i,
and eppikajutsuto are again being recognized. Considering the duration of the
effectiveness of Kampo formulas, combining them with a long-acting antihistamine is also
recommended. Pharyngolaryngitis, tonsillitis, and other inflammatory conditions are often
treated with antibacterial agents in the acute phase and with Kampo formulas in the
chronic phase.

Kampo Medicine of Olfactory Dysfunctions
Miwa Takaki
Department of Otorhinolaryngology,
School of Medicine, Kanazawa Medical University (Japan)
Keywords: olfactory dysfunctions, tokishakuyakusan (TSS), nerve growth factor
Olfactory dysfunctions are classified into conductive, sensorineural and central dysfunctions.
Upper respiratory tract viral infection is a major cause of sensorineural olfactory dysfunction.
Postviral olfactory dysfunction (PVOD) occurs more often in female than in male, especially
in middle-aged or older female. Viruses have been shown to damage a variety of cells within
the olfactory system including olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) which detect odorants.
ORNs have the ability to regenerate throughout life from basal cells in olfactory epithelium.
This regeneration is controlled by different types of growth factors and neurotrophins,
including nerve growth factor (NGF). We have used tokishakuyakusan (TSS) for the
treatment patients with PVOD and had better outcome than spontaneous recovery ratio. We
investigated the effects of TSS on the regeneration of ORNs and expression of NGF using
in vivo and in vitro experiments and reported that TSS promotes regeneration of ORNs by
increasing NGF expression in the olfactory bulb. In this symposium, I will present the effect
of TSS to PVOD and regeneration of ORNs.

Intervention for Vertigo with Kampo Medicine
Akihiro Uchizono
Sendai ENT clinic (Japan)
Keywords: Kampo medicine, vertigo, dysfunction of bodily fluid (Sui)
Vertigo is one of the most common symptoms in daily practice. The important point is its
life-threatening discrimination. Therefore, a modern medical diagnosis is initially necessary.
Conservative treatment is prioritized in peripheral vertigo or dizziness without problem with
the prognosis of life. At this time, modern medical treatments are limited, and the usefulness
of Kampo medicine based on Chinese medicine is highlighted.
Vertigo or dizziness is classified into four types according to its nature, namely, 1. rotational
vertigo, 2. feeling of loss of consciousness and falling, 3. a feeling of physical agitation
when walking, and 4. other vague feelings of a floating body. The causes of vertigo are
important in modern medicine, such as inner ear vestibular system disease, cerebrovascular
disease, and cardiovascular disease, as well as psychogenic and glucose metabolism
disorders.
Meanwhile, in Kampo medicine, the causes of vertigo or dizziness include abnormality of
Qi (essential energy), Ketsu (red liquid), and Sui (body fluid), as well as Kyo (hypofunction),
Fu (wind: pathogens), Ka (fire: inflammation), Tan (pathological body fluid), and Oketsu
(blood stagnation). Furthermore, the liver, heart, and kidney are involved in terms of the five
viscera.
The following formulations may be useful against vertigo or dizziness.
Firstly, four types of water diversion formulations, such as Ryokeijutsukanto, Goreisan,
Hangebyakujutsutemmato, and Shimbuto, are useful for vertigo. Secondly, two
formulations, such as Chotosan and Shichimotsukokato, are useful for hypertension-induced
dizziness.
In actual clinical practice, these formulations are mainly used, and some are used alone or
in combination while checking the patient’s systemic evidence (Sho). For example,
formulations to tonify Qi, such as Hochuekkito, may be used in combination for patients
with Qi who have a weak gastrointestinal tract, and a heat-cleaning therapy formulation or
a harmonizing therapy formulation may be used in cases of chronic inflammation.
Therefore, as a practical clinical treatment, I would like to divide the pattern into five and
list each case for examination.

Approaches with Kampo Medicine to Tinnitus and Hearing Loss
Kenya Inukai
Inukai Otolaryngology Clinic (Japan)
Key words: tinnitus, hearing loss, Kampo medicine
Kampo medicine includes the concepts of correcting distortions of the normal body, the idea
of "mind-body unity," and treating the patient in different ways to Western medicine; thus,
unexpected successes are often achieved in the treatment of certain illnesses.
For tinnitus, we approach the problem using the concept of Kampo diagnosis, and then select
an appropriate remedy. In cases of KidneyTM deficiency, we administer hachimigan or
goshajinkigan. In cases of LiverTM, we administer chotosan. Acupuncture may also be
applied to acupuncture points including Yifeng (TE17) and Taixi (KI3).
In Japan, a doctor can prescribe both western and Kampo medicines; thus, they may be
prescribed in combination. In addition, explanation of the cause of tinnitus, review of
lifestyle, and acoustic therapy are also performed.
For hearing loss, a Kampo diagnosis may also be utilized. For example, in cases with low
frequency hearing loss, it is considered to be the result of fluid disturbance, and goreisan is
administered.
In the symposium, the oriental medical approach to tinnitus and hearing loss will be
explained and case examples will be presented.
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Differential Diagnosis and Chinese Herbal Medicine, including
Shang Han Lun Formulas, in the Treatment of Symptoms Related
to COVID-19
Craig Mitchell
Seattle Institute of East Asian Medicine (USA)
Keywords: Shang Han Lun, Six-Channel Theory, COVID-19
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, we have been treating patients
with symptoms related to this disease, primarily through telehealth meetings and the
prescription of Chinese herbal medicine. We are aware that there has been disagreement
within the worldwide community of practitioners about the best approach to this viral
disease. Some practitioners want to rely solely on Shang Han Lun formulas, while others
want to seek answers in the Wen Bing formulas, and still others using set formulas that are
often combinations of many different formulas. It is our experience that none of these
approaches yields the most effective patient outcomes. While COVID-19 does appear to
have many consistent features from patient to patient, differential diagnosis is nonetheless
critical and a flexible approach to formula selection still appears to yield the most effective
results. In our experience, formulas as varied as Hou Xiang Zheng Qi San, Zhi Sou San,
Xiao Chai Hu Tang, San Ren Tang, and Sheng Xian Tang have all been useful for different
patients and at different stages in the disease progression. We would encourage all
practitioners of Chinese herbal medicine to apply to traditional tools of differential diagnosis
to this novel viral disease.

SHANG HAN LUN（On Cold Damage）as A System
〜 Why Zhang Zhong−Jing wrote SHANG HAN LUN？〜
Denichirio Yamaoka1,2
1

Department of East Asian Traditional Medicine,
Ehime Prefectural Central Hospital (Japan)
2
MATSUYAMA Kinen Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: Shang Han Lung, system, systems biology.
Zhong-Jing made a cold damage theory in search of old books because two-thirds of his
family died within a decade of the infection. It is believed that the poor results at that time
may have been due to the use of the same intense medicine for everyone. At early yang stage
pattern to late yin stage pattern edition, the treatment system is individualized based on the
observation of each person, as it gives detailed instructions on which prescription is
appropriate for which person, and what to prescribe if the treatment is incorrect. The theory
is classified into six phases from early yang stage pattern, and each pathology and
prescription in the hierarchy is described, and a treatment system as a system that can infer
the interrelationship between six levels and each medicinal plant is constructed. A system is
a combination of components that interact with each other. Their properties can be hard to
deduce from knowledge of the components. Zhong-Jing may have noticed that both the
disease state and prescription are systems and established new treatment method. I believe
that he is exhorting us to take even a step forward with this kind of systemic treatment
method. I believe that therefore Zhong-Jing wrote.

The Six Meridians and the Five Organ theory of the Shokanron
Shuichi Tanaka
Tanaka Clinic (Japan)

Oriental medicine is based on the premise of treating according to the evidence. This is
Zuisho in Japanese Kampo and Bensho in Chinese medicine, and the treatment plan is
determined accordingly. The basis for determining the diagnosis is based on the six
meridians (six disease positions), the eight cardinal points, the five organ theory, the e qi
ying blood theory, and the san jiao theory. From the Edo period to the present day, many
commentaries on the theory of the cold sores have been written in Japan, and they can be
divided into two groups: those that incorporate the five organs and those that do not. This is
due to the difference in whether the Essay on the Sore and the Cold is considered to be a
specialized treatise on the treatment of external sensations or a treatise on the treatment of
illnesses, including miscellaneous illnesses. Based on the five organ theory, the five organs
are connected to the meridians of the internal organs, and the coordinates of cause and effect,
course, and disease position of the disease are determined. While the eight cardinal rules,
the qi, blood, and water rules, and the five organ rules are based on the concept of stopping
the time axis, the six meridian rules include the element of the flow of time from the
beginning to the end of the disease. I would like to reconcile the difference in positions by
first learning about the Theory of the Six Viscera based on the Five Viscera Theory, and then
reading the Theory of the Six Viscera with a constant awareness of the time axis.

The Current State and Reflections of the Shang Han Lun
in Modern China
Huang Huang
International Jingfang Institute,
Nanjing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine (China)

Keywords: Jingfang, Shang Han Lun, Formula presentation
The emerging enthusiasm of jingfang in this century marks the revival of the "Shang Han
Lun" in modern China, and at the same time contains the ideological trend of traditional
Chinese medicine seeking academic reform:
To break free from the shackles of the "Yellow Emperor's Inner Classic" system, and return
to the figurative interpretation of the original text of the jingfang formula presentation, and
the "Formula presentation correspondence" way of thinking as well as the emergence of the
"formula-disease-person diagnosis and treatment model" in order to re-understand the
"Shang han lun" and the teaching value of medical cases, with emphasis on the original
jingfang formula and the development of compound formula preparations, which have
become the highlights of the research and exploration of the "Shang han lun" in modern
China. In view of the history and current situation, we look forward to new cooperations
and exchanges of Chinese and Japanese scholars in the study of the "Shang han lun”.
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Japanese herbal medicine, known as Kampo, is a part of East Asian Chinese medicine. In
the Yellow Emperor’s Canon of Internal Medicine (黄帝内経), women’s health is thought
to change every 7 years, with a physical peak at 28 years old. Women are naturally conscious
of physical and mental changes associated with their menstrual cycle, and often notice
physical deterioration from around 40 years old.
In this symposium, we would like to discuss how Kampo medicine contributes to women
health care in Japan.

Analysis of Mesenteric Phlebosclerosis-Related Adverse Events
Caused by Gardenia-containing Kampo Medicines
Using the JADER Database
Yu Jing
Kampo Medicine Pharmacology Research Laboratory,
Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
Yokohama University of Pharmacy (Japan)

Keywords: gardenia fruit, mesenteric phlebosclerosis, gender difference
Gardenia fruit is widely used in traditional medicine. Recent clinical reports have shown
that long-term administration of Gardenia fruit (called sanshishi in Japan) was associated
with incident of mesenteric phlebosclerosis (MP). In this study, we assessed age (<50 years,
50-70 years and >70 years groups) and gender difference among MP-caused by Gardeniacontaining Kampo medicines to investigate the risk factors and its underlying mechanism
to target the activation of sex hormone receptors.
215 cases of MP-caused by Gardenia-containing Kampo medicine were curtained in
Japanese Adverse Drug Event Report database (JADER) database from April 2004 to
September 2021. We found statistically significant differences on MP cases by age and
gender with higher number of cases more than 50 years women groups. We also analyze
whether geniposide, the major component of gardenia, and its metabolized substance
genipin, can directly active estrogen receptors (ERα, ERβ) or androgen receptor (AR) by
molecular docking simulations performance using Molecular Operating Environment. The
results showed that both geniposide and Genipin have the favorable binding ability with
those sex hormone receptors, the binding energy with ERs were stronger than with AR.
In conclusions, our results demonstrated that the potential risks of MP-caused by Gardeniacontaining Kampo medicines associated with aging and gender difference, and sex hormone
receptors were involved with the development of MP.

Kampo Medicines Treatment for Women
Motoko Fukuzawa
Omotesando Fukuzawa Clinic (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicine, women, menstruation
70~80% of patients who visit Kampo clinics are women, which suggests that Kampo
treatment is important to support women’s health and manage female health concerns.
Kampo medicine, which is used today, has evolved in its own unique way based on several
classic texts of traditional Chinese medicine. Regarding women’s diseases, “Kinkiyoryaku”,
which was written in China around 200 A.D., is the basis for the current treatment of
women’s health problems in Japan. In this way, the importance of a medical approach to
women-specific disorders has been recognized by Kampo medicine since ancient times.
In this symposium, I will present, using case studies, about the usefulness of Kampo
treatment for various women’s health problems, such as menstruation disorders, infertility,
habitual miscarriage, poor milk secretion, menopause syndrome and the disorders which are
common in females such as headaches, dizziness and fatigue.

Kampo Therapy for Pregnant Woman
Yasumasa Sato
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Kampo Medicines,
Gifu Prefectural General Medical Center (Japan)

Keywords: pregnant woman, yin-ketsu deficiency, stagnation
Pregnant woman gives priority to feeding fetus from the viewpoint of oriental medicine.
Yin-ketsu is easy to be short, that causes feeling of heat, dizziness and anemia. Headache,
cold sensitivity and edema are induced by each stagnation of ki, ketsu and sui by pregnancy.
It is not rarely that oriental medicine shows effects on such symptoms than Western
medicine. I propose Kampo therapies for hyperemesis gravidarum, threatened premature
abortion and delivery, pain and psychiatric symptom of pregnant.

Kampo Treatment for Female Patients with Cold Syndrome
Yoko Kimura
Institute of Oriental Medicine, Tokyo Women’s Medical University (Japan)

Keywords: cold syndrome, coldness, tokishigyakukagoshuyushokyoto
We often encounter patients complaining of persistent and intolerable “coldness” (chilly
sensation) in their bodies, fingertips and toes. This unusual feeling of coldness, which is
more often observed in women than in men, is called “hi-e-sho” (cold syndrome) in Japanese.
However, there is no definition of subjective coldness in Western medicine, and therefore it
is not even recognized as a symptom or disease to be treated. The lack of an objective
outcome measure has prevented Kampo from being accepted as a global standard. We have
developed a computer-aided Kampo database referred to as Tokyo Women’s Medical
University Oriental Medicine Research Active Support System (TOMRASS), which
accumulates patient-based evaluations covering a wide range of complaints, symptoms, and
conditions. We applied the TOMRASS database in order to evaluate the efficacy of a
common Kampo agent, tokishigyakukagoshuyushokyoto, in 181 patients (M/F 9/172) with
cold syndrome. The status of tenderness in iliac region, without upset stomach or depression
was obtained as an appropriate model for the prediction of treatment effect. The predictive
accuracy of the model was validated with 82.1% for the 28 new patients. Coldness
susceptible to tokishigyakukagoshuyushokyoto was very frequently accompanied by
tenderness in iliac region, without upset stomach or depression.
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Effective Kampo Medicines and Oral Function
Training for Oral Frailty
Kojiro Yamaguchi
Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, Showa University (Japan)
Outpatient of dental chronic disease, Tanaka Orthodontic clinic (Japan)
Medical Corporation Hayanokai (Japan)

Keywords: oral frailty, Kampo medicines, grip strength
Recently, undernutrition and oral frailty have been attracting attention as causes of frailty.
Oral frailty is said to more than double the risk of physical frailty, sarcopenia and death.
There is also a report that a decrease in the oral function leads to a decrease in nutrition.
Oral frailty is characterized by symptoms such as poor oral hygiene, dry mouth, decreased
masticatory and bite force quotient, decreased tongue and lip motor function, low tongue
pressure, and dysphagia. It is said that tongue pressure is related to grip strength. On the
other hand, frailty is close to the concept of deficiency in Kampo medicine. Therefore,
Kampo medicines for deficiency are often used to treat frailty and oral frailty. In this lecture,
I will explain the following about Kampo treatment for oral frailty: 1) "hangeshashinto
(HST)/orento (ORT)" to improve oral hygiene; 2) "goreisan (GRS)/byakkokaninjinto
(BNT)", which is effective for xerostomia; and 3) "hochuekkito (HET)”, which improves
oral muscle strength and the motor function. In addition, I will also explain some of the
important points associated with oral frailty exercise therapy.

HANGESHASHINTO, a Kampo Medication, Inhibit the Oral
Mucositis Induced by Radiotherapy for Head and
Neck Cancer Patients
Ryoichi Hosokawa
Hosokawa family dental clinic (Japan)

Keywords: hangeshashinto, oral mucositis, wound healing
Introduction: Oral mucositis is one of serious side effects of radiotherapy to head and neck
cancer. Oral mucositis is so painful that appetite and food intake are decreasing. Thus,
treatment sometime is intermitted due to the decreasing of physical strength. Prevention of
oral mucositis is critical for supportive care for cancer treatment.
Objectives: In this report, we report the effect of hangeshashinto (HST) to the patient
suffering from mucositis. Also, we investigated the mechanism how HST inhibits mucositis
in vitro.
Methods: We apply HST to the patients suffering from mucositis due to radiotherapy in head
and neck region. Control group is former patient who have not taken HST. We also apply
HST to epithelial cell, TR146.
Results: The control patients were suffering from oral mucositis, grade 2 or grade 3.
Furthermore, there were no patients belonged to grade 3 in the patient group who took HST.
And in vitro, The ratio of Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) positive cells was higher in 100 ug/ml
when compared with 0 ug/ml significantly.
Conclusion: HST may inhibit oral mucositis within Grade 2 during radiotherapy in head
region. Patients having Grade2 oral mucositis can eat food thus the applying of HST is
effective for supportive care in cancer.

Kampo Medicines for the Treatment Pain Diseases
in Dentistry and Oral Surgery
Masataka Sunagawa, Kojiro Yamaguchi, Mana Tsukada, Takayuki Okumo
Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, Showa University (Japan)

Keywords: dentistry and oral surgery, chronic pain, yokukansan
In dentistry and oral surgery, we sometimes experience cases of chronic pain after treatment
such as tooth extraction, pulp extirpation, and implant operation. Furthermore, many cases
of trigeminal neuralgia and glossodynia are difficult to treat, even with general Western
medicines. In Japan, Kampo medicines are used as the next step for such intractable pain
diseases. Many cases of the efficacy of Kampo treatment for such intractable pain have been
reported. For example, rikkosan for toothache and pain after tooth extraction, jidabokuippo
for post-surgical pain, yokukansan, keishikajutubuto, saikokeishito for trigeminal neuralgia,
kamishoyosan, hangekobokuto, kamikihito for glossodynia are used. One reason why
Kampo medicines are useful for diseases that are intractable with standard treatment is that
they have actions that Western medicines do not have. For example, Yokukansan has several
mechanisms of action on neurotransmission in the spinal dorsal horn, including attenuation
of excessive glutamate release from presynaptic neurons, promotion of the uptake of
glutamate into astrocytes, an antagonistic effect on the glutamate NMDA receptor, an
agonistic effect on the GABAA receptor, inhibition of the activation of glia cells, and an
agonistic effect on the serotonin 5-HT1A receptor. These actions are thought to be involved
in the analgesic effect of yokukansan.
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The Features of Kampo Medicine in Modern Medicine
Masamitsu Nakajima 1,2
1

Division of Kampo Medicine and Pharmacognosy,
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Hiroshima International University (Japan)
2
Kampo Center, Hiroshima University Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicine, modern medicine, integration
Kampo, traditional Japanese medicine, has unique features such as an emphasis on
abdominal examination for diagnosis. In Japan, the same physician can practice both
modern Western medicine and traditional medicine. Furthermore, Kampo decoctions and
extract preparations that have been developed over time are widely used in Japan. Kampo
medicine is covered by Japanese health insurance in the same way as Western medicine, and
most physicians are practicing an integration of the two medicines.
In addition, attempts are being made to objectify the traditional medical diagnostic system,
disseminate evidence, and consider medical safety through research on adverse reactions
such as herbal medicine-induced pneumonitis. During undergraduate study, Kampo
medicine education is included in the educational core curriculum not only in the School of
Medicine, but also in the Schools of Pharmacy and Nursing. After graduation from medical
school, there is a system of medical specialization in Kampo medicine, which can be
obtained through various standards and examinations. In acupuncture and moxibustion
treatment, both acupuncturists as independent professionals and physicians work side by
side. In this symposium, I would like to discuss the feature of Kampo medicine in modern
medicine.

Abdominal Diagnosis as a Hallmark of Kampo Medicine
in Modern Medicine
Makoto Fujimoto
Department of Japanese Oriental Medicine, School of Medicine, University of Toyama
(Japan)
Keywords: abdominal diagnosis, findings of abdominal diagnosis.
In principle, the patient should be placed in a supine position with the legs extended, as
opposed to the Western medical abdominal examination, which is performed with the knees
bent. This is because in Western medicine abdominal examination, it is necessary to relax
the abdominal wall in order to examine the intra-abdominal organs, whereas in Kampo
medicine, the abdominal wall is examined to determine how the intra-abdominal organs and
physical abnormalities are manifested in the abdomen, based on its tension, characteristics,
and tenderness. This presentation will demonstrate the clinical significance of typical
Kampo medicine abdominal diagnosis findings such as abdominal strength, abdominal
fullness, epigastric stuffiness and resistance, fullness and discomfort in chest and
hypochondrium, abdominal muscle tension, splashing sound in epigastric region, palpitation
in the supra-umbilical region, weakness of the lower abdominal region, and para-umbilical
tenderness and resistance.

Kampo Extracts Frequently Used in Japan and
their Clinical Studies
Hirozo Goto
Hokusei Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo extracts, evidence-based medicine (EBM), Selecting formulas
In Japan, the number of specialists in Kampo medicine is few, and many Kampo extracts
are prescribed by doctors who are not specialists in Kampo medicine. In many of these cases,
doctors prescribe Kampo extracts based not on Kampo diagnosis but on evidence reported
by clinical studies. One of the tasks of the EBM committee of the Japan Society for Oriental
Medicine is making evidence reports on randomized controlled trials of Kampo medicines.
I belong to this EBM committee and have been making evidence reports. I looked at the
number of evidence reports published from 1990 to 2020 and studied what kinds of diseases
and formulas were investigated. From the results, I found a large number of reports on
gastrointestinal, respiratory and genitourinary diseases, cancer and the nervous system. With
regard to formulas, I found a large number of reports on daikenchuto, rikkunsito, shosaikoto,
shakuyakukanzoto and goshajinkigan. Depending on the trends and needs of the time, the
volume of reports on particular diseases and formulas varied over the period. Due to this,
the formulas used in clinical settings have been changing. With this information, selecting
formulas based on the amount of evidence has become commonplace.

Differences between Traditional Chinese Medicine in Taiwan and
Kampo Medicine and the usefulness of Kampo Medicine
Ming Jen Chuang
Ruei Lian Chinese Medical Clinic (Taiwan)
Keywords: Traditional Chinese Medicine, Kampo medicine, Taiwan
Traditional medicine, which originated in ancient China, has spread throughout East and
Southeast Asia over the course of its long history, and each region has further developed its
own unique medicine. Kampo (Traditional Japanese medicine) derived from ancient China
has evolved in a way that is particularly unique to Japan.
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) in Taiwan is a clinical medicine developed with
theories based on the contents of the HuangDi NeiJing and adopts the method of the pattern
identification and treatment and focuses on the discussion of theories such as the Yin-Yang,
the five elements doctrine, the meridian theory, and the six-meridian pattern identification
for treatment. On the other hand, Kampo has developed the method of the formulation
corresponding to pattern identification (Hoshosotai) based on the ShanghanLun and differs
in that it has a simplified and unique theory of the qi, blood™, and fluid™, and the
application of abdominal diagnosis. In this presentation, I would like to explain the
difference between Taiwanese TCM and Kampo and the usefulness of Kampo with actual
examples.
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Formulations Corresponding to Pattern Identification
Mosaburo Kainuma
Department of Japanese Oriental Medicine, Toyama University Hospital (Japan)
Keywords: formulation, pattern identification, Todo Yoshimasu
Chinese medicine was introduced to Japan between the 5th and 6th centuries and has
changed over time to suit Japanese needs. Todo Yoshimasu rejected the medical system
based on traditional medical theory up to that time, abandoning analysis of pathophysiology.
He developed a system known as "Formulations corresponding to pattern identification" in
which a specific symptom corresponds to a specific formula. Although this was the original
method, much experience was accumulated in the late 18th and 19th centuries, and the
traditional medical concepts that had been completely rejected by Todo Yoshimasu came
back into use. However, the concept is not used to analyze the unique physiological and
pathological, but simply as an indicator to categorize and derive prescriptions, which is a
crucial difference from the traditional medical concept. The current kampo methodology,
established in the early Showa period, has been modified from the original. From the
combination of signs and symptoms and the diagnosis of Western medicine, the appropriate
formula is selected. If it is difficult to select a formula from only the symptoms, we use the
concepts of traditional Kampo medicine (Eight principles, Six stage patterns, Qi / Blood
[TM1] / Fluid [TM1], Five zang-organs, etc.) along with the concepts of western medicine.

The Development and Transition of Tongue Diagnosis in Japan
Tadaaki Kawanabe
Oriental Medicine Research Center, Kitasato University, Tokyo (Japan)
Keywords: tongue diagnosis, Koho school, color, three-dimensionality.
In Japan, the Gosei school promoted clinical utilization of tongue diagnosis from 15th
century, and later in the Edo period, the Koho school, which emphasized the "Shanghanlun",
also began to incorporate tongue diagnosis actively. "Ao's Records of Golden Mirror" and
“Tongue Model on Cold-Atach”, the books on tongue diagnosis introduced from China in
the Ming and Qing dynasties, were widely disseminated in Japan and had a great influence
on the original books of tongue diagnosis such as "Zettaizusetsu" published by Tsuchida
Takayuki etc. Meanwhile, the theory of Yin-Yang principles did not fit in with the Koho
school, "Kokujifukuzetsuzukai" published by Nojo Kuronaga became a quite unique text
which explains the correlation between tongue diagnosis and abdominal diagnosis that
greatly developed in Japan with corresponding prescriptions. One of the characteristics of
Japanese old texts is the richness in expression quality such as coloring and threedimensionality. This lecture will introduce the history of tongue diagnosis in Japan with
existing old texts and its actual use in current medicine.

Medical Characteristics of Abdominal Diagnosis
in Kampo Medicine
Go Ito
Oriental Medicine Research Center, Kitasato University (Japan)
Keywords: abdominal diagnosis, abdominal pattern, Kampo medicine
In ancient Chinese medicine, the “Neijing” type abdominal diagnosis first appeared as the
policy of the treatment and their prognosis, and the “Shanghanlun” type abdominal
diagnosis becomes the sign of the treatment method itself and decided the formulae for
diseases. But these findings are not so many, and it became obsolete subsequently. On the
other hand, the abdominal diagnosis of the “Neijing” type was introduced to Japan in the
15th century, and the “Shanghanlun” type abdominal diagnosis had been developed
independently in Koho school of Edo period. Recently abdominal diagnosis has currently
been used as vital parts of palpation and essential diagnosis in Kampo medicine. The
abdominal examination can detect not only change of somatic sense such as warmth,
coldness, moistness, and dryness with the passive touch on the abdominal skin but also
hyperalgesia or tenderness with the active touch by the finger of the hand. As a result, the
abdominal pattern [TM] supply valuable clues for successful diagnosis that has made it
possible to detect structural nature or abnormalities under the skin such as hypofunction or
decreased blood flow in the internal organs, autonomic nervous disfunction, or overstrain of
viscero-motor reflex, and enable us to make appropriate treatment.

Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine
Koh Byunghee, MD.Ph.D
Dept. of Sasang Constitutional Medicine, College of Korean Medicine,
KyungHee University (Korea)
Keywords: Sasang Constitutional Medicine, Traditional Korean Medicine
The Sasang Constitutional Medicine (SCM) is an important part of Traditional Korean
Medicine that was first presented by Lee Jema. It deals with the constitutional typing of a
given individual into four different constitutional types (Taeyang, Taeeum, Soyang, and
Soeum types) and the attendant tailored therapeutics specific for each constitutional type.
Another important component of constitutional health care would be the constitutionally
different regimen that includes the ways of living, behavioral modifications, exercising
methods, and diets
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Kampo medicine is a traditional Japanese herbal medicine system that originated from
traditional Chinese medicine. Kampo medicine complements the parts which Western
medicine cannot cover and sometimes contributes to the primary treatment. The integration
of Western medicine and Kampo medicine is a characteristic and massive advantage of
medical care in Japan. More than 90% of Japanese clinicians are known to prescribe daily,
and the same applies to respiratory diseases. Kampo medicine treats not only symptoms
such as cough, sputum, or shortness of breath but also the disease itself, as listed in the
guidelines. Furthermore, some Kampo medicines called “hozai” support the patients with
the disease themselves by immunomodulating effects or improving frailty.
In this session, first, the difference between Western medicine and Kampo medicine is
outlined; second, Kampo treatment for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and nontuberculous mycobacterial pulmonary disease is reviewed. Further, the basic science of the
mechanisms of the treatment of seihaito is presented. Through these, we will discuss the
efficacy of Kampo medicine for respiratory diseases.

Stillness and Movement are Beautifully Harmonized
in Japanese Kampo Medicine
Koichiro Tatsumi
Merged project of respiratory pathophysiology and pathobiology, Medical Mycology
Research Center, Chiba University (Japan)

Keywords: pathophysiological diagnosis, harmonious medical practice,
stillness and movement
Japanese Kampo Medicine fills in gaps of western medicine for complementary shape on
the basis of coexistence with western medicine. For understanding Japanese Kampo
medicine, both western and Kampo medical understanding of Japanese Kampo medicine
are required. What is basis of medical care? The answer is how to capture the signals emitted
by the living body. In western medicine, disease name diagnosis is required for medical
therapy to acquire a medical insurance reimbursement. In contrast, in Japanese Kampo
medicine pathophysiological diagnosis is required for Kampo therapy. Western medicine is
science of disease, while Japanese Kampo medicine is science of indication. In another
words, western medicine is searching to find a drug that works, while Japanese Kampo
medicine is pursuing how to make medicine work. Japanese Kampo medicine originally
comes from classic Chinese medicine. This framework was introduced to Japan in Around
the 5th-6th centuries, after that, inheriting past experience, repeating verification anew, and
progressing in search of new developments, Japanese Kampo medicine has been developing.
Japanese Kampo medicine is established combining with perspective of modern western
medicine and looks for what appropriate therapy is in accordance with the Kampo medical
syndromes. Japanese Kampo Medicine is a harmonious medical practice.

Clinical Application and Consideration of Ninjinyoeito
for Frailty of COPD Patients
Hironori Sagara
Department of Medicine, Division of Respiratory Medicine and Allergology,
Showa University, School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: COPD, frailty, ninjinyoeito
From a clinical perspective Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is
characterized by gradual chronic cough, phlegm production, and/or dyspnea on exertion,
often combined with malnutrition and reductions in muscle mass, and involves high incident
and mortality rates, and is one of the diseases in which further clinical research is needed
both in Japan and abroad. In recent years, with the introduction of the concept of frailty, cooccurrence of frailty and COPD is highly prevalent among elderly patients. Since the
transition of both functional declines indicates similarity, a common mechanism is
suggested. ninjinyoeito is an herbal medicine used to treat the symptoms of frailty, including
decreased strength and/or fatigue; a clinical trial for COPD is also reported. Our institution
examined the effect of ninjinyoeito on COPD patients with frailty and/or pre-frailty despite
them receiving established outpatient treatment. This is a randomized controlled trial where
the primary endpoint is the basic checklist reflecting the condition of frailty. The secondary
endpoint includes appetite, QOL, and psychological symptoms. The administration of
ninjinyoeito demonstrates an improved effect of frailty and indicates a statistically
significant difference in the COPD assessment test (CAT) score indicating exacerbation
severity, appetite, anxiety, and/or depression. This study demonstrates the multilateral effect
of ninjinyoeito in COPD patients with frailty and/or pre-frailty.

Kampo Medicine for Non-tuberculous Mycobacterium
Pulmonary Disease
Tomoko Suzuki
Department of General Internal Medicine, Saitama Medical University (Japan)

Keywords: non-tuberculous mycobacteria-pulmonary disease (NTM-PD), Hozai,
upregulation of host immunity
The increase of non-tuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) patients has been a global problem.
Although standard combination therapy for NTM-pulmonary diseases (NTM-PD), such as
clarithromycin or azithromycin, rifampicin, ethambutol, and amikacin or streptomycin is
generally standard, complications by the drugs prevent treatment completion. However,
many cases of relapse are also recognized. The management of NTM-PD is worldwide
thought to require a holistic and multidisciplinary strategy, not just antibiotic treatment, to
achieve better outcomes.
Kampo medicine, a traditional Japanese herbal formulation, has been used with single
administration or combined with standard multidrug therapy of NTM-PD and is effective
for such cases in Japan. A literature review was performed to identify articles published
between 1992 and 2020 describing patients who used Kampo medicine for NTM-PD, and
the final cohort included 26 patients in 9 articles. Various kinds of Kampo medicines, such
as hochuekkito or ninjinyoeito, were used for NTM-PD, and bukuryoshigyakuto was also
reported to be effective for the disease. In general, Kampo medicines have the potential to
upregulate host immunity rather than their bactericidal effects. These Kampo medicines are
thought to be contributed as a “Hozai”, tonic formula, which is the character concept of
Kampo medicine.

Seihaito Attenuates Goblet Cell Differentiation in Primary
Tracheal Epithelial Cell Culture
Tomoki Sekiya1, Kazuhito Murakami 1, Subaru Hashimoto 2, Junji Akaki 2,
Yoichiro Isohama 1
1

Laboratory of Applied Pharmacology, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Science,
Tokyo University of Science (Japan)
2
Division of Healthcare, Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. (Japan)

Keywords: pharmacology, Kampo medicine, airway clearance.
Backgrounds: Reducing goblet cell metaplasia and mucus hypersecretion is a novel strategy
to treat various chronic airway diseases. seihaito is clinically used to inhibit cough with
sputum. We have previously shown that this Kampo formulation stimulates cilial beating,
fluid secretion and airway clearance. In the present study, we evaluated the effects of seihaito
on goblet cell metaplasia with in vitro experiment.
Methods: Airway epithelial cells from trachea of guinea pigs (male, 5-10 weeks) were
seeded on Transwell chamber, and cultured at air-liquid interface (ALI) up to 28 days. Cells
were exposed to IL-13 (10 ng/ml) or combination of IL-13 and seihaito (0.1-1 mg/ml) during
differentiation at ALI.
Results: In ALI culture, IL-13 increased goblet cells, assessed by AB-PAS- and MUC5ACpositive cells. seihaito dose-dependently (0.1-1 mg/ml) inhibited this differentiation,
whereas dexamethasone (100 nM) did not affect it. IL-13 increased the expression of goblet
cell-specific mRNA, MUC5AC and CLCA1 and reduced cilial cell-specific mRNA, FOXJ1
and DNAL1. seihaito considerably inhibited the increase in goblet cell-specific mRNAs
without changing the level of cilial cell-specific mRNAs.
Conclusion: The current data clearly indicated that seihaito directly attenuates IL-13induced goblet cell hyperplasia. We assume that the inhibition of shared transcriptional
mechanism of both MUC5AC and CLCA1 may be important for this effect of seihaito.
These data also suggest that seihaito is an effective therapeutic option to treat mucus
hypersecretion in patients with chronic airway diseases.
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Medicinal Plant Production in a Greenhouse or Plant Factory
with Artificial Light
Eiji Goto, Shoko Hikosaka
Graduate School of Horticulture, Chiba University (Japan)
Keywords: Bioactive compound, temperature, UV radiation
A greenhouse or a plant factory with artificial light (PFAL) is a suitable cultivation system
compared with fields where plant environment control is difficult to achieve to obtain a
stable supply of medicinal plants. Particularly, in a PFAL, plants can be cultivated under
totally controlled environments including air temperature, humidity, gas concentration, and
light. Then, the stable quality and safety of the raw material derived from a medicinal plant
can be achieved year-round. In the PFAL, it is easy to add slight or heavy environmental
stress such as low temperature, high light intensity and UV radiation. Recently, research on
exploring suitable environmental conditions to accumulate and produce plant based
pharmaceutical raw materials in the PFAL has been increasing. In this presentation, we will
introduce our study on manipulation of bioactive compound concentrations of medicinal
plants, such as red perilla (Perilla frutescens), Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica
Thunb.) and Ophiorrhiza pumila (Rubiaceae), using environmental control techniques in
the PFAL.

Development of Bio-nursery System for Medicinal Plants
including Chinese Licorice
Kayo Yoshimatsu, Takayuki Inui, Noriaki Kawano, Kazuhiko Yamamoto
Research Center for Medicinal Plant Resources,
National Institutes of Biomedical Innovation, Health and Nutrition (Japan)

Keywords: bio-nursery system, medicinal plant, Chinese licorice.
Since Japanese self-sufficiency ratio of crude drugs is only around 10%, it must be improved
for the safe, reliable, and sustainable use of Kampo medicine. Around 90% of crude drugs
used in Japan is of plant origin. Therefore, domestic cultivation of medicinal plants must be
promoted to increase domestic production of crude drugs. Seeds and seedlings of medicinal
plants in high quality are undeniably essential, however, procurement of them is sometimes
difficult or almost impossible because most of them are not commercially available. Own
propagation of the seeds and the seedlings of medicinal plants in Japan is also difficult
because of different cultivation environments from their native habitats. Furthermore,
some medicinal plants need long-term (several years) cultivation to get the seed or the
vegetative seedlings. Bio-nursery system is a production of nurseries through plant
biotechnological approach such as plant tissue culture, cultivation in artificial environment
and artificial hydroponics, etc. It might be one of the solutions because the medicinal plants
in any habitat can be propagated efficiently. In this session, a development of bio-nursery
system for medicinal plants is presented including Chinese licorice (Glycyrrhiza uralensis
Fisch.) of which dried root and stolon (Glycyrrhiza) are most frequently used in Kampo
formulations. This research was partially supported by AMED under Grant Number
JP21ak0101104.

Study on Hydroponic Cultivation of Polygala senega L. var.
latifolia Torrey et Gray
Masato Kumauchi1, Shotaro Sasaki1, Yoshifumi Fujimoto1, Jun-ichi Uenishi1, 4
Toshio Morikawa2, Yoichi Fukuda3, Shuji Akai4
1

Sanshin Metal Working Co., Ltd. (Japan)
2
Kindai University (Japan)
3
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4
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Keywords: hydroponics, Polygala senega, plant factory
Domestic production of Polygala senega L. var. latifolia Torrey et Gray, hereafter senega,
has been gradually declining in recent years. This is thought to be due to difficulties in
germination and growth of young seedlings, hindering the entry of potential new producers
into the market. In this presentation, we introduce a possible solution to these problems,
obtained from our hydroponic study over the past several years. First, we have studied the
conditions of sulfuric acid treatment and hulling of seeds, which significantly improved the
germination rate. In this process, we found that there were differences in germination and
seedling maturity rates among seeds of different origins. Therefore, we developed a method
to predict germination rate and seedling maturity rate by staining seeds using the TZ-assay
method followed by analyzing their color by their RGB values. We verified the reliability
of this method by sowing and growing seedlings indoors. The seedlings were grown
hydroponically in an indoor plant factory or in a greenhouse plant factory. Of the harvested
roots, some had a maximum dry weight of over 1.5 g per plant. HPLC analysis of the
composition of the roots thus obtained showed that the elution pattern and composition were
extremely similar to those of marketed products grown in soil.
These results indicate the high possibility of a stable supply and mass production of senega
with hydroponic cultivation.

The Preservation and Utilization of Germplasm Resource of
Yao-nationality Medicine in Guangxi, China
Hui Tang
Guangxi Key Laboratory of Functional Phytochemicals Research and Utilization,
Guangxi Institute of Botany,
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region and Chinese Academy of Sciences, Guilin (China)

Keywords: Chinese nationality medicine, germplasm, ecological planting.
Medicinal plants have been a resource for healing in local communities in China for
thousand years. As the main producing areas of traditional Chinese medicine, Guangxi
provides a great quantity of Chinese medicinal materials. There are kinds of ethnic medicine
distributed in Guangxi, i.e., Yao-nationality medicine, Zhuang-nationality medicine, and
Miao-nationality medicine, etc., among them, the Yao-nationality medicines have the unique
pharmacological effects on various difficult miscellaneous diseases, and thus show huge
development prospects. Take Gongcheng city for example, there are approximately 423
kinds of Yao-nationality medicines, including the Clematis chinensis Osbeck, Tinospora
sinensis (Lour.) Merr., etc.. In recent years, many wild resources of these germplasm
resources of Yao-nationality medicine have sharply declined due to the naturally low
reproductive capacity, deforestation, and over-excavation, rendering these germplasms
endangered species. For protection of the wild resources, several measures have been
implemented: (i) rescuing and preserving wild germplasm resources through ex situ
conservation and naturalization conservation bases; (ii) establishing a germplasm resource
bank of the germplasm and selection and breeding of elite cultivars to provide high-quality
germplasms and seedlings for field cultivation; (iii) developing large-scale ecological
planting techniques; and (iv) strengthening of public awareness of the urgency to protect the
valuable species.

Towards the Democratization of Healthcare by Optimizing the
Production of Crude Drugs
Amanda C. Martin
Science Writing and Patent Law, Cor Findings, LLC (United States)

Keywords: healthcare, democratization, plants
Crude drugs offer numerous benefits for health and the democratization of healthcare.
Democratizing healthcare increases access to health therapies and markets and also supports
the preservation of traditional medical knowledge. Many crude drugs used in Kampo
medicines are derived from plants. These plants can be grown and processed using either a
concentrated private model of growing or a more widespread growing network, empowering
both small and large growers. However, studies have shown that the concentration of
bioactive compounds in crude drugs can vary greatly depending on ecotype and cultivation
conditions (e.g. location, climate, field ameliorations). Therefore, it is essential to have
systems in place to 1. harmonize cultivation conditions and 2. measure levels of bioactive
compounds or bioactivity in pre-processed plant material. There are many different
techniques that can be used to grow plants for use in Kampo medicines, including, field
grown, greenhouse grown, and plant tissue culture. These methods all present certain
challenges and opportunities that can be effectively applied at different scales to successfully
produce crude drugs and support the democratization of healthcare.
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Role of Traditional Herbal Medicine for Healthcare in
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The use of herbal medicine (HM) as part of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)
has increased significantly in recent decades. This presentation will provide insights into the
role of HM in Germany and the European Union (EU) in terms of regulations, usage and
safety, as well as the role in the health care system.
The organization and regulation of health care in the EU is the responsibility of the member
states. Until now there is no common approach to regulate CAM practice. This leads to a
variety of regional, national and EU legal regulations.
CAM treatment is in most EU member states not covered by the public health insurance and
patients must bear the cost of treatment themselves. Regardless of these hurdles, the usage
of HM is common and widespread in the EU population with high prevalence rates, which
shows that it plays an important role in public health care.
For the safe and effective use of HM, it is urgently necessary to create uniform and
transparent standards for the training of physicians and practitioners, and to make the results
of research concerning the efficacy and safety of HM easily accessible to therapists and
patients to increase trust in HM.

Progress and Status of International Standardization of
Traditional Chinese Medicine in China
HUANG Yufeng
The Second Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou University of Chinese Medicine (China)

Keywords: international standardization, traditional Chinese medicine, ISO/TC 249
International standardization plays an important role in supporting the modernization and
internationalization of traditional Chinese medicine. China participates the international
standardization on traditional Chinese medicine actively. In the 1980s, China drafted and
formulated the international standard for "Meridian Names" through the World Health
Organization. International organizations of traditional Chinese medicine such as the World
Federation of Chinese Medicine Societies and the World Federation of Acupuncture and
Moxibustion Societies have also issued international organization standards for traditional
Chinese medicine. In 2019, traditional medicine such as traditional Chinese medicine was
included in the 11th revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) for the
first time. More importantly, the International Organization for Standardization/ Technical
Committee of Traditional Chinese Medicine (ISO/TC 249) provides a new and broader
platform for the development of international standardization of traditional Chinese
medicine. At present, various channels for the international standardization of traditional
Chinese medicine have been opened, creating conditions for accelerating the globalization
of traditional Chinese medicine and providing new opportunities. The international
standardization of traditional Chinese medicine condenses the wisdom of global experts and
provides guarantee for the health services of people around the world.

International Standardization of Medicinal Plants and
Kampo Products in Japan
Noriaki Kawano1, Ichiro Arai2, Takashi Morota1, Kayo Yoshimatsu1
1

Research Center for Medicinal Plant Resources, National Institutes of Biomedical
Innovation, Health and Nutrition (Japan)
2
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In Japan, the domestic production of raw materials for Kampo medicine is being
enthusiastically promoted. However, we still depend about 90% of the raw materials on
imports, mainly from China. Under a such condition, the international standards (ISs) that
regulate the quality standards of Kampo medicines and crude drugs and their materials
traded internationally play an extremely important role in ensuring their quality and safety.
In the field of herbal medicines and crude drugs, ISs are developed in a technical committee
(TC) of ISO, called TC249: Traditional Chinese Medicine, mainly under two working
groups: WG1 (standardization of crude drugs and traditional processing methods) and WG2
(standardization of TCM products). The basic stance of Japan in this TC is, to develop and/or
to contribute to developing the ISs, using Japanese Pharmacopoeia and various high quality
QC standards in Japan as a fundamental standards or guidelines. Japanese experts attending
TC249 are holding discussions with each countries’ experts, aiming for harmonization and
creation of better standards. In this presentation, we will introduce the detail of ISs that
Japanese experts have developed or jointed in the development, and the future plan for the
new IS proposal.

The Status of International Cooperation for the Globalization of
Korean Medicine
Hyoju Nam, Hyunmi Jung
National Institute for Korean Medicine Development (Korea)

Keywords: Korean Medicine, Traditional Medicine, Internationalization
Globally, as population aging and the pandemic situation of Emerging Infectious Disease
have been continued, the demand for Traditional Medicine (TM) has been increased due to
increased interest in health care and immune enhancing. However, scientification and
standardization of TM is still needed for the internationalization of TM. Korean Medicine
(KM), originated in Traditional Chinese Medicine, but through the natural and cultural
environment of Korea, it has been developed into a unique system. Korean government
establishes a five-year policy for the scientification, standardization and internationalization
of KM, and the fourth comprehensive plan (2021-2025) is currently in progress. In Korea,
it is improving the healthcare utilization system of KM by standardization through the
spread of Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) and strengthening the safety management
system of KM. With respect to the internationalization, KM education and training program
are conducted for experts from countries wishing to cooperate in fields such as medical
services and safety management systems of KM. It also supports the development of
medical service programs for foreign patients. In order to promote the utilization of
traditional medicine around the world, KM aims to strengthen cooperation with various
countries and to build an alliance in the field of TM with specialized institutions.
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Blood stasis is one of the important pathological concepts in kampo medicine. Regarding
blood stasis, many researches on diagnosis, illness, and treatment have been reported.
Therefore, this time, this session was planned focusing on Western medical conditions
related to blood stasis (“The Latest Research on Blood Stasis about Tongue Diagnosis and
Atherosclerosis “ and “Correlation between "oketsu" syndrome and autonomic nervous
activity”) and treatment of blood stasis (“Current Research Status of “Blood Stasis
Syndrome and Promoting Blood Circulation and Removing Blood Stasis” in Traditional
Chinese Medicine” and Effects of keishibukuryogan, a blood stasis-resolving formula).

Correlation between "Oketsu" Syndrome and Autonomic
Nervous Activity
Naotoshi Shibahara 1, Makoto Fujimoto 2, Hidetoshi Watari 3, Mosaburo Kainuma 3,
Yutaka Shimada 2
1

Kampo Education and Training Center, Institute of Natural Medicine,
2
Department of Japanese Oriental Medicine, School of Medicine,
3
Department of Japanese Oriental Medicine, Toyama University Hospital,
University of Toyama (Japan)

Keywords: "oketsu" syndrome, autonomic nervous activity, spectral analysis
In order to clarify the correlation between "oketsu" syndrome and autonomic nervous
activity, subjects were evaluated with laser Doppler flowmetry and spectral analyses of RR intervals (RR) and systolic blood pressure (SBP). According to the diagnostic criteria of
"oketsu", the "oketsu" score (OS) was evaluated. In a sectional study, the results showed
that a significant decrease in skin blood flow (SBF) was observed in proportion to the
severity of the "oketsu" state, and the low-frequency component of SBP (SBP-LF) in the
"oketsu" state was significantly larger than that in the non-"oketsu" state. In a diachronic
study, the changes in OS and the parameters between week 0 and 12 weeks later were
investigated, with the quantity of each change being calculated as ∆-. ∆-SBF showed a
significant negative correlation with ∆-OS, and ∆-RR-L/H, ∆-SBP-LF and ∆-SBP-L/H
revealed significant positive correlations with ∆-OS. It is known that SBF changes with
sympathetic nervous activity, and SBP-LF and SBP-L/H reflect α-sympathetic nervous
activity. These results suggest that α-sympathetic nervous activity increased in the "oketsu"
state, and this significant relationship was maintained even after change in the "oketsu" state.

Effects of Keishibukuryogan, a Blood Stasis-resolving Formula
Yutaka Shimada1, Makoto Fujimoto1, Mosaburo Kainuma2, Naotoshi Shibahara3
1
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3
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According to the Dictionary of Kampo Medicine edited by the Japan Society for Oriental
Medicine, oketsu, static blood, is defined as “a pattern mainly referring to microcirculation
disorders, caused not only by blood stagnation, but also by disorders of degenerated blood”.
From a scientific point of view, it may be considered a pathological concept including the
microcirculation and blood rheology disorders, the vascular endothelial dysfunction and
atherosclerosis, and the dysfunction of various organs due to impaired blood flow. In the
past, we conducted various clinical and basic studies, and revealed the effects of
keishibukuryogan (Guizhi-Fuling-Wan), one of the most representative blood stasisresolving Kampo formulas, which consists of five crude drugs, Cinnamomi Cortex,
Paeoniae Radix, Moutan Cortex, Persicae Semen, and Hoelen, as below: improvement effect
on erythrocyte aggregability and deformability, protective effect on vascular endothelial
function, inhibitory effect on atherosclerosis progression, inhibitory effect on diabetic
nephropathy progression, inhibitory effect on liver fibrosis in non-alcoholic fatty liver
disease, and improvement effect on leptin resistance and lipid metabolism in obesity. These
findings suggest that keishibukuryogan has multiple beneficial effects on various
pathological conditions associated with blood stasis.

The Latest Research on Blood Stasis about Tongue Diagnosis and
Atherosclerosis
Akira Morita1, Aya Murakami 2, Yuki Watanabe1, Toshiya Nakaguchi3, Yoshiro Hirasaki1,
Takao Namiki1
1
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2
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3
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Blood stasis is associated with Tongue diagnosis and atherosclerosis, which could be led
from vascular endothelial dysfunction. We show the latest two studies. The one is the
association between blood stasis syndrome using blood stasis score and vascular endothelial
dysfunction using flow-mediated dilation (FMD). The other is the association between the
tongue color and the sublingual vein using tongue image analyzing system for the objective
assessment of blood stasis. 41 patients were evaluated from May to August 2017. Physical
and background characteristics, physiological function test results, and laboratory data were
compared. The tongue color significantly related to the sublingual vein were the darkness
and the blueness. The AUC was greater for the combination of the tongue color and the
sublingual vein than that for either of them. The AUC for blood stasis syndrome + impaired
glucose tolerance showed very good accuracy and was higher than that for blood stasis
syndrome or impaired glucose tolerance alone. In conclusion, the results of this studies
suggest that the combination of the tongue color and the sublingual vein is expected to
facilitate a more reliable diagnosis of blood stasis; in addition, the blood stasis score could
be a useful tool for detecting the early pathogenic stages of atherosclerosis.

Current Research Status of “Blood Stasis Syndrome and
Promoting Blood Circulation and Removing Blood Stasis”
in Traditional Chinese Medicine
Jinhang Du, Jiangquan Liao
National Integrated Traditional and Western Medicine Center for Cardiovascular Disease,
China-Japan Friendship Hospital, Beijing, (China)

Keywords: blood stasis syndrome, promote blood circulation and removing blood stasis,
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Blood stasis syndrome and treatment of promoting blood circulation and removing blood
stasis are among the important contents of Traditional Chinese Medicine and ameliorate
some complicated diseases. They are one of the most active and fruitful fields in the research
of Traditional Chinese medicine and integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine.
Blood stasis syndrome exists widely in clinic. Its diagnostic methods include traditional
symptoms, tongue and pulse, abdominal diagnosis. China and Japan also have published
several domestic and international practice standards and guidelines. The standard
developed by China Society of integrated Traditional Chinese and Western medicine has
been revised several times. It has been widely combined with the physical and chemical
indicators of modern medicine, evolved from qualitative to quantitative standards. At
present, the diagnostic criteria of blood stasis syndrome based on disease is being actively
carried out.
The establishment of the standard of blood stasis syndrome guides the treatment of
promoting blood circulation and removing blood stasis. The standard of blood stasis
accompanied syndrome recommends the treatment prescriptions of different blood stasis
syndromes, and guides the development of modern drugs for cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases such as Guanxin 2 formula and so on.
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The title of this Gastrointestinal Session is "Kampo treatment for functional dyspepsia;
Focusing on Rikkunshito," and the discussion will focus on rikkunshito. Rikkunshito is very
famous as a Kampo formula for spleen [TM1] deficiency, that is, deterioration of
gastrointestinal function. In Japan, not only Kampo doctors but also doctors who practice
western medicine frequently use it in daily clinical practice. Rikkunshito is one of the
Kampo formulas with the most fully elucidated mechanisms of action, and research on
Rikkunshito related to the appetite-promoting hormone ghrelin is actively discussed at
international conferences every year. Furthermore, in clinical practice, Rikkunshito is not
just an alternative medicine drug, but the subject of an international consensus clinical
guideline for the upcoming revision of the Rome Criteria dealing with treatment of
functional gastrointestinal disorders. In this way, Rikkunshito has become remarkably
popular internationally in recent years. Therefore, the purpose of this symposium is to give
practitioners and researchers an updated understanding of Rikkunshito and to suggest the
best treatment for FD. In this symposium, the current and future state of Kampo treatment
of FD centered on Rikkunshito will be explained and discussed from four points of view:
clinical, basic, international, and evidence-based medicine from global authorities in each
field.

Treatment Strategies for Functional Dyspepsia
in Kampo Medicine
Makoto Arai
Department of Kampo Medicine,
Tokai University School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: functional dyspepsia, Kampo treatment, rikkunshito
In Kampo treatment for functional dyspepsia (FD), it is important to find out if there is
epigastric pain, as in western medicine. For PDS without epigastric pain, rikkunshito and
hangeshashinto are the main formulas clinically. Beginners may first use rikkunshito
according to the disease name. Secondly, if you have some knowledge about Kampo
medicine, differentiating between excess and deficiency patterns in patients increases
treatment efficiency. However, when the patient’s constitution is medium and the judgement
is difficult, the chief complaints should be noted as the basis for selection of the prescription.
Rikkunshito should be chosen for the chief complaint of loss of appetite, and hangeshashinto
for that of epigastric discomfort. Furthermore, it may be better to consider the patient’s age.
In general, rikkunshito is often adopted for treatment in the elderly because they tend to
present deficiency pattern.
As other clinical differential formulas, hangekobokuto is frequently used for stress-induced
FD accompanied by obstructive discomfort in the throat and chest, and anxiety and
depression. The prescription used for the treatment of EPS differs depending on whether the
pain is spastic or non-spastic. saikokeishito is the first-line drug for treating EPS with spastic
pain, while anchusan is prescribed for EPS with non-spastic pain.

Current Knowledge About Pharmacological and Molecular Basis
of Rikkunshito’s Action
Hiroshi Takeda
Gastroenterology, Tokeidai Memorial Hospital / Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
Hokkaido University (Japan)
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Although rikkunshito is widely used for the treatment of upper gastrointestinal symptoms,
the molecular mechanisms were poorly understood. In 2008, our group reported that
rikkunshito is able to stimulate ghrelin secretion by antagonizing serotonin 2b/2c receptors.
Later, we have disclosed another interesting finding that rikkunshito extended healthy
lifespan in mice by activating hypothalamic sirtuin 1 activity which depends on the ghrelin
system. Ghrelin is a peptide hormone initially discovered by Kojima et al. in 1999 as an
endogenous ligand of the growth hormone secretagogue receptor, but shortly thereafter, it
has been evident that ghrelin has much wider range of functions; it regulates food intake,
adiposity, and glucose metabolism. It also stimulates gut motility and gastric acid secretion.
More recent evidence strongly suggests that ghrelin acts as a “survival hormone” protecting
the body from the extreme nutritional and psychological stresses. Therefore, rikkunshito
may enhance the self-defending systems by activating ghrelin signaling, suggesting that it
may be efficacious in the treatment of not only gastrointestinal dysfunctions but also a
variety of pathologies including wasting diseases and neuropsychiatric disorders. Here, I
will review the current knowledge about the pharmacological and molecular basis of
rikkunshito’s pleiotropic action.

International Position of Rikkunshito in the Treatment of
Functional Dyspepsia
Hidekazu Suzuki
Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, Department of Internal Medicine,
Tokai University School of Medicine (Japan)
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Rome Criteria, the international consensus clinical guideline for functional gastrointestinal
disorders (FGIDs), was revised in 2016 and published as Rome IV. This is the revision in
10 years since Rome III in 2006, and it has been revised by more than 100 members of the
rome committee from all over the world, including three from Japan. In Rome IV,
"Rikkunshito" was listed for the first time in the world as a Traditional Japanese medicine,
especially as a treatment for functional dyspepsia (FD). Rikkunshito has been shown to
improve patient symptoms in Japanese multicenter double-blind, placebo-controlled,
randomized controlled clinical trials on the efficacy and safety of Rikkunshito. In particular,
it was found that patients with low levels of plasma desacyl-ghrelin were more effective.
Currently, more data related to rikkunshito is being accumulated.
Now, the Rome V Committee is also discussing revisions internationally, including other
herbal medicines, along with rikkunshito, toward its publication in 2026.

Effects of Rikkunshito on Functional Dyspepsia: A Systematic
Review and Meta-analysis
Jae-Woo Park
Department of Gastroenterology,
College of Korean Medicine, Kyung Hee University (Korea)
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Rikkunshito (RKT) is a widely used herbal medicine for functional dyspepsia (FD); however,
the evidence is lacking. Therefore, a systematic review and meta‐analysis to evaluate the
effect of RKT on FD was conducted.
Main databases were searched in 2019. All eligible studies were randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) comparing RKT or combination therapy (RKT and western medicine) group to
western medicine group. The primary outcome was the total clinical efficacy rate (TCE).
The secondary outcomes were total dyspepsia symptom scale, gastric emptying rate, gastrin,
motilin, recurrence 6 months after treatment, and Hamilton depression rating scale.
Fifty‐two RCTs with 5475 patients were involved in this study. Compared with western
medicine, RKT showed significant better result, with higher TCE (relative risk = 1.21, 95%
CI 1.17 to 1.25, P<0.001). RKT presented higher reduction of total dyspepsia symptom scale,
more improved gastric emptying rate, and lower recurrence 6 months after treatment
compared with western medicine. However, there was no significant difference in Hamilton
depression rating scale between RKT and western medicine group. Combination therapy
brought significant symptom improvement with TCE compared with western medicine
alone. Rikkunshito and combination therapy might be considered an effective for FD.
Further well-designed RCTs are needed.
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The traditional medicine chapter in ICD-11 has been newly introduced as a result of many
years of activity. This is an epoch-making step that may influence the various traditional
medicines used in each region of the world. Kampo medicine has been developed as
Japanese traditional medicine, apart from the traditional Chinese medicine, and is widely
used in daily clinical practice. Since Kampo medicine is used under a unified medical system
in Western medicine, diagnosis is performed in Western medicine using the other chapters
of ICD, and Kampo medicine diagnosis should include the codes of the traditional medicine
patterns (TM1).
In this symposium, in addition to summarizing TM chapter's development process, the
issues of domestic implementation in China and Japan, including Japanese acupuncture and
moxibustion, will be discussed.

Development of Traditional Medicine Chapter of ICD-11
Kenji Watanabe
Co-chair, Traditional Medicine Reference Group, WHO
Center for Kampo Medicine, Keio University School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: traditional medicine, International Classification of Diseases (ICD)-11, WHO
In the 72nd World Health Assembly in 2019, International Classification of Diseases (ICD)11 was endorsed. In which, Traditional Medicine (TM) chapter was included at the very first
time in a long history of ICD. The development of the new chapter started in 2005, by WHO
Western Pacific regional office (WHO WPRO). In 2008, the beta version of the international
classification of TM was developed. In 2009, this development was passed to the WHO
headquarter, and the expanded traditional medicine conference was held in Hong Kong. The
development of TM chapter in the WHO headquarter was officially launched in 2010, with
the simultaneous press release in Geneva and Tokyo. The international team was formed to
develop TM chapter, such as China, Japan, Korea, Australia, US, UK, and so on. Despite
many challenges in the development, the team overcame them one by one, and the new
chapter was finalized in 2018. ICD-11 is planned to start implementation in 2022. TM
chapter is expected by TM practitioners, however, at the same time, there are many
criticisms. We need to show that TM chapter is feasible and contribute to the global health
statistics, through the implementation of this new chapter.

Implementation of ICD-11 TM1 in China
Danbo Dou
Co-chair, Traditional Medicine Reference Group, WHO. Center for International
Classification Research on Traditional Medicine Clinical Conditions and Service
Evaluation, Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine (China)

Keywords: policy support, clinical testing, combined with national standards
In 2018, the National Health Commission had already officially issued a document to
promote the clinical application of ICD-11, which includes the Traditional Medicine Chapter.
To make a good connection between GB95, GB97, and ICD-11 and promote the localization
of ICD-11 TM1, the SATCM has revised GB95 and GB97 and has officially issued GB2021
as a replacement standard. GB2021 has 1369 disorders and 2060 patterns. We have done a
two-way mapping between GB2021 and ICD-11 TM1. We are also trying to put together a
complete coding system compliant with national standards and takes into account the ICD11 TM1. In 2021, we conducted tests in 22 hospitals in Shanghai and obtained some
preliminary information.
We will continue to gather more feedback and establish a collaborative mechanism for
information sharing for data sharing basis for possible future revision.

Implementation of ICD-11 TM Chapter in Japan
Takayuki Hoshino
Kitasato University Oriental Medicine Research Center (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicine, Traditional Medicine, ICD-11
In order to promote the domestic implementation of the ICD-11 TM chapter in Japan, it is
necessary to educate medical professionals depending on the level of understanding of
Kampo medicine. Since Kampo medicine is practiced within the framework of modern
medicine in Japan, it is considered by experts to use the ICD codes of Western medicine for
diagnosis and to add traditional medicine patterns (TM1) mainly. Kampo medicine
specialists need to understand the description of the codes that they handle. Health
information managers, who are the experts of coding in Japan, need to understand how to
use the traditional medicine chapter. Currently, we are planning to promote education
centered on the codes that include the Japanese proposal. We are also translating the entire
description in the TM chapter so that it can be used in a more advanced way. Initially, the
TM chapter is expected to be used for research purposes. After the transition to the new ICD
is completed, the clinical data of Kampo practice will be gradually accumulated by its
specialists. In order to increase the pace of collecting clinical data, it is thought that easy-touse applications on PCs and smartphones are needed.

Application of ICD-11 to the Field of Acupuncture and
Moxibustion
Munenori Saito
Department of Acupuncture and Moxibustion Medical Science,
Faculty of Health Science, Suzuka University of Medical Science (Japan)

Keywords: data accumulation, ICD-11, WHO-FIC.
In 2019, traditional medicine was adopted for the first time in the 11th edition of the
International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11), effective January 2022. The chapter of
traditional medicine includes meridian patterns that are important in acupuncture clinical
practice, and a survey of meridian patterns conducted in Japan in 2018 showed that many
of the patterns were associated with the main meridian patterns and with various Western
medical disease classifications. In the future, not only meridian patterns, but also double
coding by disease classification of the entire traditional medicine chapter and Western
medicine should be performed to generate statistical data for acupuncture and moxibustion
clinical practice.
Currently, we are attempting to establish a data collection base for acupuncture and
moxibustion clinical practice based on WHO-FIC, and although only one institution is
involved in this project, we have classified and tabulated acupuncture and moxibustion
patients into Western medicine disease names based on ICD, traditional medicine disease
names and signs, medical practices (including International Classification of Health
Interventions (ICHI)) established independently, and evaluation. It is necessary to
accumulate such data at multiple institutions to clarify the actual state of acupuncture and
moxibustion clinical practice.
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In the field of modern medicine, requirements and necessity of EBM are increasingly
demanded. It is no exception in cardiovascular medicine in Japan. To answer various clinical
questions, we need to perform artificially planned clinical trials with huge expense of
various medical resources. Therefore, highly industrialized organizations are necessary to
create statements and recommendations for clinical solutions. These trials are providing
statistically validated procedures including medical devices and medicines for clinical
guidelines. To the contrary, various procedures provided by Kampo Medicine are not
sufficiently validated by EBM. Traditionally, orally described clinical chips, called
“Kuketsu”, for individual subjects are used and applied to treat and cure the patients. These
individualizations are the strengthen and characteristics of Kampo Medicine for modern
medicine and also for Cardiology. In current symposium, we are going to share our
experiences of effectiveness and utility of Kampo Medicne for the subjects with cardiovascular symptoms and discuss potential applications of Kampo Medicine for geriatric
cardiology. In addition, we are going to discuss roles of organ linkage for health in both
western medicine and Kampo Medicine with scientific insight into the subjects. In
conclusions, we propose effective modernization of Kampo Medicine in Cadiology will be
promising to create future integrated medicine with sophisticated combinations of both
Kampo Medcine and western medicine.

Nutritional Solution Aided by Kampo Medicine in Cardiology
Tomoaki Ishigami1,3, Masaaki Konishi1, Yusuke Kanno2, Yumi Chiba2
1 Department of Cardiology, Yokohama City University Hospital (Japan)
2 Department of Nursing, Yokohama City University
Graduate School of Medicine (Japan)
3 Department of Medical Science and Cardio-Renal Medicine,
Yokohama City University Graduate School of Medicine (Japan)
Keywords: congestive heart failure, cardiac cachexia, malnutrition, frailty, sarcopenia,
acquired and congenital “Qi”,
Currently, malnutrition, frailty, and sarcopenia are becoming major clinical concerns among
elderly patients in Japan. In cardiology, these are ultimately resulting in severe lifethreatening conditions, “Cardiac Cachexia”, which is poorly understood without effective
medical solutions. Not only physical unhealthy conditions, but also psycho-sociological
insufficiencies are causing these characteristic elderly health problems. Both medical and
nursing burdens are growing and ruin social, medical, individual resources inducing
community medical reconstruction in Japan called “Year 2025 Problems”. However, these
problems are threatening modern medicine and modern cardiology, which were focused
mainly on emergent life-saving to date, both rehabilitation medicine and multidisciplinary
collaboration are only considered to be solutions in today's geriatric medicine. In this
symposium, we are going to propose solutions for geriatric cardiology aided by Kampo
Medicine in Japan. This might be also rehabilitation aided by Kampo Medicine and
multidisciplinary collaboration aided by Kampo Medicine. Senescence is realized in Kampo
Medicine as gradual processes of losing invisible vital, which called congenital “Qi” in ICD11, accompanied with impairment of digestive function, which called “Hi-I-kyo” and is
major source of acquired “Qi” in human. We have various solutions of Kampo Medicine to
treat these conditions such as rikkunshito, hochyuekkito, ninjinyoeito etc. These solutions
should be beneficial to cardiac malnutrition and might be used as modern medical
procedures aided by Kampo Medicine to resolve un-resolved conditions such as
malnutrition, frailty, sarcopenia and ultimately cardiac cachexia.

Practice in Cardiology by Kampo Medicine in Japan
Hidenori Ito, MD.,
Kitasato University, Oriental Medicine Research Center (Japan)
Keywords: Kampo medicine, cardiovascular disease, evidence
According to the Japanese Society of Hypertension Guidelines for the Management of
Hypertension, 43 million people in Japan are estimated to be hypertensive, edging it towards
being endemic. According to the Japanese registry of all cardiac and vascular diseases, in
2012, approximately 210,000 patients presented with heart failure and about 260,000 people
developed the disease in 2016, indicating an increase by approximately 10,000 people per
year since 2012. An aging society further accelerates the progression of cardiovascular
diseases. Western medicine is the main form of treatment of cardiovascular diseases because
abundant evidence exists that supports its effectivity, and Kampo Medicine is uncommon in
clinical practice. However, some formulations of Kampo Medicine seem effective in certain
cases, such as where standard treatments of Western Medicine fail to obtain satisfactory
results and cardiac neurosis. It is reported that 90% of doctors in Japan have an experience
of prescribing Kampo Medicine, indicating that Kampo Medicine plays an important role in
modern medicine in Japan. Therefore, it is essential to obtain evidence on Kampo Medicine
prescribed in medical practice for cardiovascular diseases. In this symposium, I will
introduce some case reports of patients with cardiovascular diseases to help understand the
construction of evidence.

Kampo Medicine, Ameliorating Patients’ symptoms,
Stand out Routine Cardiology Practices
Yoshinobu Nakada, MD., PhD.,
Department of Internal Medicine, Shonan Hospital (Japan)
Department of Kampo Medicine, Tokai University School of Medicine (Japan)
Keywords: symptoms in the chest, ameliorating patients’ symptoms, patients’ satisfaction
in common practices
Symptoms related to or localized to the chest often cause us anxiety. As we all know, they
should be thoroughly resolved by the western medical settings first in this modern society
which we are living in now. Japanese medical doctors possessing a Japanese medical license,
can apply both western and Kampo medicine during the course of routine clinical practice.
This system is a significant advantage offered to patients living in Japan when it comes to
amelioration of their symptoms. However, for this to work, their medical doctors must be
familiar with Kampo theory. As an example, palpitation and recurrent chills, which arose as
adverse effects following administration of the Covid-19 vaccine, disappeared when treated
with saikokaryukotuboreito. When Kampo specialists prescribe Kampo medicines, we pick
up on not only the chief complaint, but also the presenting pattern (Sho) of patient’s
symptoms. For further dissemination of Kampo medicine, its theory should be elucidated
using simplified language for non-specialists, and its treatment targets should be explained
with scientific evidence supporting them as much as possible. Here, I would like to present
a few of the major symptoms commonly encountered in cardiology, along with their Kampo
treatment options, while attempting to reconcile Kampo theory with objective reports.

Potential Efficacy of Kampo Medicine for Cardiorenal
Interactions
Kazushi Uneda1, 2 MD., PhD., Tomoaki Ishigami2 MD., PhD.,
Tadamichi Mitsuma1 MD., PhD.
1

Department of Kampo Medicine, Aizu Medical Center,
Fukushima Medical University School of Medicine (Japan)
2
Department of Medical Science and Cardiorenal Medicine,
Yokohama City University Graduate School of Medicine (Japan)
Keywords: chronic kidney disease, cardiovascular disease, cardiorenal interaction
Previous research has revealed that the pathophysiology of heart and kidney diseases is
closely linked. Chronic kidney disease (CKD), the most common renal disease, is a growing
worldwide health problem. CKD is a critical risk factor for cardiovascular diseases (CVD),
such as coronary artery disease, heart failure, stroke, aortic and peripheral artery disease,
and venous thrombosis. Therefore, appropriate CKD management plays a pivotal role in
CVD prevention. In CKD, several pathophysiological pathways, including inflammation,
oxidative stress, vascular dysfunction, volume overload, and electrolytes abnormality, can
increase CVD risk. Since these exacerbating mechanisms vary according to patients'
characteristics and CKD stages, personalized therapy with scientific validity is essential.
Japanese Kampo medicine contains many historical experiences of individualized therapy
for CKD patients through traditional "patterns," assessing patients' pathophysiology.
Disturbance patterns of qi, blood, and fluid are closely related to exacerbation pathways of
CVD in CKD. Notably, blood stasis is a comprehensive angiopathy concept that includes
atherosclerosis, venous congestion, and microcirculation. Recent basic and clinical studies
have indicated that Kampo treatments by pattern identification exert favorable effects on
cardiorenal protection. In conclusion, Kampo medicine has potential efficacy for CVD by
regulating cardiorenal interaction.
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Ehime Prefectural Central Hospital (Japan)
2
MATSUYAMA Kinen Hospital (Japan)
3
Clinic for Gastroenterology and Gastrointestinal Oncology,
University of Göttingen Medical School, Göttingen (Germany)
Most Chinese herbal medicines are derived from medicinal plants. During the Edo period
(1603-1867), Saheiji Uemura, the shogunate's envoy for collecting medicinal herbs, made
more than 100 trips to collect medicinal herbs from all over Japan. Morino Tousuke, who
accompanied him on these trips, established the Morino Old Medicine Garden in his
backyard, which is as famous as the Koishikawa Medicine Garden. Dr. Kyoko Takahashi,
a researcher and supporter of this herb garden, will be the first to speak about her activities
at the old Morino medicinal garden and its future. 160 years ago, a great botanist appeared
in Japan. He was Dr. Tomitaro Makino, who named more than 1,500 species of plants and
laid the foundation of Japanese plant taxonomy. The botanical garden in his memory
provides a place where the public can relax and become familiar with nature, along with
breeding and research on endangered species. Dr. Hajime Mizukami, who serves as the
director of the botanical garden, will talk about Tomitaro Makino and his botanical garden.
As for foreign symposiasts, Dr. Ku Futa of the University of Goettingen will introduce the
world-famous botanical garden, the Botanical Garden of the University of Goettingen,
Germany, and its founder, Albrecht von Haller. We would like to hear from each of the

symposiasts, noting that Yoshimune (1684-1751), Tousuke (1690-1767), and Haller (17081777) were active in the 18th century and in roughly the same generation.
Herb gardens have an additional function as botanical gardens, since plants that are not
used for medicinal purposes are cultivated, and they also include the cultivation and
research of animals and biological ecology. The university herbarium is also required to
perform such functions. The Gettingen Botanical Garden may be a typical example of
such a garden historically. It may also be a good idea to have a herb garden with facilities
for medical treatment and care, as was the case when a sanatorium was established in a
corner of the Koishikawa Pharmaceutical Gardens. We would like to have a congenial
discussion with the final symposium presenter, Dr. Yoshino, as he talks about the
herb garden of the future, including this area.

The Message from MORINO-KYUYAKUEN (The Historic Herb
Garden): Sowing Seeds for The Future
Kyoko Takahashi
The Museum of Osaka University,
Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka (Japan)

Keywords: Morino-Kyuyakuen, Matsuyama-honzo, ancient experienced agricultural
techniques
Morino Herbal Garden “MORINO-KYUYAKUEN,” designated a historical asset, is the
oldest existing private herbarium in Japan. It was set up by Tosuke-Saikaku Morino in 1729
and played the important role of Tokugawa Yoshimune (8th Shogun of Tokugawa
government) policy for encouraging domestic production of medicinal plants. We can find
the solution for the issue of the conservation of biodiversity and domestic production of
crude drugs in Saikaku’s philosophy and present status of Morino Herbal Garden. First,
MATSUYAMA-HONZO is the illustrated book of plants, animals and shells by Saikaku’s
handwriting. We archived the whole contents and made it available to analyze 1003 kinds
of illustrated creatures in that book. Second, many kinds of foreign medicinal plants were
already brought to Morino Herbal Garden in Edo period. We confirmed that such diversity
has been kept in a half-natural state by the investigation of the present flora. Third, Saikaku
and his inheritors established domestic cultivation of medicinal plants by trial and error. In
that ancient experienced agricultural techniques, there are many clues for the domestication
of foreign useful plants and specialization of local products. MORINO-KYUYAKUEN is
an information source for applying traditional wisdom in the development of regional
medicinal herb specialties.

Tomitaro Makino, a Father of Plant Taxonomy in Japan, and
Makino Botanical Garden
Hajime Mizukami
Former Director, The Kochi Prefectural Makino Botanical Garden (Japan)

Keywords: Dr. Tomitaro Makino, Makino Botanical Garden, plant inventory
Tomitaro Makino was born in a rural village west of Kochi City in 1862. His curiosity in
plant life soon developed into a devotion to botanical research throughout his life of 94 years.
As an avid field botanist, Makino collected some 400,000 botanical specimens and named
over 1,500 new species and subspecies of plants during his life. In 1940, he published his
Illustrated Flora of Japan, a reference work that remains indispensable to professional
botanists and enthusiasts even today. Travelling widely throughout Japan for his work,
Makino became well known as much for his bright personality and his ability to
communicate the wonder of the plant kingdom. The Kochi Prefectural Makino Botanical
Garden (MBK) was originally established in 1958, honoring the remarkable achievements
of Tomitaro Makino. The Botanical Garden has been renovated since 1999 in terms of
architecture, landscape and activities. Today, MBK is one of the leading botanical gardens
in Japan. The main research activity in MBK focuses on plant inventory overseas such as in
Myanmar and Solomon Islands for medicinal plant resources in collaboration with various
academic and industrial institutes.

Preserving the Roots of European Traditional Herbal Medicine at
the Old Botanical Garden of the University of Göttingen
Kenny Kuchta
Forschungsstelle für Fernöstliche Medizin (漢方医学研究拠点)
Department of Vegetation Analysis and Phytodiversity,
Albrecht von Haller Institute of Plant Sciences,
Georg August University Göttingen (Germany)
Keywords: European Traditional Herbal Medicine (ETHM), Hortus Medicus, Albrecht von
Haller
The Old Botanical Garden - founded in 1736 as "Hortus Medicus" - is as old as the
University of Göttingen itself and still located on the original site. Botany was primarily the
study of medicinal plants by physicians and pharmacists. Founder and from 1736 to 1753
director of the garden was the famous physician, botanist and poet Albrecht von Haller
(1708-1777). In the medicinal plant garden, which today only covers a small part of the
garden area, the medicinal plants of Haller's time - still used today in European Traditional
Herbal Medicine (ETHM) - are cultivated to this day. In the centre, numerous plants used in
folk medicine are arranged according to their pharmaceutically active constituents. With its
geometrical layout the medicinal plant garden is designed like a medieval monastery garden.
These monasteries and their gardens, which were established by monks during the epoch of
Christianization of Northern Europe in the 9th century, were the first academic institutions
of ETHM north of the Alps. Since the 19th century the voyages of discovery to distant parts
of the world brought also many Native American and East Asian medicinal plants to
Göttingen. These are today studied together with their native European counterparts.

My Vision of a Future Medicinal Botanical Garden
Tetsuhiro Yoshino
Center for Kampo Medicine, School of Medicine, Keio University (Japan)

Keywords: domestic cultivation, workforce, multi-disciplinary collaboration
Consumption of crude drugs increased owing to the official approval of prescription Kampo
products, mainly in the 1970s. Accordingly, the imports of crude drugs from China increased
and price competition began with the restoration of diplomatic relations at the same period,
resulting in the decline of Japanese domestic farmers. Recently due to the depletion of
natural resources, China's export restrictions made the price of crude drugs increase and
made it difficult to supply high-quality crude drugs. Therefore, the domestic cultivation of
medicinal plants is attracting lots of attention, but many barriers still exist.
Official prices of crude drugs became unsustainably low in Japan, but there has been a move
to regain a reasonable (higher) price in recent years. It is also challenging to regain a
sufficient next-generation workforce because the workforce and know-how were lost.
National institutions and universities play an important role in technology transfer,
modernization of cultivation, and seed maintenance. The cultivation of medicinal plants
might be combined with psychiatric and senile rehabilitation as part of the workforce in an
aging society. Pharmacy schools are obligated to run a medicinal botanical garden and I
believe running a multi-disciplinary collaborative garden with agriculture, medicine, and
welfare specialists could be a model for sustainable development.
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Coordinator and Chair
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Introduction of the Japanese Technique of Acupuncture and
Moxibustion
Kenji Imai
Department of Acupuncture and Moxibustion, Faculty of Health Care,
Teikyo Heisei University (Japan)
Keywords: Acupuncture, Moxibustion, Japan
Most prevalent Japanese acupuncture technique whose name is the Kanshinhou which using
the guide
tube had been developed by Waichi Sugiyama in 17 century. General acupuncture needle
with tube, name is Go-shin that is characteristically small diameter size and more delicate,
that have been accepted widely. This technique is carrying a guide tube along with a needle
in with both a thumb and an index finger and putting it in place, tap lightly on a head of the
needle with another index finger so it penetrates. In the next, pull up an insertion tube only
to remove and pinch the lowest tip of the needle with both a thumb and a forefinger to insert
as deep as designated using fingers of another hand. Some kind of other Japanese needles
are widely using example for press tuck needle, and/or pediatric needles. These needles have
developed in Japan is well known.
Regarding the characteristics of moxibustion that have been demonstrated with small moxa
cone grain of rice and/or half grain size. And, practitioner can demonstrate the widely heat
stimulus with their technique.
I will introduce of the Japanese technique of acupuncture and moxibustion in this
presentation.

The World's First Disposable Acupuncture Needle
Masateru Kawai
Seirin Corporation (Japan)

Keywords: acupuncture, hygienic, safety
In the late 70th, when Seirin acupuncture needle was developed, it was common practice for
most of acupuncture practitioners to disinfect the needles with alcohol and re-use them
repeatedly.
On the other hand, injection needles and infusion needles used in hospitals were disposed
of after use, as the concept of disposability had already become widespread.
In this context, Seirin acupuncture needle was, therefore, developed based on the concept of
that hygienic and safe products should be used for acupuncture and moxibustion practice as
well as medical practice.
Nowadays, acupuncture is widely recognized and practiced in the system of western
medicine and is also focused in the research field. We are delighted to witness that these
factors have increased confidence in acupuncture and moxibustion from a public health
perspective as well.
Seirin will continue to strive hard on the contributing to the further development of
acupuncture and moxibustion and the provision of high-quality patient care by offering
high-quality, safe, and reliable products as medical devices.

Features of Moxa Manufacturing Process in Japan
Akiko Higuchi, Yoshifumi Kaneyas
Yamasho Co., Ltd. (Japan)

Keywords: moxa, moxibustion, manufacturing process
Yamasho Co., Ltd. is a Japanese moxa manufacturing company that specializes in the
manufacture of moxa products for professional use in acupuncture and moxibustion clinics
throughout Japan. Some products are sold in foreign countries through distributors. Since
2011, it has participated in the standardization work in ISO Technical Committee of
traditional Chinese medicine (ISO TC249) as an expert of Japanese moxa manufacturer.
Direct moxibustion is one of the major and unique moxibustion technique in Japanese
clinical practice. This technique requires high-level skill to make a fine moxa cone with
fingers which is burnt on the patient’s skin directly. In order to meet practitioners’ need,
Japanese moxa floss products need a wide variety of refining. Japanese moxa manufacturers
have special manufacturing technology for processing leaves into highly refined moxa by
removing impurities as much as possible.
In this presentation, we will introduce features of Japanese moxa products and
manufacturing process along with the process and equipment used in our factory. We will
also introduce the difference between manufacturing process in other countries and Japan,
which is found out in communication with overseas researchers and partner factory in China.

Introduction of Therapeutic Techniques of Korean Medicine.
- Acupuncture & Moxibustion
Dongwoo Nam
Department of Acupuncture & Moxibustion, College of Korean Medicine,
Kyung Hee University (Republic of Korea)

Keywords: Acupuncture, Moxibustion, Korean Medicine.
Acupuncture treatment is a remedial method representative of Korean Medicine
The principle of traditional acupuncture treatment is founded on theories such as Qi and
Blood, Yin-Yang and the Five Elements, Meridians and Collaterals, and the Viscera and
Bowels. According to Korean Medicine, the activities of life take place in response to the
flow of qi and blood which follows the structure of the viscera and bowels, and the meridian
and collateral. Disease is a manifestation of an imbalance between yin and yang arising from
an abnormality in qi and blood flow. Qi circulates throughout the body following the
meridians and collaterals or other pathways, and hence, acupuncture treatment aims to
recover the circulation of qi and yin-yang imbalance and cure disease by stimulating the
meridian or acupoint related to the diseased part or viscera and bowels.
In this lecture, I will examine general acupuncture treatment processes, indications and
contraindications, and then address the acupuncture methods that best represent Korean
Medicine, Sa-am acupuncture therapy and constitutional acupuncture (Taegeuk
acupuncture). Also modern techniques and tools used in Korean Medicine Clinics in Korea
will be introduced. So you can get the idea of what is the recent trends of Korean Medicine.
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With the internationalization of medical education in recent years, there is a demand that
Kampo medical education also be structured based on international standards. Medical
education in Japan is conducted based on the Model Core Curriculum at each university, in
which it is stated that medical students can outline the characteristics of Kampo medicine
and the indications and pharmacological actions of the main Wakan-Yaku. Furthermore,
curriculum reform is being promoted based on Japanese Specifications WFME Global
Standards for Quality Improvement 2015. One of the criteria for quality development
standard is described as having an interface with complementary medicine, which is
annotated to include unorthodox, traditional, or alternative practices.
In this symposium, Traditional Chinese Medicine education in Taiwan will be presented. In
addition, the current status of domestic education in Kampo Medicine education in light of
international trends will be discussed, including problems and issues based on the results of
a national survey, future curriculum construction, educational strategies, evaluation and
collaborative systems, and prospects for the internationalization of Kampo Medicine
education.

A Global Perspective on Kampo Medicine Education
in Japanese Medical School
Naoko Hasunuma
Center for Medical Education, Hiroshima University, School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medical education, WFME global standards, model core curriculum
In Japan, six-year medical education is developed by each university based on the Model
Core Curriculum, in which it is stated that medical students can outline the characteristics
of Kampo medicine and the indications and pharmacological actions of the main WakanYaku: Japanese Kampo medicines. The history, basic theories, medical examination
methods, composition and effects of Kampo medicine, Kampo herbs, and other educational
content and target diseases are diverse, making it difficult to know what and how students
should learn before graduation. In addition, the number of lecture hours varies from
university to university and is often limited, making it difficult to establish common learning
objectives and outcomes for undergraduate education in Kampo medicine. Japan is currently
undergoing curriculum reform based on the Basic Medical Education: Japanese
Specifications WFME Global Standards for Quality Improvement 2015. One of the criteria
for quality development standard is described as having an interface with complementary
medicine, which is annotated to include unorthodox, traditional, or alternative practices.
Based on the above, we would like to discuss the education of Kampo medicine that should
be promoted in the future.

Kampo Education in Japanese Schools of Medicine, Dentistry,
Pharmacy, and Nursing and Development of Curriculum
Marie Amitani
Department of Community-Based Medicine,
Kagoshima University Graduate school of Medical and Dental Science (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medical education, multidisciplinary education, curriculum, OSCE
Kampo medicine is a traditional medicine. However, in order to promote Kampo medicine
internationally, it is necessary to provide internationally-oriented Kampo education. In order
to effectively practice kampo treatment in clinical practice, it is important to have many
medical professionals learn about kampo, and a collaborative educational system among
pharmacy, nursing, medicine, and dentistry is needed. We found that medical and pharmacy
schools are interested in further incorporating active learning and problem-based
learning/tutorial teaching methods. Incorporating an interdisciplinary collaboration system
into the Kampo medicine curriculum is needed by each faculty, and a new curriculum that
includes interdisciplinary collaboration is required.
We have also developed an Kampo education curriculum, which uses simulator and PBLbased curriculum. We have also developed a new, content-validated OSCE assessment
system for evaluation of kampo education.
It is assumed that the development of a curriculum based on needs and the establishment of
an appropriately standardized curriculum and evaluation methods for kampo medical
education will lead to the internationalization of kampo education.

Two National Surveys on Kampo Medicine Education
in Japanese Medical Schools
Tatsuya Nogami, Makoto Arai
Department of Kampo Medicine, Tokai University School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicine, medical, Japan
Two national surveys on Kampo medicine education in Japanese medical schools have been
conducted in the past, in 2011 and 2019. The survey asked questions on seven items: number
of class meetings with target school year(s), presence of full-time instructors, curricula
contents, textbooks in use, desire for standardised textbooks, faculty development
programmes, and problems to be solved to promote Kampo education. The results showed
that the three primary problems in 2019 and 2011 were similar: standardization of the
curriculum, preparation of simplified textbooks and training of Kampo medicine instructors.
Although there was a trend towards the enhancement of Kampo medicine education, such
as an increase in the number of classes teaching Kampo medicine, it was clear that there had
been no significant changes in eight years and that the primary problems for Kampo
medicine remained unresolved. However, the problems raised in 2019 are being overcome,
as the Japan Council for Kampo Medical Education established a standard textbook for
Kampo medicine,'Essential Lecture on Kampo Medicine', in 2020. A third survey should be
conducted within the next few years to investigate changes in Kampo medical education.

Herbal Medicine, Education and Training Program, in Taiwan
Kai-Chun Cheng1, Yingxiao Li2, and Juei-Tang Cheng3
1

2

Department of Pharmacy, College of Pharmacy, Tajen University (Taiwan)
Department of Nursing, Tzu Chi University of Science and Technology (Taiwan)
3
Department of Medical Research, Chi-Mei Medical Center (Taiwan)

Keywords: herbal medication, education, clinical training
Herbal medicine, also known as Traditional Chinese Medicine (CTM) in Chinese or Kampo
in Japanese, has a long history. They created a unique theoretic system that included Yin and
Yang as well as the five elements. CTM emphasizes the harmony between humanity and
nature, as well as the balance of the body's various systems and organs. Therefore, it has
been widely used in clinical therapeutics as a useful and/or alternative tool. Mentorship has
been used in the transmission of knowledges for CTM since ancient times. However, it is
now part of classical education. In this talk, we are pleased to introduce CTM education,
which has two types of systems in Taiwan. One is urging high school students to pursue a
7-year education that includes a 2-year clinical training program. Another option is the postscholar course, which allows university graduates to receive a 5-year education with a 2year internship. The 7-year education is carried out by two universities, while the postscholar course is carried out by three universities. In total, we assist over 220 students per
year from the CTM school in Taiwan. As a result, we have an enough number of CTMtrained doctors for local applications.
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Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) spread to Japan in 2020. Basic guidelines for
infection control were implemented in Japan, and research and development of effective
drugs were promoted. The research included considering Kampo medicine, which has a long
history of treating recurring emerging viral infections. Considering the characteristics of the
disease, Kampo medicine could be considered as a treatment strategy due to its antiviral and
anti-inflammatory effects induced by multiple active substances that could aid in disease
prevention and recovery. The effects of Kampo medicines as a potential preventive
treatment (pre-infection), active treatment (especially in the acute and subacute stage), or
treatment of sequelae to aid recovery (after infection) in the different stages of COVID-19
are ongoing as research projects in the Japan Society for Oriental Medicine (JSOM). In this
symposium, presenters review these projects and discuss the role of Kampo medicine for
COVID-19.

Introduction to Japan Society for Oriental Medicine-led
Clinical Research Projects on COVID-19
Takashi Ito
President of The Japanese Society for Oriental Medicine (Japan)

The Japanese Society for Oriental Medicine (JSOM) has made various efforts against
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). JSOM has launched an academic society-led
clinical research project on COVID-19 based on the concept and the characteristics of
Kampo medicine; 1. prevention of disease by activating the immune system to regulate the
body condition (pre-symptomatic), 2. symptom alleviation in mild and moderate stage, and
prevention of worsen (acute to subacute), and 3. early recovery and improving prolonged
symptoms (late stage of illness). In the opening remarks, an overview of the project will be
presented.

Pharmacological aspect of Kampo Medicines in the Prevention
for COVID-19
Toshiaki Makino
Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Nagoya City University (Japan)

For the prevention from COVID-19 infection using Kampo medicines, the best candidate
formula is hochuekkito. In this presentation, I review the pharmacological studies using
experimental animals orally treated with hochuekkito extract (HET). In animal models of
immune deficiency by age, steroids, cyclophosphamide, mitomycin C, and restraint stress,
HET improved reduced immune function by both innate and acquired immunity. HET
exhibited preventive effects from infection by Salmonella enteritidis, Listeria
monocytogenes, Helicobacter pylori, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA),
influenza virus, cytomegalovirus, and Plasmodium chabaudi. HET also exhibited a
protective effect on cancer caused by inoculation of cancer cells or carcinogenic substances.
HET exhibited a suppressive effect on allergic diseases caused by some antigens. In animal
models, HET improved rheumatism, autoimmune encephalomyelitis, intestinal mucositis,
transplantation rejection, hepatitis, pulmonary disease, dermatitis, and pain induced by
inflammation. HET was shown to promote locomotor activity by normal mice and in a
chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) model induced by the injection of Brucella abortus antigen.
HET exhibited effectiveness in animal models of depression and epilepsia. Considering the
immune-simulative/-modulative effects of HET on inflammatory conditions and against
exhaustion and frailty, hochuekkito may be useful in the prevention for COVID-19.

Pharmacological aspect of Kampo Medicines
in the Treatment for COVID-19
Kakkonto, shosaikoto, Platicodon grandiflorum root, and Gypsum (a
Japanese Original Combination Drug as saikatsugekito):
A pharmacological Review Against Viral Infections and Respiratory
Inflammatory Conditions and a Discussion of Application to COVID-19
Ryutaro Arita
Department of Education and Support for Regional Medicine,
Tohoku University Hospital (Japan)

In Japan, Kampo medicine has been used in the past infectious disease pandemics. In
particular, saikatsugekito (SGT; a combination drug of kakkonto, shosaikoto, Platicodon
glandiflorum root, and gypsum) has been reported to be useful during the 1918 influenza
pandemic. The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has spread
worldwide, causing the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) to emerge as a pandemic.
We have reviewed the pharmacological activities of saikatsugekito (Arita R, et al., Trad
Kampo Med, 2021). There are no reports dealing with coronavirus, but the components of
SGT have antiviral activities by interfering with the attachment, internalization, replication,
progeny virion release, and cell-to-cell spreading of single-strand RNA viruses. They also
enhance the immunomodulating activities of the host, including cytokine production,
regulation of multiple immune cells, and protection from lung tissue injury. Furthermore,
gypsum have been found to regulate body temperature and airway mucin release. The results
demonstrated that SGT has therapeutic activities against single-strand RNA virus infections
and respiratory inflammation. SGT may also have potential activities against SARS-CoV-2,
and further basic and clinical studies are expected to demonstrate the effectiveness of SGT.

Clinical Trial of Kampo Medicines for the Prevention
of COVID-19
Takao Namiki, IMJEDI study- prophylaxis group
Department of Japanese-Oriental (Kampo) Medicine,
Graduate School of Medicine, Chiba University (Japan)

Although vaccination is the most important treatment for COVID-19 prophylaxis, one of
the problems with vaccines for COVID-19 is adverse reactions. Some individuals thus
cannot be vaccinated, and some refuse to be vaccinated. Since the SARS-CoV-2 virus
constantly mutates, there is also a risk of the appearance of viruses against which the existing
vaccines are ineffective. No matter how short the period necessary for the manufacture of a
new vaccine for a novel variant is, it is already clear that it will take months for everyone to
be vaccinated. The development of oral medicines other than vaccines for the prevention of
COVID-19 is thus meaningful. A randomized controlled trial (RCT) led by the Japan Society
for Oriental Medicine was planned in the spring of 2020 to test the preventive effect of
Kampo traditional medicines against COVID-19. After ethical certification was obtained,
the RCT began in December 2020. The candidates for the RCT are adult healthcare
professionals without COVID-19 who were randomized in an open-label fashion to receive
hochuekkito or a placebo for 8 weeks. The trial's primary endpoint is the number of
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based COVID-19-positive individuals who exhibit fever
and cold-like symptoms. We describe the RCT's progress herein.

Survey on the Efficacy and Safety of Kampo Treatment in
Patients with COVID-19 Related Sequelae
Hiroshi Odaguchi
Oriental Medicine Research Center, Kitasato University (Japan)

Background: Western medicine does not have the measures to treat COVID-19 related
sequelae because the reasons why COVID-19 related sequelae occur have not yet been
elucidated. Kampo medicine has been developed based on the experiences fighting against
various infectious diseases, including post-infectious sequelae. COVID-19 related sequelae
present with various conditions which Kampo medicine seems to be useful to improve.
Objective: To investigate the efficacy and safety of Kampo treatment in patients with
COVID-19 related sequelae.
Study design: Prospective observational study
Methods: Patients with symptoms due to COVID-19 related sequelae for more than 1 month
after infection or onset will be included. Treatments given to the patients will not be
restricted to Kampo treatments and their efficacy will be evaluated by scale for healthrelated quality of life (SF-12), visual analogue scale (VAS) in each symptom, and five-grade
evaluation in overall treatment efficacy. The overall efficacy and safety of Kampo treatments
will be assessed in exploratory analysis compared to non-Kampo treatments.
Status: Ongoing in collaboration with JSOM and nine medical institutions

Clinical Trials of COVID-19 Treatment
Conventional and Kampo Medicine Treatment for mild-to- moderate
COVID-19 patients: A Multicenter, Retrospective, Observational Study
A multicenter, randomized controlled trial on the use of Kampo medicine,
kakkonto with shosaikotokakikyosekko, in mild-to-moderate COVID-19
patients (a part of the study result)
Shin Takayama and Integrative Management in Japan for Epidemic Disease (IMJEDI)
study group
Department of Education and Support for Regional Medicine,
Tohoku University Hospital (Japan)
1. Confirmed and suspected COVID-19 patients were enrolled in a multicenter,
retrospective, observational study. Relevant data regarding the treatment, including
conventional and Kampo medicine, and related symptomatic changes were collected from
their medical records. The enrolled patients (>1000) were classified into those administered
Kampo medicine in adjunct to conventional treatment (Kampo group), and those
administered only conventional treatment (non-Kampo group). After adjusting for the
clinical staging of COVID-19 and risk factors, no significant difference was observed in the
duration of symptom relief between the groups. In COVID-19 confirmed patients, treated
within 4 days of disease onset, without steroid-use, the risk of disease progression to
respiratory failure was significantly lower in the Kampo group than in the non-Kampo group.
2. Symptomatic COVID-19 patients were randomly allocated to a control group receiving
conventional treatment for symptom relief, and a Kampo group receiving kakkonto and
shosaikotokakikyosekko for 14 days in addition to conventional treatment. No significant
differences were found in the duration of symptom relief between the groups; however,
Kampo medicine significantly shortened the period of fever, when compared with the
conventional treatment. Furthermore, disease progression to respiratory failure was
significantly suppressed by these Kampo medicines.
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Clinical Practice and Safety of Acupuncture
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COVID-19? -

Coordinator and Chair: Shoko Masuyama
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Doctors and acupuncturists who are active internationally talk about their clinical practices
in the pandemic.
This session is organized with the expectation that the experience of these doctors and
acupuncturists who have gone through unprecedented challenges posed by the COVID-19
pandemic would give us the wisdom to respond the next pandemic.

Acupuncture Practice During the COVID-19 Pandemic
– My Experience in London
Atsuko Fritz
Atsuko Fritz – Acupuncture & Kampo Clinic (United Kingdom)
Keywords: Acupuncture, COVID-19, London
The pandemic has impacted all aspects of our lives with the first wave leaving people feeling
anxious and with a fear of the unknown. This situation was new for everyone and affected
health care professionals without an exception, in particular, those in close contact services
including acupuncturists. In this presentation, I will share my personal clinical experience
and reflection through the pandemic, such as how it required changing the way I run my
acupuncture and Kampo clinic; how it affected my patients and myself; what kinds of
clinical complaints I have seen more of; and whether I treat Long COVID patients. In
addition, I will discuss how I re-learnt the importance of practice management with an
example of a case in which a potential new patient did not agree to wear a face mask.
Although medically exempt from wearing one, I could not treat her without compromising
the safety of my other patients. Everything done was with the number one priority of
providing a safe environment for both patients and practitioner. If we have to face similar
challenges again in the future, we have some key learnings that will help us in the next ones

Different Faces of Long COVID in View of Five Elements
- Perspective as a Heilpraktiker in GermanySetsuko Pitschmann
Naturheilpraxis Setsuko Pitschmann (Germany)
Keywords: post-COVID-19, acupuncture, Kampo medicine, heilpraktiker
If I remember right, it is now three years since I first heard about 'corona' virus.
From COVID-19 at the time of the outbreak until now, delta, omicron and omicron-BA2
mutant strains have emerged one after another. Treatment and observations in my clinic I
have noticed that, depending on the mutation of each virus, symptoms at the time of
infection are different.
The post-infection symptoms like Long COVID they seem to change little by little.
The numbers of patients that are coming for treatment to me with Long COVID and Post
Vaccination symptoms is increasing rapidly. I observed those symptoms within the view of
five elements.

Impact of COVID-19 on California Acupuncturists and Future
Perspective
Hideko Pelzer1,2,3,4
1

Acupuncture and Integrative Medicine College, Berkeley (USA)
2
Life Long Medical Care, West Berkeley (USA)
3
UCSF Academy of Pain Research (USA)
4
Suisun Oriental Medicine (USA)

Keywords: COVID-19, acupuncture, pandemics
California entered the state of Shelter in Place on March 16th, 2020. People stayed at home,
and the highways became empty. Many businesses, including acupuncture clinics, were
forced to close for a while. AIMC’s didactic courses quickly shifted to online, and all clinical
visits shifted to telehealth. Since we started seeing in-person patients again, we have
significantly improved safety precautions within the facility to prevent the possibility of
cross-infection. Patients have gradually returned to the acupuncture treatments.
Acupuncturists here in California are eager to treat the variety of symptoms experienced by
post-COVID patients with acupuncture and Kampo/Chinese herbal formulas. Additionally,
our hope is in the future, acupuncturists will be able to treat active COVID-19 patients. More
importantly, we aim to strengthen people's immunity by providing regular acupuncture
treatments to the public and playing a part in preventing future pandemics.

An Experience of post-acute COVID-19 Syndrome Treatment
with Acupuncture and Herbal Medicine

Hee-kyung Kang, So-Jung Park, Jun-Yong Choi
Korean Medicine Hospital of Pusan National University (Korea)
Keywords: post-acute COVID-19, acupuncture, herbal medicine.
We report a case of a 52-year-old man who was diagnosed with coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) on September 6, 2021. One week prior to diagnosis, he presented with fever
after his first COVID-19 vaccination. However, he was only diagnosed with COVID-19 and
admitted to the hospital when pneumonia was evident on computed tomography. After 2
weeks of admission, headache, sweating, fatigue, and insomnia persisted. He first visited
our clinic on October 8, 2021. He was diagnosed with post-acute COVID-19 syndrome and
received five sessions of acupuncture treatment and herbal medicine until December 3, 2021.
The selected acupoints were EX-HN5, CV17, EX-HN3, ST8, GV20, LI4, ST36, LR3, BL2,
TE23, GB17, and ST1. The purpose of acupuncture treatment was to manage headache and
fatigue. Decoction of the herbal medicine Sasam-maekmundong-tang (Sasam-bakumondoto) and granular powder extract of Siho-ga-yonggol-moryo-tang (Saiko-ka-ryukotsu-boreito) were administered to control fatigue and insomnia, respectively. The Fatigue Severity
Scale score of the patient decreased from 48 (first visit) to 18 (last visit). Headache, insomnia,
and sweating disappeared completely after treatment. This case demonstrates the possibility
of post-acute COVID-19 treatment with traditional Asian medicine. Further prospective
clinical trials are needed to assess treatment efficacy.
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Overview- Frailty Research Based on the Aging Concept
（Jin-kyo）of Kampo Medicine
Keisuke Hagihara
Department of Advanced Hybrid Medicine,
Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka University (Japan)
Keywords: frailty, aging concept of Kampo medicine (Jin-kyo), goshajinkigan (GJG)
Japan has faced the most rapid emergence of a super-aged society in the world. Frailty is
one of the most important medical issues related to caregiver and bed-ridden. In the aging
concept (Jin-kyo) of Kampo medicine, it is said that human's vital energy derived from the
parents decreases with aging. As a result of this decline in vital energy, hearing loss, dry
skin, nocturia, back pain, coldness, and fatigue are thought to appear as a geriatric syndrome
like frailty. goshajinkigan (GJG) is one of the typical anti-aging herbal medicines. We have
demonstrated that GJG has effects on sarcopenia in senescence-accelerated mice
(Phytomedicine 2015) and the peripheral pain chronic in constriction injury mice (Molecular
pain 2016) and paralysis of central nervous systems in experimental autoimmune
encephalomyelitis model mice (Neurotherpeutics 2021) via suppression of tumor necrosis
factor-alpha (TNF-α) production. Cinnamaldehyde and Chikusetsusaponin V derived from
GJG dose-dependently decreased the production of TNF-⍺ in RAW264.7 cells stimulated
by LPS (GENE 2022). Additionally, we developed a new simple frailty screening scale
(Japan Frailty Scale: JFS) based on the aging concept of Kampo medicine. The aging
concept of Kampo medicine might provide hints for developing a solution for frailty.

Pharmacological Effect of Kampo Formula on Sarcopenia
Tomoaki Ishida1, Kohei Jobu1, Kei Kawada1,2, Mitsuhiko Miyamura1,2
1

2

Department of Pharmacy, Kochi Medical School Hospital (Japan)
Graduate school of Integrated Arts and Sciences, Kochi University (Japan)

Keywords: muscle atrophy, sarcopenia, juzentaihoto
Sarcopenia is a disease with age-related loss of muscle mass and strength; however, its drug
therapy has not been established. Therefore, we evaluated the effects of Kampo medicines
on sarcopenia. First, we administered juzentaihoto, a Kampo medicine to compensate for
deficiency, to senescence-accelerated prone mice SAMP8. We found that juzentaihoto was
effective in suppressing muscle atrophy. Further, the mRNA expression of Sirt1, a known
longevity gene, was higher in the gastrocnemius muscle of mice treated with juzentaihoto
than control group. Sirt1 is known to improve insulin sensitivity, inflammation, and
oxidative stress. Therefore, we thought that juzentaihoto might be also effective for
sarcopenia–obesity, which is a combination of obesity and sarcopenia. Hence, juzentaihoto
was administered to KKAy mice, a model of diabetic obesity, which confirmed the effect of
suppressing muscle atrophy. Several other Kampo medicines, such as goshajinkigan,
ninjin’yoeito, and hochuekkito, have been reported to be effective against muscle atrophy.
These kampo medicines are indicated for different characteristics of patients. We hope to
conduct further research and accumulate evidence on different Kampo medicines for the
treatment of sarcopenia according to patient characteristics.

The Role of Rikkunshito in Medical Care for the Elderly Patients
Kouichi Yamamoto1, Yuhki Sato2
1. Department of Radiological Sciences, Faculty of Health Sciences,
Morinomiya University of Medical Sciences (Japan)
2. Department of Clinical Evaluation of Drug Efficacy,
Faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, Fukuyama University (Japan)

Keywords: rikkunshito (RKT), anorexia, pica behaivor
Elderly people are known to be at higher risk for chronic health problems like osteoporosis
and Alzheimer's disease. These patients often receive long-term teriparatide or donepezil
treatment and suffer from gastrointestinal symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, and anorexia,
which may affect adherence to continuous treatment. rikkunshito (RKT) is prescribed for
improvement of gastrointestinal symptoms. We investigated whether teriparatide or
donepezil-induced gastrointestinal symptoms in rodents are ameliorated by RKT and
whether its therapeutic efficacy is mediated by ghrelin. Since pica behavior, the ingestion of
kaolin, in rodents is associated with nausea and vomiting in humans, teriparatide or
donepezil was administered with or without RKT to rodents, and their food and kaolin
intakes were measured. The effects of teriparatide or donepezil on intestinal motility and a
ghrelin receptor antagonist on pica, anorexia, and changes in intestinal motility were
examined. RKT inhibited pica and anorexia, and this therapeutic effect was antagonized by
the ghrelin receptor antagonist. Teriparatide or donepezil suppressed the intestinal motility;
however, RKT recovered the motility delay. Furthermore, the ghrelin receptor antagonist
reduced the effect of RKT to improve the intestinal motility. These findings suggest that
RKT is a candidate for the treatment of` teriparatide or donepezil-induced gastrointestinal
symptoms in elderly patients.

The Japan Frailty Scale is a Promising Screening Test for preFrailty in Japanese Elderly People
Ryuichiro Egashira1, Tomoharu Sato2, Akimitsu Miyake3, 4
1

Department of Advanced Hybrid Medicine,
Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine (Japan)
2
Department of Biostatistics and Data Science,
Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine (Japan)
3
Department of Medical Innovation, Osaka University Hospital (Japan)
4
Current affiliation: Tohoku University School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: frailty, Kihon checklist, Japan Frailty Scale (JFS)
Japan has faced the super-aged society and frailty is one of the most important problems in
primary care. It is needed to identify frailty quickly and easily. We recruited the development
cohort (n=433) and the validation cohort (N=276) to establish a patient-reported screening
scale, the Japan Frailty Scale (JFS) based on the aging concept of Kampo medicine, “Jinkyo". The questionnaires and physical indicators related with frailty were also
comprehensively evaluated. Eight candidate questions were examined to predict frailty
according to the Kihon Checklist, the comprehensive frailty diagnostic tool in Japan. Four
questions (nocturia, low back pain, cold sensitivity, exhaustion) and age were selected by
multivariable logistic regression analysis. Receiver-operating characteristic curve analysis
of the JFS showed moderately good discrimination (area under the curve (AUC) =0.78, 95%
confidence interval (CI): 0.73-0.82). At the cutoff value of 3/4 against pre-frailty, the
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV)
were 86.9%, 53.3%, 62.8%, and 81.7%, respectively. External validation of the JFS showed
moderately good discrimination (AUC=0.76, 95% CI: 0.70-0.81). The sensitivity, specificity,
PPV, and NPV were 79.9%, 61.4%, 69.3%, and 73.7%, respectively. The JFS is a promising
patient-reported clinical scale for early detection of pre-frailty patients in primary care.
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There are many cases that only Kampo medicine can be cured in the
Obstetrics&Gynecological fields.
In the case of Kampo medicine prescription is chosen according to psychological status and
character of the patients. If appropriate Kampo medicine were prescribed, brings good
psychological stability without activity level down. These facts were elucidated by the
relation between the efficacy of a medicine and the psychological test results.
The cardiomyopathy is rare but high risk in the obstetrics field. The symptom is a heart
failure sign such as difficult breathing and a serious edema. Mokuboito had a remarkable
effect on the patient of cardiomyopathy and PreMenstrualSyndrome with asthma.
Gestational edema and amniotic fluid decrease are maldistribution of water in the body.
Kampo medicine optimize the amount of the body water, also reallocates the water
appropriately. So Kampo medicine keeps amniotic fluid volume appropriately and improves
the prognosis of the pregnancy.
Ordinary diuretics influence electrolyte active transport of cell membrane. Kampo medicine
controls the number of the floodgate of the cell membrane. These floodgates were named as
aquapolin. Therefore, disorder of electolytes does not occur. A mechanism of the water
metabolism activation by Kampo medicine is explained from aquaporin.

The Relation Between the Psychological Test and
the Kampo Medical Diagnosis
Toshiaki Kita
Kampo Mibyou Center, Tsujinaka Hospital Kashiwanoha (Japan)

Keywords: psychological test, personality traits, Kampo medical diagnosis
Brain changes in stress pathology can affect the autonomic, endocrine, and immune systems
as well as have a significant impact on mental function and state of mind. Therefore, Kampo
medicine diagnoses and treats stress conditions based on the concept of mind-body unity.
The empirical expectation that it can improve mental symptoms at the same time as physical
symptoms is a characteristic of Kampo medicine.
This presentation will focus on our study to clarify the psychological aspects of Kampo
medical diagnosis using several questionnaires and the 16PF personality test in patients who
had been successfully treated with three kinds of Kampo medicines (i.e., kamishoyosan,
saikokaryukotuboreito and yokukansankachinpihange).
In Kampo medical diagnosis, it is very important to collect as much information as possible
about the physical aspects, such as physical complaints, pulse, tongue, and abdominal
findings. However, our study using psychological tests suggests that in Kampo treatment of
stress-related diseases, focusing on psychological rather than physical aspects may lead to
more accurate diagnosis and appropriate treatment. It was also suggested that when
capturing the psychological aspects of Kampo medical diagnosis, it is important to consider
not only mental states such as anxiety and depression, but also personality traits.

Efficacy of Mokuboito in Obstetrical and Gynecological Field

Takao Sano
Hoyukai Sapporo Clinic of Obstetics & Gynecology (Japan)

Keywords: goreisan, mokuboito, pregnancy, premenstrual syndrome (PMS)
Mokuboito is Kampo medicine listed in kinkiyouryaku. It is effective for respiratory distress
and edema. 4 crude drugs that make up mokuboito are boi, sekko, keishi and ninnjin. These
crude drugs are safe agents.
Mokuboito was used to 16 pregnant women with respiratory distress and edema. They were
23 to 37 years old and 27 to 39 weeks pregnant. The effects were evaluated in 7 to 14 days.
There were 4 patients achieved complete response, 8 achieved a partial response and 4
ineffective cases. Respiratory distress with edema is symptom of cardiac failure even if they
were mild degree. These must manage carefully not to worsen the prognosis. These
symptoms are effective for mokuboito. If you have a pregnant woman with edema complains
respiratory problems, mokuboito should be used aggressively.
Main causes of Pre-Menstrual Syndrome (PMS) are water retention. So,
tokisyakuyakusan,goreisan etc. are useful for PMS.
Exceptionally mokuboito had a remarkable effect on the patient of PMS with asthma.

The Efficacy of Goreisan to a Gestational Edema and Amniotic
Fluid Decrease
Fukashi Makimoto
Akiyama Memorial Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: goreisan (GRS), gestational edema, amniotic fluid
Goreisan (GRS) is effective in the treatment of gestational edema. During edematous
treatment, GRS exhibits a diuretic effect. After edema improvement, GRS does not exhibit
a compulsory diuresis effect. These effects were ascertained by examining the change in the
expectant mother’s weight. GRS isn't ordinary diuretic. GRS appeared to normalize the
gross volume of the body water.
Reduction in amniotic fluid quantity was often apparent in the presence of edema after 36
weeks of gestation. The treatment of gestational edema by GRS prevented the reduction of
amniotic fluid quantity. GRS did not exhibit any side effects related to reductions in amniotic
fluid. Conversely, GRS retrospectively appeared to exhibit a therapeutic effect on
oligohydramnios. Also demonstrated that GRS normalized the distribution of water
throughout the body.
Maximum Vertical Pocket (MVP) changes before and after treatment for
oligohydramnios. MVP decrease to less than 3 cm were examined. The average MVP
significantly increased in group treated with GRS. In contrast, there were no significant
changes in the untreated group. GRS prospectively appeared to exhibit a therapeutic effect
on oligohydramnios. GRS was helpful in the treatment of oligohydramnios. This new
application of GRS for the treatment of oligohydramnios is a clinically applicable strategy.

Aquaporins Provide New Insight into the Molecular Mechanisms
for the Effect of Kampo Medicines
Yoichiro Isohama
Laboratory of Applied Pharmacology, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Science,
Tokyo University of Science (Japan)

Keywords: pharmacology, Kampo medicine, airway clearance.
Although Kampo medicines normalize disorders of water homeostasis occurs in various
diseases, their mechanisms are not fully understood. Previous investigations of this field
originated with the hypothesis that ion transport was responsible for local osmotic gradients,
and that water is coupled to ion movement by osmosis. However, water permeability of cell
membrane is enhanced by aquaporin (AQP) water channels. Studies in AQP-null mice have
indicated important roles of AQPs in the urinary concentrating, fluid secretion by glands
and brain swelling. These phenotypes of AQP-null mice suggested an application of AQP
inhibitors in the treatment of disorders of water homeostasis and a possibility that Kampo
medicines may regulate AQPs. To examine this hypothesis, we studied the effects of
goreisan on membrane water permeability. Goreisan significantly inhibited AQP-mediated
water transport in vitro assay. The inhibition of AQP4 may be involved in the therapeutic
effect of goreisan to care brain edema. On the other hand, recent studies have been shown
that AQPs have additional function, such as promoting cell growth and gene expression. We
have been found that AQPs can increase chemokine expression in response to inflammatory
stimuli. Interestingly, goreisan attenuated this increased chemokine expression by AQPs.
Taken together, AQPs may be key molecules to understand the pharmacological effects of
goreisan.
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Kampo Medicine is a traditional Japanese medicine that is well-integrated in modern
medicine. Cancer therapies are highly developed, and evidence of standard treatment has
accumulated. Kampo Medicine has several merits as support care for patients with cancer
who lose vital energy and feel cold. Cancer chemotherapy is associated with various adverse
reactions, such as anorexia, general malaise/fatigue, and peripheral neuropathy, which are
refractory to modern therapy. Recently, evidence of Kampo Medicines for these symptoms
has been reported as randomized controlled trials (RCTs). The Japan Society for Oriental
Medicine celebrated the first 20 years of the activities of evidence-based medicine (EBM)
committee in June 2021. Among the activities of the EBM committee, Evidence Reports of
Kampo Treatment contains RCTs and meta-analyses, including RCTs on cancer supportive
care. There is accumulating evidence for the following Kampo formula for each symptom:
Hangeshashinto for mucositis, rikkunshito for anorexia, goshajinkigan and ninjin’yoeito for
peripheral neuropathy, hochuekkito for general malaise/fatigue, and shakuyakukanzoto for
myalgia/arthralgia. However, there is insufficient evidence, and further clinical trials are
needed. Supportive care with Kampo Medicine will lead to a more complete standard
treatment for cancer.

Significance of Kampo Medicine for Cancer Supportive Care:
Overview
Yoshiharu Motoo
Departments of Medical Oncology and Kampo Medicine,
Komatsu Sophia Hospital (Japan)

Keywords: cancer, supportive care, Kampo medicine
Cancer has been the number one cause of death in Japan since 1981. Advanced or recurrent
cancers need strong chemotherapies to control their growth. On the other hand, tumorbearing patients experience pain, fatigue, anorexia, cold sensation, sarcopenia, and frailty.
Surgery and radiation therapy also cause adverse events such as ileus, infection, oral
mucositis and diarrhea. Cancer supportive care includes all measures to prevent or
ameliorate side effects of any treatments including anti-cancer agents, with physical, mental,
social, and spiritual care (survivorship care). Neutropenia and nausea/vomiting are generally
well-controlled in clinical settings owing to the progress in granulocyte-colony stimulating
factors and anti-emetics. Recently, evidence is accumulating on the efficacy of Kampo
medicines in the management of refractory symptoms such as anorexia, general
malaise/fatigue and peripheral neuropathy. Furthermore, action mechanisms of each Kampo
formula and its components have been elucidated by basic research. In this symposium, we
will learn and discuss state-of-the art progress in basic and clinical research in the field of
cancer supportive care. In addition to the reports on Japanese situation, we will listen to
German viewpoints on this theme.

Roles of Kampo Medicine for Chemotherapy
-related Adverse Events
Takamasa Nishiuchi
Departments of Medical Oncology and Chemotherapy
Takamatsu Red Cross Hospital (Japan)

Key words: Kampo medicine, supportive care, chemotherapy-related adverse events
While the development of recent cancer treatments progresses, it is often experienced that
continuation of cancer treatment becomes difficult due to individual differences, general
condition, underlying diseases, and various therapy-related adverse events. Moreover, the
side effects of cancer treatments include various symptoms that are difficult to deal with
modern medicine, such as fatigue, numbness, and loss of appetite. Therefore, the
development of cancer treatments has the aspect of the battle against their side effects.
Advances in supportive care improve the outcome of cancer therapies. In recent years, the
application of traditional Japanese medicine, “Kampo medicine”, to cancer supportive care
has attracted attention to improve the results of cancer treatment and the quality of medical
care. Especially, Kampo medicine formulae called “Ho-zai” have been reported to improve
nutritional and immune status. In addition, their effects on both mind and body are
recognized. This presentation overviews the clinical role and potential of Kampo medicine
in the latest cancer treatments.

The Importance and Requirement of Evidence-based Medicine to
Expand the Use of Kampo Medicine
Yasuhito Uezono
Departments of Pain Control Research,
The Jikei University School of Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: evidence-based medicine (EBM), multiple functions in the body, prescription
based on EBM
Cancer treatment is one of the major project in the world. In recent years, chemotherapy,
surgical treatment, radiation and immune checkpoint therapy have been used for the
treatments of cancer patients. In association with these treatments, number of cancer
survivors has also been increased. On the other hand, numbers of patients suffering from
side effects of cancer treatment are increasing, and the importance of cancer supportive care
is being emphasized. Herbal medicine in Japan, termed as Kampo medicine, has been
developed since they were imported from China. Kampo medicine is effectively used in
Japan to relieve such symptoms that cannot be followed by Western medicine. However,
evidence-based medicine is essential for the use of Kampo medicine to expand their use.
The effects of Kampo medicine are never just a sum of each effect induced by a lot of
ingredients. Owing to development of liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC/MS)
and a variety of molecular biology tools, we are now able to examine profiles of particular
effective ingredients included in Japanese Kampo medicines. We now are investigating the
effects of a Kampo medicine on ameliorating of adverse effects by analysing targets in
cancer patients and several effective compounds in Kampo medicines.

German Viewpoints on Kampo Medicine in Supportive Care for
Cancer Patients
Silke Cameron
Clinic for Gastroenterology and Gastrointestinal Oncology,
University Medicine Göttingen, Germany

Keywords: Pancreatic cancer, Supportive Care, Kampo medicine, Germany
The main task of medicine has always been to prevent disease or to support the healing
process. The endpoint was the well-being of the patient. This has changed with the advent
of diagnostic tools where outcome can be measured. In case of infection, leucocyte values
have to normalize, helicobacter pylori should be eradicated and tumor size should reduce or
- in the best-case – respond completely. However, we all know, that invisibility to the CTscan does not mean the absence of tumor cells.
Kampo medicine – like all traditional medicines - gives us the sensibility and the means
to assess and to support the well-being of the patient. This is especially true for tumor
patients. Apart from specific tumor-related symptoms, tumor patients present with fatigue,
weight loss, night sweat or even fever. Tumor treatment worsens the involuntary weight loss.
Besides reduced food intake, this is caused by a multitude of inflammatory and
neuroendocrine processes as well as a disbalance between repair and degradation
mechanisms affecting the body as a whole. Whilst Western Integrative Medicine supports
supplementary nutrition, mental health and exercise, Kampo medicine provides a fourth
arrow as it can ameliorate body constitution itself, regardless of mouse or man.
Following our experiments in a mouse model of pancreatic cancer, treated with
gemcitabine and juzentaihoto, we have now treated several German patients with pancreatic
cancer with Kampo medicine. One exemplary case will be given here. A 62-year old female
patient presented with inoperable pancreatic cancer 01/2021. She received 7 cycles
FOFIRINOX. During this time, she was continuously treated with juzentaihoto. After
stenting of the biliary duct in 01/21, cholecystectomy had to be performed in 03/2021 due
to cholecystitis. With persisting inoperability, she received radiochemotherapy up to 50,4
Gy with weekly gemcitabine (06-08/2021). During radiotherapy, Kampo-treatment was
changed to hochuekkito. With further progression in 11/2021, chemotherapy had to be

reintroduced with gemcitabine and Nab-Paclitaxel, 4 cycles. Kampo was changed back to
juzentaihoto. With mediastinal and pulmonary metastasis, treatment was changed to Nal-Iri
and 5-FU/folic acid 02/2022 (currently 2 cycles). When Kampo medicine was not taken due to a gap in supply - leucocyte count was reduced and chemotherapy had to be postponed.
With Kampo intake, the patient had less stomach discomfort and more appetite. Her body
weight remained rather stable. Now, after more than one year of treatment with concomitant
Kampo medicine, the patient can still care for herself, even though the tumor is advanced.
This is one of the examples which shall be given and supports the role of Kampo in
complementary cancer care.
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We report effective mechanism of atopic dermatitis using Kampo medicine such as
orengedokuto, shishihakuhito, and keishibukuryogan from the aspect of molecular level and
vascular imflammation. orengedokuto can be effective for atopic dermatitis of animal model
through the berberine regulation of EIF3F and MALT1 expression. Paeoniflorin of
keishibukuryogan may inhibit vascular inflammation, moreover, each collagen disease with
comparison of Sjögren syndrome will be reported from the aspect of body constituents
patterns, and the correlation of blood stasis kampo medicines with the basis of radergraph
(Watanabe).

Molecular Mechanisms of Anti-Atopic Dermatitis Effects of
Orengedokuto
Tsugunobu Andoh
Department of Pharmacology and Pathophysiology,
College of Pharmacy, Kinjo Gakuin University (Japan)

Keywords: atopic dermatitis, orengedokuto, berberine
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a refractory chronic skin disease with severe inflammation and
pruritus. orengedokuto (OGT) is a traditional Kampo medicine and we have clinically
experienced that OGT is effective in treating AD. In this presentation, molecular
mechanisms of anti-AD effects of OGT is introduced based on the study using animal model
of AD (dermatitis-NC/Nga mice). Repetitive oral administration of OGT inhibited AD-like
dermatitis, cutaneous influtarion of inflammatory cells (eosinophils and mast cells), and
itch-related behavior. In addition, the increased expreesion of eotaxin and pro-inflammatory
cytokines (MIF and IL-4, which are related eotaxin expression) in the skin of dermatitisNC/Nga mice also were inhibited by OGT. Berberine is a major component of OGT and
suppressed AD-like dermatitis, cutaneous influtarion of inflammatory cells, and itch-related
behavior, similar to OGT, in dermatitis-NC/Nga mice. Berberine also inhibited the increased
eotaxin and pro-inflammatory cytokines in the skin of dermatitis-NC/Nga mice. We,
furthermore, found that EIF3F and MALT1, which were regulated by berberine, were
involved in the expression of antigen-induced pro-inflammatory cytokines in mast cells.
Taken together, it is suggested that OGT, especially at least berberine, improves AD
symptoms through the regulation of EIF3F and MALT1 expression.

Vascular Inflammation in Patient with Atopic Dermatitis from a
Kampo Medicine Perspective
Tadamichi Shimizu
Department of Dermatology, Faculty of Medicine, Academic Assembly,
University of Toyama (Japan)

Keywords: atopic dermatitis, keishibukuryogan, vascular inflammation
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a common inflammatory skin disease characterized by relapse of
eczema with pruritus. Keishibukuryogan is a traditional herbal medicine widely
administered to patients with symptoms of “Oketsu (blood stasis)” which involves blood
stasis, in order to improve blood circulation. Keishibukuryogan has been found to be
effective against AD. Vascular inflammation has recently been reported to play an important
role in the pathogenesis of AD. Vascular inflammation in AD is associated with an enhanced
Th2 response and increased clinical severity. Paeoniflorin is a bioactive compound of
keishibukuryogan that inhibits both proinflammatory cytokines and the cascade of the
overproduction of COX-2 and iNOS in human dermal microvessel endothelial cells
(HDMECs). Adhesion molecules are important for recruiting leucocytes to the vessel wall,
and paeoniflorin can downregulate adhesion molecule expression. Accordingly, paeoniflorin
may inhibit vascular inflammation, thereby resulting in the inhibition of inflammatory
cytokines and the adhesion molecules of HDMECs in AD skin.

The Mechanism of Effectiveness of Shishihakuhito to Patients
with Atopic Dermatitis
Masahiko Toyoda
Uruoi Dermatologic Clinic (Japan)

Keywords: atopic dermatitis, shishihakuhito, neurogenic factor
There is considerable evidence, based on mainly clinical reports, which suggests that several
kampo medicines are effective for cutaneous allergic diseases such as atopic dermatitis. In
this study, clinical and experimental analysis showed various effective features and
alternations after administration of shishihakuhito to atopic dermatitis patients. Twenty five patients with atopic dermatitis were enrolled in this study. Shishihakuhito was
administered daily to each patient for 8 to 12 weeks. A substantial clinical improvement,
characterized by a relief of itch intensity and a remarkable reduction in disease severity, was
achieved after oral administration of shishihakuhito in all patients. The possible
mechanism of effectiveness of shishihakuhito to atopic dermatitis contained decreases of
the number of eosinophils as well as the concentration of eosinophil cationic protein, the
plasma levels of neurogenic factors including substance P and nerve growth factor, both of
which are known to be useful markers of disease activity and pruritic degree in atopic
dermatitis, soluble adhesion molecules such as soluble endothelial adhesion molecule-1, and
the levels of cytokines such as interleukin-4, and so on. These suggest that shishihakuhito
is one of the effective kampo medicines to atopic dermatitis, probably through the
complicated interactions between the immune-inflammatory and neurogenic component.

Collagen Diseases and Kampo Treatment from the Aspect of Body
Constituents Patterns (qi, blood & fluid)
Manabu Maeda
Department of Dermatology, Hachiman Hosp. Gujo City (Japan)

Keywords: collagen diseases, blood stasis, qi, blood and fluid,
Many collagen diseases (CD) such as systemic scleroderma (SSc), dermatomyositis (DM),
systemic lupus erythematodes (SLE) are thought to be in hyperviscosity of blood
coagulation (blood stasis) because there are peripheral blood circulation disturbances, which
cause bleeding clots of nailfolds (NFB) and sometimes ulceration of finger-or toe-tips. Form
the point of oriental medical view, these conditions shows patterns indicating blood stasis
including abdominal signs such as strength and resistance etc, so that releasing ”blood stasis”
Kampo medicines such as keishibukuryogan, kamishoyosan, tokishakuyakusan etc. were
used widely especially for these conditions sometimes with saireito or goreisan. I will
propose the relationship of each collagen disease including Sjögren syndrome (Sjs) from the
view of oriental medicine. SSc & DM is correspond to “blood”, because of exsistance of
many NFB and strong abdominal strength, however, SLE or Sjs not. On the other hand, Sjs
is correspond to “fluid” including “qi (spirits)”. In conclusion, each CD is different each
other from oriental medical aspect.

FIGURE 1. Many kampo medicines releasing blood stasis in relationship between cold &
warm, and blood & fluid using radergraph of Watanabe
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The urology treats many diseases around urogenital organs with men and women which are
kidneys, adrenal glands, ureters, urethra, prostate, testis and pelvic floor. Therefore, the
urology world is wide more than expected. And the urology is advancing in the research
field of QOL diseases. The important targets of Kampo are the treatments of symptoms of
QOL diseases which are not recovered enough by modern medicines. There are many results
of Kampo treatments for urologic QOL diseases.
This urology session introduces Kampo treatments for various complaints with urological
diseases. First presentation is the clinical research of choreito and seishinrenshiin for chronic
urinary infection. Second presentation is the clinical research of hachimijiogan and
goshajinnkigan for benign prostate hyperplasia and interstitial cystitis /bladder pain
syndrome. Third presentation is the basic research of choreito for overactive bladder. Final
presentation is the basic and clinical research of Kampo medicine for Testosterone and
cognitive function with urological cancer. Please enjoy the various world of Kampo
medicine for urologic diseases.

Therapeutic Effects of Choreito on Urological Diseases
Kazumasa Torimoto1, Daisuke Gotoh1, Takashi Iwamoto1,
Kazuo Mitani2, Kiyohide Fujimoto1
1

2

Department of Urology, Nara Medical University (Japan)
Center for Yamato Kampo Medicine Pharmacy, Nara Medical University (Japan)

Keywords: choreito (CRT), lower urinary symptom, urolithiasis
Choreito (CRT) is one of the most commonly prescribed Kampo medicines in urology and
has a “water utilization effect,” a combination of the diuretic effect and an improvement in
water imbalance. Therefore, CRT is administered to relieve lower urinary tract symptoms
associated with inflammation by promoting the excretion of urinary stones and alleviating
edema of the lower body. Kampo medicines work well when administered according to the
adequate body pattern; however, their mechanisms of action remain largely unclear.
Although CRT is typically administered to and works best in patients exhibiting decreased
urine and thirst, therapeutic effects are observed regardless of whether these symptoms are
present. Attempts have been made to elucidate the mechanisms of action of CRT through
basic research on rats and cats. These studies suggested the possibility of a water restriction
effect in the nocturnal polyuria model, a detrusor overactivity suppression effect in the
overactive bladder model, and an improvement effect in the urinary component. We hope
that these reports will provide an opportunity to further expand the use of CRT.

Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms and Kampo Medicine
Hitoshi Oh-oka 1, Sadahiro Sempuku 2, Kazuo Mitani 3, Tetsuo Akiba 4
1

Department of Urology, Kobe Medical Center (Japan)
2
Sempuku Clinic (Japan)
3
Mitani Family Clinic (Japan)
4
Akiba Clinic of Traditional Medicine (Japan)

Keywords: Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms (LUTS), goshajinkigan (GJG), seishinrensiin.
Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms (LUTS) are classified into 1) storage symptoms, 2) voiding
symptoms, and 3) postmicturition symptoms. BPH (benign prostatic hyperplasia) is a typical
disease that presents 1), 2), 3), and OAB (overactive bladder) and IC/BPS (Interstitial
cystitis/bladder pain syndrome) are typical diseases that present 1).
There are kidney supplements (hachimijiogan, goshajinkigan (GJG)) employed for BPH,
but there is no RCT regarding their effectiveness.
There are only a few papers regarding BPH, a) Report of QOL improvement by additional
GJG administration for BPH patients in which OAB symptoms remained even after
administration of tamsulosin, b) Report of improvement of IPSS, QOL score, uroflowmetric
parameters by administration of GJG to 25 BPH patients whose frequent urination was
insufficiently improved by α1 blocker, c) Report of OABSS, IPSS, QOL score improvement
by administration of GJG for 6 weeks to 30 OAB patients associated with BPH.
There are only a few reports that GJG was effective for OAB patients, also few reports that
combination therapy of Kampo medicine was useful for IC/BPS patients.
Kampo medicine should be considered as complementary therapy for above-mentioned
diseases. We present the treatment efficacy of seishinrensiin after HD for IC/BPS patients
in our department.

Urinary Tract Infection (Clinical Research)
Miyabi Inoue
Miyabi Urogyne Clinic (Japan)

Keywords: Urinary tract infection, choreito, hochuekkito
Treatment of bacterial urinary tract infections is essentially with the use of antibiotics. It is
difficult to treat bacterial urinary tract infections with herbal medicine alone. However,
cystitis symptoms may persist even when urinary findings improve with antibiotics. This
continuing cystitis symptom is difficult to treat with Western medicine.
Herbal medicines such as choreito, seishinrenshiin are used to improve the continuing
symptoms of cystitis. There are many herbal medicine for pain on micturition and feeling
of incomplete bladder emptying, and each can be prescribed according to its own sho.
In addition, simple cystitis, which repeatedly recurs, can be cured with antibiotics, but there
are no Western medicine that prevent recurrence. Herbal medicine, such as hochuekkito, can
be used to improve the immune system and prevent recurrence.
In this way, Japanese medicine seems to be a wonderful combination of Western medicine
and kampo medicine which compensate for each other's weaknesses.

Testosterone and Cognitive Function in Patients
with Urinary Cancer
Hisamitsu Ide
Department of Urology, Dokkyo Medical University Saitama Medical Center (Japan)

Keywords: testosterone, prostate cancer, cognitive function
A rapid increase of the elderly person population and the increase of dementia are
remarkable in Asia including Japan. Cognitive impairment following cancer treatment
includes the drops of the ability for memory, concentration, work by the cause, and the
frequency is 17-70%. Testosterone, the sex steroid hormone, contributes to many biological
functions, such as hair growth, spermatogenesis, liver function, erythropoietic activity, brain
function, libido, and sexual function. The decrease of testosterone promotes the drop of the
cognitive function by aging, but the androgen-deprivation therapy for the prostate cancer
deteriorates a cognitive function, too. The evaluation method of the past cognitive function
was complicated, and inspection took time. Early checkup and early intervention are
important to dementia, and a treatment strategy is demanded the effective prevention for
cognitive function improvement. I introduce the evaluation method of the new cognitive
function using the eyes tracker and the prevention, curative effect of the cognitive function
aggravation with the Kampo medicine treatment. Ensuring healthy longevity requires an
approach embracing new disease assessment and prevention in addition to treatment and
other forms of medical management.
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In this session, basic researchers from Japan and abroad will present their latest research
results on the analgesic effects of acupuncture and its influence on the autonomic nervous
system, both of which are important for the clinical effectiveness of acupuncture treatment.
The first two presenters will focus on the mechanism of analgesic action of acupuncture.
Dr. Haruki Toriumi will focus on the meridians, which are important in acupuncture, and
will present the results of his basic research on the importance of normalizing meridian
fluctuations. Dr. Yong Tang has conducted studies on the role of purine signaling in the
analgesic effects of acupuncture. He will describe a series of studies conducted by his group.
In the latter two talks, focusing on the effects of acupuncture on the autonomic nervous
system, Dr. Elisabet Stener-Victorin reports that EA-induced muscle contraction reduces Hb
A1C levels and circulating androgens in PCOS patients. Furthermore, genetic analysis has
revealed that EA is involved in the regulation of glucose metabolism and muscle tissue
development. In this talk, she will explain the mechanisms of action of various responses
induced by autonomic nervous system activation. The last speaker, Dr. Sazu Taniguchi
demonstrated that acupuncture stimulation of ST36 improves abnormal gastrointestinal
motility in a stress-induced gastrointestinal injury model, and that oxytocin in the brain is
involved in this mechanism. In this presentation, Dr. Sazu Taniguchi will discuss the effects
of acupuncture on gastrointestinal dysfunction. We hope that this session will provide the
audience with new insights into the mechanism of acupuncture treatment.

Target of Acupuncture and Moxibustion Treatment
Haruki Toriumi
School of Medicine, Keio University (Japan)
Keywords: acupuncture, meridian-fluctuation, disease cure inhibitor, disease exacerbation
factor
Acupuncture is methodology that cures illness by micro injury on the body surface. The
important point is selection area to apply the microinjury for each disease. It is said in
Acupuncture medicine, “each disease makes a meridian-fluctuation”. This hypothesis has
made the basis of technical theory of Acupuncture and Moxibustion. And the important point
is that the technical theory is based on the further hypothesis that the disease itself will be
cured if the fluctuation of the meridians formed by the disease is restored.
If the disease can be cured by normalizing the meridian-fluctuation formed by the disease,
it is strongly suggested that the meridian-fluctuation may be a "disease cure inhibitor" and
a "disease exacerbation factor". In other words, meridian fluctuations are thought to be
something that, if left unchecked, hinders the cure of the disease. It is also stronger than
expected.
To research on acupuncture and moxibustion treatment for pain should also be based on,
how meridian-fluctuation work as "healing inhibitor" or "symptom exacerbation factor".
We believe that if meridian fluctuations can be quantified as "disease healing inhibitor" and
"disease exacerbation factor", pain research will be hybridized with the empirical rules of
acupuncture and moxibustion medicine and will be further deepened.

Purinergic Signaling and Acupuncture Analgesia
Hai-Yan Yin1,2, Ying Zhang1,2, Wen-Jing Ren1,2, Jie Li1,2, Yong Tang1,2
1

International Collaborative Centre on Big Science Plan for Purinergic Signaling,
Chengdu University of Traditional Chinese Medicine (China)
2
Acupuncture and Chronobiology Key Laboratory of Sichuan Province (China)

Keywords: Acupuncture, pain, purinergic signaling
Acupuncture has been used in China from ancient times since more than 2,000 years ago. A
variety of disorders are treated effectively by inserting long, fine needles into specific
acupuncture points (acupoints) on the skin of the patient’s body. Since acupuncture was
proposed by National Institutes of Health (NIH) consensus in 1997 as a therapeutic
intervention of complementary medicine, acupuncture efficacy has become more and more
accepted in the Western world. Among acupuncture therapies, the acupuncture-induced
analgesic effect has been used widely to alleviate diverse types of pain, particularly chronic
pain. To date, acupuncture analgesia has drawn the attention of many investigators and
become an important research subject of international interest around the world. Increasing
evidence demonstrated that acupuncture analgesia has physiological, anatomical and
neurochemical basis despite that there is still an ongoing debate about the mechanism by
which acupuncture alleviates pain.
Since Professor Geoffrey Burn stock proposed that purinergic signaling, rather than a
mystical subepidermal energy, may explain how acupuncture works in an article in Medical
Hypotheses in 2009, the role of purinergic signaling in acupuncture research has gained
much attention. So far, more scientists have got started to study the role of purinergic
signaling in acupuncture-induced analgesia. In this talk, the work has been done by our
group and other scientists will be summarized and where we are going and how we are going
to get there in this amazing field will be described.

Electroacupuncture Mimics Exercise in Affecting Transcriptome
Profile of Skeletal Muscle
Elisabet Stener-Victorin
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology, Karolinska Institute (Sweden)
Keywords: electroacupuncture, genome-wide gene expression, muscle contraction
Low frequency electroacupuncture (EA) activate afferent nerve fibers leading to activation
of sympathetic efferent nerve fibers during stimulation followed by a long-lasting
depression in sympathetic activity. EA induced muscle contractions evoke similar response
as physical exercise. We have discovered that five weeks of EA treatment decreases HbA1C
levels and circulating androgens in women with PCOS. A single bout of EA increases wholebody glucose uptake by activating autonomic nervous system in overweight women with
PCOS which could have implication in the treatment of insulin resistance. Moreover,
aberrant epigenetic and transcriptional pathways in adipose tissue are in part reversed by a
single bout of EA supporting a role of improved metabolic function. Using the same
stimulation paradigm with 45 minutes of low-frequency EA during an euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp, skeletal muscle biopsies were collected before and after EA, and
genome-wide gene expression and DNA methylation profiles were analyzed using Illumina
Bed Chip arrays. We found changes expression of 180 genes whereof 95% changed towards
a healthier metabolic phenotype. DNA methylation changed in 304 sites and more than half
correlated with opposite changes in gene expression. Gene ontology analysis show that the
most enriched pathways are those involved in the regulation of glucose metabolism and
muscle tissue development. Taken together, EA inducing muscle contraction mimics
exercise and results in measurable transcriptional and epigenetic responses, suggesting a
credible molecular mechanism of action.

Effects of Acupuncture Stimulation via Somato–autonomic
Reflex on Stress–induced Gastrointestinal Dysfunction
Sazu Yoshimoto – Taniguchi
Department of Acupuncture and Moxibustion,
Tokyo Ariake University of Medical and Health Sciences (Japan)
Keywords: acupuncture, oxytocin, gastrointestinal dysfunction
Functional gastrointestinal disorders are chronic complaints of gastrointestinal problems
without a causative organic disease. Functional dyspepsia and irritable bowel syndrome are
typical examples of such disorders and are often triggered by stress. The hypothalamus–
pituitary–adrenal axis is known to be susceptible to stress, but it has also been shown that
the corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) in the brain directly causes autonomic nervous
system (ANS) dysfunction.
The ANS involuntarily regulates the functions of internal organs that are important in the
maintenance of a homeostasis. It has been reported that various external physical stimuli,
including acupuncture and moxibustion, can activate somatosensory nerves and alter their
activity. Rats modelled for a stress–induced gastrointestinal disorder showed either delayed
gastric emptying or accelerated colonic transit. Acupuncture stimulation of the hind paw at
ST–36 ameliorated these abnormalities in gastrointestinal tract motility. The mechanism for
regulation of gastrointestinal motility was hypothesized as an increase or decrease in the
parasympathetic activity of the supraspinal tract. It was also revealed that a part of the
mechanism was mediated by oxytocin in the brain. These findings suggest that acupuncture
may alleviate stress–induced gastrointestinal dysfunction via somato–autonomic reflex.
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Macular edema can result from a variety of diseases. Fluid retention in the macula can result
in deterioration of visual acuity and metamorphopsia. Treatment usually involves direct
management of the primary disease; however, such management or treatment is not always
effective. Prolonged retention of macular fluid may lead to irreversible damage to macular
function. The main treatment protocols currently recommended by Western
ophthalmologists include retinal photocoagulation, vitrectomy, steroid injection, and antiVEGF injection, and anti-VEGF injection into the vitreous is currently the standard
treatment for intraretinal fluid retention in Japan. However, this method is sometimes
ineffective and is not considered curative. In addition, there are some cases where this
treatment cannot be performed for various reasons. Kampo medicine may be very effective
in cases that have been resistant to treatment strategies employed in Western medicine.
Therefore, Kampo medicine has been examined as a possible means for the management of
macular fluid retention. Herein, I present recent findings suggesting novel approaches to the
treatment of macular edema, as one of the more refractory eye diseases, using Kampo
medicine.

Several Cases of Macular Edema Managed by Kampo Medicine
Makoto Takeda
Takeda Eye Clinic (Japan)

Keywords: macular edema, Kampo Medicine, case report
Many macular diseases are known to be complicated by retinal fluid retention. Macular fluid
retention can result in deterioration of visual acuity and metamorphopsia. Although antiVEGF injections are a standard treatment in Western ophthalmology, such injections have
been found not to be 100% effective. Further, they do not represent a radical treatment option,
with long-term treatment necessary. I have sought to manage macular fluid retention using
Kampo Medicine and found that some cases of refractory macular edema were resolved by
treatment with Kampo Medicine. Herein, I present a number of well-managed cases together
with the results of Optical Coherent Tomography.
The Kampo medicine formulas used for each disease were as follows;
yokukansankachinpihange for diabetic diffuse macular edema, keishibukuryogan +
shosaikoto for age-related macular degeneration, daisaikoto for retinal vein occlusion,
shinbuto for epi-retinal membrane, and tokishakuyakusan for central serous chorioretinopathy.

Six Cases of Diabetic Macular Edema Successfully Treated with
Kampo Medicine
Satoru Kuroki
Kuroki Eye Clinic (Japan)

Keywords: diabetic macular edema (DME), Blood Stasis, Astragalus Root
Medical treatment for diabetic macular edema (DME) include control of blood glucose,
retinal photocoagulation and intravitreous injection of anti-vascular endothelial growth
factor, but no definitive treatment has been established. The last carries a serious risk of
infection. The author prescribed Chinese herbal medicine according to oriental treatment
patterns for six cases of DME not improved by the above treatments. Patients showed
various conditions, such as blood stasis, yang deficiency of the kidney, qi deficiency of the
whole body, dampness-heat of the spleen and stomach, dampness-heat of the liver and
gallbladder, qi deficiency of the spleen, fire heat and wind of the liver, both yin and yang
deficiency of the kidney, and fluid retention. The prescribed drugs and herbs were
keppuchikuoto,
hochuekkito,
goshajinkigan,
hoyokangoto,
inchingoreisan,
keishibukuryogan, boiogito, chotosan, Astragalus root and Gentiana scabra, and were given
as a decoction in 5 cases and an extracted powder in 1 case. Drugs for blood stasis and the
Astragalus root for qi deficiency and fluid retention were both given in 6 cases. Treatment
with Kampo medicine was effective for all 6 cases. This report suggests that Kampo therapy,
in accordance with oriental treatment patterns, is both safe and effective for DME.

Treatment of Macular Edema Followed by Retinal Vein Occlusion
Shouhaku Yamamoto
Yamamoto eye clinic (Japan)

Keywords: macular edema, retinal vein occlusion, blood stasis syndrome
Retinal vein occlusion is broadly divided into central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO) and
branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO). Intravitreal injections of anti-vascular endothelial
growth factor (anti-VEGF) agents are used to treat macular edema, the most common cause
of visual dysfunction due to each RVO type. Reduction of edema and improvement in visual
acuity can be achieved early after treatment. Kampo medicine for RVO is not common in
Japan. However, many cases of macular edema recur, and there are some cases that are
resistant to treatment or have poor visual prognosis, and there are cases where Kampo
medicine, including dietary therapy, is effective.
Although slow-release drugs are being developed for cases refractory to standard treatment,
which may reduce the frequency of administration, they do not provide a solution for drugresistant cases or for side effects such as stroke. RVO often appears as a result of systemic
diseases such as hypertension, and although there have been few reports to date, Kampo
treatment should be used in combination rather than as a complementary medicine.
(The author believes that bloodletting and cupping therapy, which are thought to improve
circulation in the venous system, are effective in improving blood circulation and preventing
recurrence of RVO.)

Treatment of Macular Fluid Retention by Traditional Chinese
Medicine in Taiwan
CHEN Chi-Fang 1, 2, 3, 4
1

2

Chairman, Taiwan Clinical Chinese Medicine Association (Taiwan)
Attending Physician & C.I.O., Ten-Shin Traditional Medicine Hospital (Taiwan)
3
Adjunct Associate Professor, Yuan-Ze University (Taiwan)
4
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Keywords: macular edema, Chinese Medicine, Taiwan
Taiwan’s National Health Insurance (NHI) system includes Western medicine, Chinese
medicine, and dental treatment. Chinese medicine treatments include herbal extract granules
and acupuncture. As Taiwan is now becoming an aging society, macular fluid retention
(macular edema; age-related macular degeneration) is a very common degenerative disease.
In Taiwan, people aged over 55 currently have a dilated eye examination almost every year
to help maintain eye health. Eye problems can be caused by genetic factors, smoking,
second-hand smoke, high blood pressure, hyperlipidemia, prolonged sunlight exposure, and
high usage of or exposure to 3C products, all of which may cause macular edema. Besides
anti-VEGF injections, daily intake of vitamins, avoiding exposure to sunlight, taking
traditional herbal products, and acupuncture are used to deal with macular degeneration.
According to Daikei (Huang-Di Nei-Jing), we consider these macular disorders as
representing a “blood stasis syndrome.” We gathered data from Taiwan’s NHI research
database and individual outpatient clinics, and found the most common formula drugs used
for treating macular edema are Keishi-bukuryo-gan and Ogon-to powders. Meanwhile, we
stimulate the Cheng-Qi (ST1), Zhao-Hai (KI6) and A-Shi acupoints. Prescriptions for
“blood stasis syndrome” in treating macular fluid retention is common way in traditional
medicine clinics in Taiwan.
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The purpose of this symposium is to present reports from Japan and Germany on the
practical application of Kampo therapy for pain in clinical practice and in basic research.
Dr. Shinsuke Hamaguchi of Dokkyo Medical University and Dr. Keiko Mamiya of Shinshu
University will chair the session. The first speaker, Keiko Mamiya of Shinshu University,
will talk about the use of Kampo medicine in pain clinics in Japan under the title of “Kampo
medicine in pain clinics in Japan.” Next, Dr. Yoshihide Yakazu of Tokyo Medical University
will talk about how Kampo is used in actual clinical practice under the title of “Four Types
of Pain Management: Kampo Treatment from the Perspective of Integrative Medicine.” The
third, Dr. Miho Nakanishi of Shiga University of Medical Science will talk about the basic
researches titled “Analgesic Mechanisms of Kampo Medicines for Neuropathic pain.”, and
finally Dr. Heidrun Reißenweber-Hewel of Germany will talk about her research titled
“Experiences with Japanese Kampo Medicine for Pain Management in Germany”, and will
discuss the use of Kampo medicine in Germany.
In Japan, approximately 150 kinds of Kampo medicines are covered by government health
insurance, and in general, Kampo therapy became a complementary and alternative
medicine that can be easily incorporated into Western medicine. We hope that this
symposium will be an opportunity to introduce Kampo medicine as a treatment for “pain in
clinical practice”.

Kampo Medicine in Pain Clinics in Japan
Keiko Mamiya1, Kenji Yamamoto1, Takanobu Hirabayashi1,2
1

Division of Palliative Care, Shinshu University Hospital
Shinshu Cancer Center, Shinshu University (Japan)
2
Department of Anesthesiology and Resuscitology,
Shinshu University School of Medicine, Shinshu University (Japan)

Keywords: Kampo medicine, pain clinicians in Japan, questionnaire survey
Kampo is a traditional Japanese therapeutic medicine that is mostly derived from classical
Chinese medicine. The origin was introduced into Japan between the 5th and 6th centuries.
Over the years, unique methods for diagnosis, herbal formulas, and therapeutic approaches
using Kampo have been developed in Japan.
Kampo medicine has become integrated into health care together with modern medicine
in Japan. Japanese public insurance coverage of Kampo treatment started in 1961.
Permission for medical use of six Kampo extracts was granted in 1967. Many Japanese pain
clinicians use Kampo medicine. Kampo is used for patients who do not respond well to
western medicine, patients with side effects of western medicine, elderly people, and
patients who want be treated with Kampo medicine
In pain clinic, Kampo medicine is effective for treatment of headaches (migraine, tension
headache, cluster headache), lumbago, PHN (post-herpetic neuralgia), especially
sympathetically maintained pain. It has been used for the treatment of acute and chronic
pain.
In this presentation, we will introduce a questionnaire survey of pain clinicians in Japan
to clarify how Kampo medicine is used in pain clinics in Japan.
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Unified Japanese Licensing
Many countries around the world practice integrative medicine in the form of modern
medicine plus alternative and complementary medicine, but only a few, such as Japan,
practice integrative medicine in the form of incorporating traditional medicine with modern
medicine. The reason for this lies in differences in the licensing of physicians. In China and
Korea, there used to be two licenses, one for modern medicine and the other for traditional
medicine, but in Japan, the licenses were unified. Therefore, with one license, it is possible
to practice integrative medicine, making full use of not only modern medicine but also
traditional medicine. This is a unique medical system that cannot be found anywhere else in
the world.
Four Types of Classification of Kampo Medicine
Based on this background, Hiromichi Yasui (*) classified Kampo medicine into four types.
Knowing which type of Kampo treatment is currently being practiced is clinically beneficial
to the practitioner because it can clarify the form of Kampo treatment.
Here, we present clinical cases of pain treatment according to these types and consider the
four types from the viewpoint of integrative medicine.
(*) 2021 Journal of Kampo Medicine
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Neuropathic pain is refractory to treatment and tends to become chronic, adversely affecting
the patient's quality of life (QOL). With the development of chronic pain, both organic as
well as psychosocial factors surrounding pain become more complex, making the treatment
difficult. Kampo medicine that involves the use of Japanese herbal medicines has numerous
pharmacological effects and therefore, effectively relieves pain by targeting numerous
factors surrounding the pain. Integrative medicine, which combines Western medicinal
science and Kampo medicine, could be an effective strategy in the modern treatment of pain;
however, it is important to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the effects of herbal
medicine. In this lecture, we will address the recent progress and challenges in research that
focuses on the associated with Japanese herbal medicines and crude drugs including
goshajinkigan, yokukansan, and Aconite root, whose therapeutic mechanisms gradually
being unraveled. Elucidation of the analgesic mechanism of action of herbal medicines
could clarify the position of Kampo treatment in modern medicine, establish integrative
medicine combining western medicinal science and Kampo medicine, and develop novel
therapeutic strategies using Kampo treatment for effective treatment of neuropathic pain.
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Herbal medicine has a longstanding tradition in Germany. Plant-based drugs have the status
of well-controlled registered pharmacy-only drugs. More than two third of the German
population are regularly taking herbal medicinal products confirming the high acceptance
of phytotherapy in Germany.
At the same time, herbal traditions from other parts of the world gained growing attention.
Among them, Japanese traditional herbal medicine (Kampo Medicine) with its unique
diagnostic and therapeutic characteristics is also continuously spreading in Germany and is
applied by MDs within the framework of integrative medicine. The administration of
multicomponent herbal prescriptions allows an individual and dynamic adaptation both to
the underlying constitution and the actual patient situation.
Main indications are various functional complaints and chronic conditions among them also
chronic pain. Three clinical case reports are presented here, where Kampo prescriptions
were successfully administered to German outpatients to relieve pain. The conditions were:
recurrent migraines, chronic abdominal pain due to adhesions, and a case of complex
regional pain syndrome (CRPS).
In all three cases, Kampo diagnostics including abdominal palpation helped to identify
considerable microcirculatory impairment (oketsu) as the main underlying pathologic
condition. Individual Kampo therapy resulted in considerable relief of pain and prevention
of recurrent attacks. Concurrently, the general constitution of the patients improved
including sleep, vitality, and appetite.
Along with conventional biomedicine, Kampo herbal therapy can provide a comprehensive
option not only to ameliorate chronic pain but to improve quality of life and thus to facilitate
the overall management of chronic pain conditions.
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Capacity for Japanese Traditional Medicine
on Dementia
Overview of Kampo therapy for dementia
Katsuyoshi Mizukami M.D, Ph.D

Graduate School of Comprehensive Human Sciences, Faculty of Health and Sport
Sciences, University of Tsukuba, Japan
The number of older people with dementia is rapidly increasing in Japan, and it is estimated
to exceed 7 million by 2025. Older people with dementia often present with behavioral and
psychological symptoms (BPSD) that make it difficult for them to live at home, so
management of BPSD is important. However, antipsychotic drugs are prone to side effects
such as the appearance of extrapyramidal symptoms, worsening of cognitive dysfunction,
and hyper sedation. Therefore, safer pharmacotherapy for BPSD is needed. In recent years,
reports on the usefulness of Kampo medicines for BPSD have accumulated.
In 2005, Arai et al. reported a single-blind study of Yokukansan, in which 52 patients with
dementia were randomly divided into two groups: those treated with 7.5 g of Yokukansan
and those not treated with Yokukansan. The results showed a significant decrease in NPI
scores in the treatment group. Mizukami et al (2009) conducted an 8-week crossover study
at 20 facilities in the Kanto area, in which 108 dementia patients were randomly divided
into two groups: Group A, which received 7.5 g of Yokukansan for the first 4 weeks, and
Group B, which received 7.5 g of Yokukansan for the second 4 weeks. Both groups showed
a decrease in NPI scores when taking Yokukansan, and both groups A and B showed effects
on agitation and irritability. Matsuda et al. (2013) conducted a meta-analysis using four
reports, including these two reports, and found that the drug was effective for hallucinations,
delusions, and agitation. These reports led to the introduction of Yokukansan as a treatment
option for BPSD in therapy guidelines. On the other hand, it was pointed out that there had
been no placebo-controlled trials and that the scientific evidence was insufficient. Furukawa
et al. (2017) conducted a multicenter placebo-controlled trial of Yokukansan and found no

significant difference in NPI scores between the Yokukansan and placebo groups, but in the
former group, a decrease in the scores with agitation, aggression, and hallucinations.
In conclusion, Yokukansan is a promising treatment option for BPSD, but further research
with a higher level of evidence is required. On the other hand, a high efficacy rate has been
reported in cases with rectus abdominis muscle tension, which is a sign of inhibitors (Hara,
1984). It would be useful to incorporate the perspective of Zuisho treatment into clinical
trials.
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Ameliorative effects of Yokukansan and Ninjinyoeito on impaired
memory and BPSD-like behavior in the animal model of
Alzheimer's disease
Katsunori Iwasaki
Department of Neuropharmacology, Faculty of Pharmeceutical Sciences,
Fukuoka University, Japan

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) accounts for approximately 60 % of dementia, but there is no cure
for AD. Effect of Kampo medicines on AD symptoms is investigated in a number of clinical
and non-clinical studies. We have investigated the mechanism of the pharmacological action
of Yokukansan (YKS) using an animal model of AD (CI+Aβ treated rat). We found that
YKS ameliorated the spatial memory deficits and behavioral and psychological symptoms
of dementia (BPSD) -like behavior in the AD rats. Furthermore, we found that the effect of
YKS was due to the enhancement of cholinergic functions in the hippocampus by Toki and
of 5-HTergic functions in the prefrontal cortex by Chotoko. Effect of YKS may be due to
synergy effect of Toki and Chotoko. This could be advantages of Kampo medicines which
contain several herbs. We are also investigating the mechanism of the pharmacological
action of Ninjinyoeito (NYT). NYT has been reported to be effective in treating the frailty
of the elderly, and its clinical application to dementia has also been reported. We found that
NYT ameliorates spatial memory impairment and increased the expression of choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT) in the frontal cortex of AD rats. On the other hand, it is reported
that NYT ameliorates depressive symptoms in AD as well as the frailty of the elderly. We
confirmed in animal studies that NYT normalized immobility (experimental depressive
symptoms) in the tail suspension performance in mice. In this experiment, both WAY100635 (serotonin 5-HT1A receptor antagonist) and prazosin noradrenaline α1 antagonist)
significantly suppressed the decrease in immobility time due to NYT. These results suggest
that NYT improves memory impairment by activating the cholinergic system in the
prefrontal cortex and ameliorates depressive symptoms through the 5-HT1A receptormediated and NAergic α1 receptor-mediated mechanisms. We also examined the scientific
background of the clinical use of NYT for apathy. NYT showed a significant improvement
in the decrease in grooming time of SAMP8, which was assumed to correspond to the

patient's apathy. Taken together, the results of these basic studies suggest that not only YKS
but also NYT is effective for cognitive impairment and BPSD in AD patients, and that NYT
may be effective for apathy of frailty patients.
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Current research
1. Development and research of new therapeutic agents for Alzheimer's disease (AD) using an
animal model of AD including lifestyle-related diseases such as cerebral circulation disorders and
diabetes.
2. Pharmacological evaluation of the action of Kampo medicines on the behavioral and
psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD) and the core symptoms of dementia.
3. Electrophysiological study of the effects of Chinese herbs on synaptic function and the role
of glial cells.
4. Molecular pharmacological study on nerve growth factor-like action of Kampo medicines and
constituent herbs.

Clinical Trials for Short-Term and Long-Term Treatment of
Behavioral and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia with a
Traditional Japanese Medicine, Yokukansan
Yasushi Ishida
Department of Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine, University of Miyazaki, Japan

In this presentation, I will review the past five clinical trials that we have performed using
yokukansan (YKS) for the treatment of behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia.
In the trial for short-term treatment (4 weeks) for Alzheimer’s disease, in patients coadministered with donepezil hydrochloride, the improvement of Neuropsychiatric Inventory
(NPI) total score was marked in the YKS-treated group compared to that in the YKS nontreated group. In another trial for short-term treatment (4 weeks) for Alzheimer’s disease, in
patients without donepezil hydrochloride co-administration, YKS significantly decreased
NPI total score without influencing the activities of daily living and cognitive functions. In
another trial for short-term treatment (8 weeks) in dementia patients, YKS significantly
decreased Sleep Disorder Inventory total score and caregiver’s distress without influencing
cognitive functions. In the two trials for long-term treatment (78 weeks) in dementia patients,
a significant decrease was seen in NPI and Zarit Burden Interview score, and it was
confirmed that the improvement of NPI by long-term treatment would lead to reduction in
caregiver’s burden. During YKS treatment, patients were slightly concerned with
hypokalemia and edema, and the necessity of periodic examinations was suggested
accordingly.

Yasushi Ishida
Dr. Ishida graduated from Oita Medical College in 1985. He was received a doctoral degree from
Miyazaki Medical College in 1991. From 2002, he has been a professor of the Department of
Psychiatry, University of Miyazaki.
His area of expertise is geriatric psychiatry and behavioral pharmacology.
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Usefulness of Ninjinyoeito with regard to
frailty

Multiple components contained in chimpi, an ingredient composed
of Ninjinyoeito cooperatively activate the orexin type 1 receptors
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The Kampo medicine ninjinyoeito is a mixture of 12 crude drugs. It is used to treat
anorexia, post-illness weakness, fatigue, and malaise and to maintain and improve the
quality of life of patients with cancer. We found that chimpi, a component of ninjinyoeito,
can promote appetite by activating orexin receptors (orexin 1 receptor, OX1R), which are
involved in appetite stimulation. Additionally, limonene, an essential oil component of
chimpi, activates the OX1R receptor. In addition to essential oils, chimpi also contains
various flavonoids.
In this study, we evaluated the effects of various flavonoid and essential oil components
of chimpi, as well as their combinations, on OX1R activation.
Using stable OX1R-expressing HEK293 cells, we analyzed OX1R activation using a
CellKey system, which can measure the signal change of OX1R as electrical resistance. Of
the essential oils tested, namely limonene, linalool, and terpineol, only limonene activated
OX1R in a concentration-dependent manner. Of the flavonoids tested, namely nobiletin,
naringin and hesperidin, nobiletin bolstered OX1R activation induced by limonene and
promoted OX1R activation.
These results suggest that limonene and nobiletin in ninjinyoeito may cooperatively
activate OX1R. Therefore, ninjinyoeito may be effective at stimulating appetite through the
cooperative action of these components

Ninjinyoeito ameliorates anorexia and frailty: Role and
mechanism of NPY neuronal activation
Toshihiko Yada1,2, Lei Wang1,2
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2
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Endocrinology and Metabolism

Currently, there are no effective prevention or treatment measures for symptoms of frailty,
which is defined as a decline in physical and mental function in the elderly and patients with
cancer. Anorexia and decreased food intake, which are symptoms of frailty, lead to
decreased muscle mass and brain function. Therefore, we aimed to improve frailty by
targeting anorexia.
Administration of the anticancer drug cisplatin to mice decreased their food intake and
body weight; however, the Kampo medicine Ninjinyoeito significantly alleviated these
effects (by 70-100%). Ninjinyoeito directly acted on and increased intracellular Ca2+
concentration ([Ca2+]) in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus neuropeptide Y (NPY) neuron,
which is responsible for stimulating appetite. Specifically, Ninjinyoeito activates two types
of NPY neurons: ones that respond to the hunger hormone ghrelin and the ones that are
ghrelin-nonresponsive. This action could serve to overcome ghrelin resistance, a condition
in which ghrelin administration does not promote eating in the elderly. Since the increase in
[Ca2+] in ghrelin-responsive vs. non-responsive NPY neurons is mediated by N-type vs. Ltype Ca2+ channels, selective activation of ghrelin-responsive or non-responsive NPY
nerves through these molecular targets may help in treating anorexia in patients with various
conditions and across different age groups.
Isoalliin, a component of onions, also promotes appetite and activates the NPY neurons.
Ninjinyoeito, isoalliin, and ghrelin cooperate in the activation of the NPY neurons.
Ninjinyoeito and isoalliin enhance appetite selectively during the active phase in mice,
thereby promoting the physiological feeding rhythm, and may be effective in treating both
anorexia and dietary rhythm disorders in the elderly.
Overall, a combination of Kampo medicine (Ninjinyoeito) and food (components from
onions) can effectively improve anorexia and frailty.

Frailty and the Kampo Medicine Ninjinyoeito
(Ren Shen Yang Ying Tang)
Akio Inui
Pharmacological Department of Herbal Medicine, Kagoshima University
Frailty resulting from sarcopenia is a topic of interest in preventative medicine in Japan,
where the aging population is rapidly increasing. Sarcopenia refers to skeletal muscle
atrophy, and it is associated with a progressive loss of muscle mass accompanied by an agerelated decline in the activity of the GH-IGF1 axis and levels of sex hormones. Frailty is
considered a pre-symptomatic condition in Kampo medicine that could play an important
role in preventing/treating frailty and extending healthy lifespan.
Kampo medicines, particularly tonifying formulae, have been used for frailty-related
diseases. They are expected effective for frailty syndrome that is characterized by both
physical and mental symptoms including anorexia, anxiety, depression, and dementia.
Ninjinyoeito is generally considered the strongest tonifying formulae and has been widely
used in palliative and supportive cancer care. It strengthens the immunity of patients with
cancer; alleviates fatigue, cachexia, pain, anemia, and liver dysfunction; and enhances the
anti-tumor effects of anti-cancer drugs. Many clinical reports have shown that ninjinyoeito
improves the general condition of elderly and postoperative patients. Additionally, it
alleviates diabetic complications (including neuropathy) and promotes protein synthesis in
patients with renal anemia, hepatic cirrhosis, and platelet reduction.
Ninjinyoeito improves not only food intake and sarcopenia, but also life expectancy in
animal models of aging and cancer. In klotho-knockout mice, an animal model for human
pathological aging, treatment with ninjinyoeito reduces sarcopenia, increases walking speed,
and prolongs lifespan by nearly 30%. It increases the number of stem cells in the
gastrointestinal tract and reduces abnormalities in villous structure. Ninjinyoeito ameliorates
decreased bone density, emphysema and testicular atrophy, as well as suppresses the
development of enlarged heart. It also reduces atrophy associated with aging of the thymus
gland and secondary lymphoid tissues, and enhances immune function by increasing T, B,
and lesser NK cells. Because ninjinyoeito also significantly suppresses telomere shortening,
its effects on many of the abovementioned organs and tissues are also inferred to be
rejuvenating. In this lecture, the effects of ninjinyoeito on health and longevity will be
described in the context of its role as an immune enhancer and geroprotector (anti-aging
drug) amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Human papillomavirus and warts

Etiology and Pathogenesis of Viral Warts and Principles of Wart
Treatment
Kiyofumi Egawa M.D., Ph.D.
Visiting Professor, Kitasato University, Sagamihara, Japan
Part-time Lecturer, Department of Dermatology, The Jikei University School of Medicine,
Tokyo, Japan

So far, more than 220 genotypically different types of human papillomavirus (HPV) have
been characterized, with classification based on the defined variation of the viral DNA.
Infections of distinct types of HPVs are characterized by type-specific
cytopathic/cytopathogenic effects (CPEs), i.e., macro- and microscopic features,
pathological properties, and tissue tropisms.
Viral warts are caused by infection of keratinocytes by HPV and have traditionally been
subdivided on anatomical or morphological grounds into common warts; warts on the sole
(plantar warts); flat or plane warts and genital warts (condyloma acuminatum). The majority
of common/plantar warts are caused by HPV-2/27/57, flat warts by HPV-3/10, and
condyloma acuminatum by HPV-6/11. Another rare pathological feature of HPV infection
is epidermodysplasia verruciformis (EV). This is a highly carcinogenic genodermatosis that
is susceptible to infection by HPV, particularly the types belonging to the genus beta
papillomavirus, such as HPV-5/8, and is clinically recognized as flat warts or tinea
versicolor-like plaques. In addition, new subtypes of viral warts have been identified,
including myrmecia warts caused by HPV-1, pigmented warts by HPV-4/60/65, and plantar
epidermoid cysts by HPV-57/60. HPV16/18/high-risk HPV causing cervical cancer has also
been found to be the cause of Bowen's disease of the fingers and Bowenoid papulosis of the
anogenital area.

HPV is thought to invade the epidermis through small abrasions in the stratum corneum,
and wart development is thought to occur as a result of following HPV infection of
epidermal stem cells in the 'basal layer' of the epidermis. However, recent studies have
revealed that epidermal stem cells are not only specific to the basal layer of the epidermis,
but also each compartment of the skin, such as hair follicles, sebaceous glands, and eccrine
glands and ducts, indicating that HPV targets not only the basal layer of the epidermis but
also the skin appendages.
There are numerous treatments for warts. This is because there is no specific antiviral
treatment for HPV and no treatment is completely effective for all patients. The most
common treatment is to damage or destroy the infected epithelium. Such destructive
treatment should sometimes be insufficient to eliminate all virus-infected cells in the
epidermal basal layer and skin appendages, but the warts still heal sooner or later, in most
cases. The infection may resolve spontaneously without any treatment, from months to years
later. Sudden regression of all wart lesions can also be seen, even though only some have
been treated. These suggest that an immune response is essential for wart regression. Even
if the treatment is aimed at tissue destruction, it may ultimately induce an immune response
by inducing cell death and antigen exposure and presentation. Activation of the immune
system in the wart localisation can maximise the opportunity for an immunological response
against infected keratinocytes, which may be the role of some herbal medicines in the
treatment of warts.
In this presentation, the etiology and pathogenesis of viral warts, the principles of wart
treatment and the significance of herbal medicine in the treatment of warts will be discussed.
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Guideline for the Diagnosis and
Treatment of Common Warts 2019
Daisuke Watanabe M.D., Ph.D
Professor and Chairman, Department of Dermatology,
Aichi Medical University, Japan

Viral warts are benign tumors of the skin and mucous membranes caused by the human
papillomavirus (HPV). Most are treated in the dermatological field. In the case of typical
verrucae, clinical diagnosis is not always difficult. However, differentiation from seborrheic
keratosis, cravus, tyrosis, etc. may be problematic. The basic treatment is cryotherapy with
liquid nitrogen, but plantar warts are often difficult to treat. Therefore, various treatment
methods have been tried, but until now there have been no guidelines for the qualitative
evaluation of treatment of verruca vulgaris in Japan. Therefore, the Japanese Dermatological
Association has developed the "Treatment Guidelines for Verruca Vulgaris 2019" to provide
dermatologists with indicators for correctly diagnosing and treating verrucae and to help
them in their practice. In this lecture, I the contents of this guideline and the actual treatment
of verrucae will be explained.
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